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Abstract 
Individuals are nowadays surrounded by several personal multimedia capable devices. On the 
other hand, the popularity of the multimedia applications is increasing and new application 
domains are constantly emerging. In this kind of development, users can benefit and quality 
of experience can increase if their applications can move while executing among all the 
multimedia devices that surround them. These factors are some of the main driving forces to 
research application mobility. 

In this Master’s thesis we design, implement and evaluate a module called negotiation and 
data transfer module for application mobility. This module is an important part of application 
mobility because it encompasses two of its crucial functionalities: the resource negotiation 
and the application data transfer. During the negotiation process, the hosts that are involved 
exchange resource capabilities in order to determine whether the application migration can 
take place. The protocol used for negotiation needs to be able to carry any type of resource 
description, then it has to be able to distinguish between multiple negotiation sessions and 
finally it has to be efficient. This protocol is coupled with two other systems, which together 
facilitate the negotiation process. The first, called the resource variable presentation system, 
is used to represent and store the negotiated resources which are then conveyed with the 
negotiation protocol. The second, called the negotiation algorithm, is an algorithm that takes 
the resources described with the resource variable presentation system and calculates whether 
the migration conditions are met. Based on the results provided by this algorithm, we decide 
whether the application migration can take place. In this Master’s thesis, we analyze the 
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) as a candidate for the negotiation protocol in the context of 
application mobility. 

If the migration is possible, the data transfer protocol is used to transfer migrating application 
data to the host that continues execution. This protocol needs to be efficient and it has to be 
able to provide feedback to the user about the current amount of transferred data. Feedback is 
sent to the user only if the time span from the beginning of the migration till the moment 
when the migrating application is continued on the remote host exceeds the pre-established 
time value for that migrating application. The mechanism that calculates this value and then, 
if needed, configures the data transfer protocol to send feedback is in this Master’s thesis 
called precopy. We analyze the Message Session Relay Protocol (MSRP) protocol as a 
candidate for the data transfer protocol in this context.  

The results show that the negotiation and data transfer module performs correctly and 
according to design. The results also show that performance of the resource negotiation 
depends on the size and the content of the conveyed payload, while the performance of the 
data transfer is influenced by the size of the transferred payload and the configuration of the 
data transfer protocol. Both processes are influenced by the type of network as well.  
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1. Introduction 
 

 

Individuals are nowadays surrounded by several personal multimedia capable devices. This 
one-to-many relationship of persons-to-computers can leverage ubiquitous computing. 
Furthermore, in recent years, multimedia applications have increased in popularity and 
demand. Internet telephony or VoIP has been here for quite some time, while video streaming, 
video on demand, multimedia conferencing, distance learning, social networking as well as 
plethora of other applications are being used every day. In addition to that, new applications 
and application domains are constantly emerging. At this pace of progress, both architectural 
(e.g., multicast and QoS) and application changes are needed, not only to set a foundation for 
new applications, but also to give additional value to existing ones. On the other hand, users 
can benefit greatly and the quality of experience can increase if their applications can move 
while executing among all multimedia devices that surround them. These factors have been 
some of the main motivating forces to retake application mobility research. TRAMP stands 
for TRAMP Real-time Application Mobility Platform and is an on-going research project in 
the group for distributed multimedia systems (DMMS) at the Institute for Informatics at the 
University of Oslo. TRAMP focuses on process migration with multimedia requirements, 
such as bandwidth and time constraints, as a step towards ubiquitous computing. 

To better illustrate the use of TRAMP, we provide the following example: Alice starts a 
multimedia conference on a desktop computer at work, but needs to be on her way home 
before the conversation is over. Therefore, she seamlessly migrates the multimedia 
application from her office computer to her smart phone in order to continue to participate in 
the conversation on her way home. Since the conference she is participating in is not finished 
when she arrives home, she wishes to resume the call on her home devices. Her mobile phone, 
using the TRAMP platform, recognizes other trusted devices in Alice’s home and decides that 
her big screen TV is the best match for video stream reproduction, while her stereo device is 
best suited for audio signal reproduction. Once again, seamless migration takes place, 
enabling Alice to continue participating in the conference from her home. 

TRAMP is divided into three layers: (1) the application layer, where multimedia applications 
use the TRAMP API to migrate, (2) the migrator core layer, which holds components like 
inter-process communication (IPC), policies, signalization etc., and (3) the migrator overlay 
layer, which builds an overlay and interconnects hosts into the so-called Migration 
Communities.  

Two of the most vital functions of the TRAMP project that reside at the migrator core layer 
are: resource negotiation and data transfer. Resource negotiation is a process that precedes 
every application migration. It is used by the hosts engaged in application migration in order 
to mutually exchange capabilities. This part is of crucial importance for the overall 
application migration process, since we cannot migrate applications without knowing whether 
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the destination host has enough resources to continue execution. The resources that need to be 
considered include diverse components and can range from software components and their 
properties, such as program libraries, frameworks, services etc., to hardware components and 
their properties such as memory size, disk capacity, CPU speed, motherboard manufacturer 
etc., and peripherals. In this way, when a user wants to migrate an application to the other host, 
he/she first needs to send the description of the resources this application requires to the 
remote host. The remote host compares this received description of resources with the local 
resources, and sends the appropriate answer. The local host then knows whether the resources 
at the remote host are sufficient at this point in time and whether the application can be 
migrated to the remote host.  

The protocol used for resource negotiation has to be based on “negotiation communication 
paradigm”. This means that its syntax and semantics have to support negotiation message 
exchange patterns and have to have the ability to transfer an information payload so that all 
the participants in communication can unambiguously agree on a certain matter. In our 
concrete case, this is resource state of parties involved in negotiation. It also has to be 
“session based”, which implies that a clear distinction can be made between multiple 
negotiation sessions that are potentially taking place simultaneously. Finally, it has to be 
efficient. In this Master’s thesis, we analyze the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) as a 
candidate for the protocol used for resource negotiation. 

The negotiation protocol is closely related to the negotiation algorithm, which is a set of rules 
implemented on the negotiating hosts with the purpose of deciding whether the migration is 
possible. This algorithm takes input from the payload of the received negotiation protocol 
request, whereas its output is used to generate a negotiation protocol response. The final 
property of the negotiation protocol is the ability to transfer the representation of 
heterogeneous resources. This property is important, since the resources that are negotiated 
between hosts can be highly diverse ranging from software components to actual hardware 
resources and peripheral devices. For the purpose of representing resources that are being 
negotiated, we have designed the module called resource variable presentation system. The 
instances of this system are thus carried as a payload within the negotiation protocol. 

The other important function at the migrator core layer is application data transfer and it is 
used to transfer application data from the source to the destination host. The migrating 
application’s data is transferred with the data transfer protocol. However, it is only initialized 
if the preceding resource negotiation was successful. In this way we can see that these two 
processes even though completely independent, are mutually related, since the data transfer 
cannot begin without a positive result from the negotiation protocol. Vice versa, the 
negotiation protocol does not make much sense when used alone. 

The data transfer protocol needs to be efficient, so that the user does not experience any 
interruption in service when the migration takes place. Studies performed in this field [15] 
suggest that 100ms is the upper limit of interruption time for video streaming applications at 
which users do not notice service interruption. The data transfer protocol also needs to be 
able to provide the user with the information about the amount of data that has been 
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transferred at any point in time, together with the remaining time till the end of the migration. 
The multimedia applications today can be very large in size, so 100ms as the total migration 
time can be a goal hard to achieve. Therefore, in these cases when the upper limit for 
interruption time cannot be upheld, it is crucial that the data transfer protocol has the 
facilities that can give feedback to the user about the time when the application will continue 
execution on the destination host. We analyze the Message Session Relay Protocol (MSRP) 
protocol as a candidate for the data transfer protocol in this context. 

The main focus and contribution of this Master’s thesis is design, implementation and 
evaluation of the module called negotiation and data transfer module. It resides at the 
migrator core layer of TRAMP architecture, and it is our suggestion for the solution of the 
aforementioned functions, namely resource negotiation and application data transfer. It 
covers an exciting research area and an important part of the TRAMP project, without which 
the application migration would not be possible. With the help of the negotiation part of this 
module the hosts are able to exchange descriptions of any type of resources their application 
might need for both push and pull migration types. We say that migration is of push type 
when the host that initiates negotiation process is the one that currently executes the migrating 
application. In this way, the migrating application is “pushed” to the remote host. Conversely, 
the migration is of pull type when the host that initiates migration is the one that will continue 
to execute application that currently executes on the remote host, after the migration is 
finished. The migrating application is thus “pulled” from the remote host. Based on this 
exchanged information, the resource negotiation algorithm decides whether the negotiation is 
possible and returns a result which is used to create the negotiation protocol response. The 
response always contains resource information from the remote host (which depends on the 
response type) that can be further processed and reacted upon on the local host. The results 
yielded from the negotiation part of this Master’s thesis present an attempt to set the 
foundation for further research related to resource negotiation between TRAMP hosts.  

The data transfer part of our module gives the hosts in TRAMP the possibility to transfer 
application data. It also has the possibility to report on transferred amount of data, which is 
used to give feedback to the user about the progress of the data transfer. The accompanying 
algorithm called precopy decides when this feedback should be given. The results yielded 
from the data transfer part of this Master’s thesis present an attempt to set the foundation for 
further research related to data transfer between TRAMP hosts.   

The tests we performed on our implementation of the resource negotiation and data transfer 
module show that even for the application data sizes as small as 1MB, the 100ms limit for the 
entire migration process cannot be upheld, and that data transfer protocol’s mechanism for 
providing feedback has to be used. However, it is worth mentioning that - if we take the wired 
network as an example - the measurements were performed on a network with a maximum 
theoretical throughput of 100Mbps. The effective bandwidth that was available to the hosts at 
the moment of measurement was not noted, but judging from the measurement results, it was 
lower than the aforementioned maximum. This further means that if were performing our 
measurements on a network with ten times more throughput (1Gbps Ethernet networks are 
common nowadays) we would be able to transfer aforementioned data size (and probably ten 
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times more) within 100ms and without feedback from the remote host. The results also show 
that negotiation and data transfer takes more time on wireless than wired networks and that 
the influence of “older hardware”, even though noticeable, does not represent a major 
difference compared to the more “contemporary hosts”. Observing the negotiation time alone, 
we see that it grows with the increase of the size of resource description that is conveyed as a 
payload in the negotiation protocol. One reason for this is the directly proportional 
relationship between data size and the data transfer time. The second reason for this result can 
be found in the fact that the larger the resource description (i.e. the more resources are 
described), more time the resource negotiation algorithm will take to process it. 
Measurements made for the data transfer protocol alone clearly indicate two trends: the first 
and the most intuitive one is that the larger the application data to be transferred, the more 
time is needed for data transfer. The second trend shows that the larger the chunk size (data 
transfer unit), the less time is needed for data transfer. This last result is explained by 
reasoning that for the large chunks, the more data is transferred per chunk, and thus fewer 
chunks are used to transfer the entire message. Fewer chunks, by extension, also mean less 
overhead from the header fields.  

The rest of this Master’s thesis is organized as follows: the Background chapter includes a 
high level description of the TRAMP project together with the descriptions of protocols and 
systems important for the module we design in the Design chapter. The Design chapter 
presents detailed architecture of our module. In this chapter, we also present requirements for 
all the protocols that constitute the module, our choice of protocols and systems and finally, 
our reasoning behind those choices. The Implementation chapter describes the process of 
implementing the resource negotiation and data transfer module with all its important aspects. 
It also gives a full overview of functions implemented, their purpose and any peculiarities 
related to them. At the end of this chapter, we include a graphical presentation of the function 
call chain for a typical negotiation and data transfer scenario, so that the reader can get an 
overall impression of our protocol stack and placement of different functions and modules 
inside of it. Evaluation of results with all important aspects and discussions is laid out in the 
Evaluation chapter. Finally, our concluding remarks, together with suggestions for further 
research are given in the Conclusion chapter. 
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2. Background 
 
 
 
In this chapter, we give a brief overview of the terms, systems, and protocols that constitute 
and surround the main subject of this Master’s thesis - the negotiation and data transfer 
module. This overview is meant to give the reader the necessary background information for 
better understanding of our module and the design decisions we make later in Chapter 3.  
 
In Section 2.1 we give a short overview of the TRAMP project. In this section, we present the 
layers and modules the TRAMP project consists of, with special focus on the modules that 
our negotiation and data transfer module relies on and interacts with.  
 
In Section 2.2 we summarize the information about the SIP protocol [1]. Even though there 
exist many session initiation protocols that can be candidates for use in our negotiation 
module, we are not giving any comparative analysis of the state of the art of these protocols, 
but rather describe a typical example. The reasons for that are twofold: firstly, we are not 
interested in designing improvements or new functionalities of session initiation protocols, 
and secondly, previous analysis performed in the TRAMP project [24] has shown that SIP is a 
good candidate for the resource negotiation in the TRAMP project. By describing SIP in this 
chapter, - the widespread session initiation protocol - we give the reader the general idea 
about functionality of session initiation protocols. SIP can be used in conjunction with the 
Session Description Protocol (SDP) [2] for negotiation of media types between hosts as 
documented in [3]. 
 
Following the same reasoning, Section 2.3 describes only one data transfer protocol, namely 
MSRP [4]. There also exist many data transfer protocols, but our task is not their 
comparative analysis. By outlining one simple data transfer protocol, we present the reader 
with the general functionality and requirements of the data transfer protocols in the TRAMP 
context. Later, in Chapter 3, we present our choices for both negotiation and data transfer 
protocols that we use in the design of our negotiation and data transfer module, together with 
the reasoning behind these choices. 
  
Finally, in Section 2.4, we give a short listing of some resource discovery/description systems. 
These systems are not directly related to our negotiation and data transfer module, but their 
functionality (i.e. describing and discovering the resources hosts have) is similar to a part of 
functionality we want to achieve with our negotiation module.  

2.1 TRAMP Real-time Application Mobility Platform 
TRAMP is a framework for application mobility largely aimed at multimedia applications. It 
is envisioned as middleware installed on hosts that users have access to. The middleware 
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enables these hosts for migration, forming a federation of these hosts or the so-called 
Migration Communities. On top of the platform, developers make multimedia, migration-
capable applications that use TRAMP through the migrator API to migrate and run 
applications in part or as a whole on different hosts in the federation. Architecture used in 
TRAMP is presented in Figure 2.1: 

 
Figure 2.1: TRAMP Architecture 

As it can be seen from Figure 2.1, the TRAMP framework consists of 3 layers: the application 
layer, the migrator core layer and the migrator overlay layer.  

The application layer is the layer where the migration-capable user application resides. Many 
applications consist of two parts: the static part, which can contain GUI, business logic, and 
the transcoder and the dynamic part, which can contain multimedia, input, output etc. Both 
the static and the dynamic part of an application are transferred in the process of application 
migration.  

The migrator overlay is the part of the TRAMP framework that is responsible for establishing 
and maintaining network overlay and host connectivity.  

Two systems have been developed by the TRAMP project to support functionality at the 
migrator overlay layer. The first one, described in [5], is called Device Communities (when 
this chapter was written, the Device Communities was still in the research phase), and it 
represents a novel way of networking a small number of personal hosts in a decentralized, 
self-organized, efficient, secure and physical-network-transparent way. A new host that wants 
to be a part of an existing Device Community needs an IP address of at least one host that is 
already part of that community, whereupon it needs to enter the trust relationship with that 
same host. When a connection is made between these two hosts, a flow of underlying control 
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messages is initiated in order for a full mesh topology to be established. At this point, the new 
host becomes an equal member of that Device Community. Security is taken care of by the 
asymmetric cryptography infrastructure, with private/public keys used for authentication and 
integrity while symmetric keys are used for data encryption. By introducing virtual network 
interfaces (VNICs), two important features are supported: 1) separation of location and 
identification of a host is accomplished, giving rise to a possibility for hosts to maintain the 
ongoing connection uninterrupted even if one of the applications migrates to another host and 
2) one host can be a member of more than one community at the same time, exposing 
different services and access control to hosts in different networks. Device Communities are 
needed in TRAMP to perform host discovery, manage trust between hosts and assist in 
application data transfer [5].  

The other system developed to support functionality at the migrator overlay layer is called 
Efficient Data Sharing for Multi-Device Multimedia Applications [6]. This system is used to 
support data sharing between applications or application components that execute on different 
hosts. The main idea of this system is to provide application developers with the framework to 
separate application concerns into different application components, which then can execute 
on hosts best suited for them while exchanging data in an efficient manner. Migration of 
different components of an application can happen on the user’s request or automatically, 
decided by the policies. All the members in this communication paradigm can be producers, 
consumers and replicators of shared data. Efficient data sharing trees are made based on the 
latency between nodes, so that the desired data segment can always be retrieved from the 
“closest” host that has it. In this way, by abstracting away communication effort from the 
application, developers can focus solely on making multi-device multimedia applications.      

Finally, the layer in between, the migrator core, is the central part of the framework, and it is 
responsible for managing application migration. At the same time, it is the place where the 
main subject of this Master’s thesis – the negotiation and data transfer module - resides, so a 
short description of the modules constituting this layer is in order.  

The migrator manager is the heart of this layer since it governs the process of application 
migration. It takes input from the policy module, which represents user preferences 
concerning migration. These preferences can decide, for example, where the encoding should 
take place (based on available CPU cycles, for example) and can be manual, semi-automatic 
or automatic. The GUI module is used by the application user to get an overview of all the 
applications the user can migrate, together with the overview of all the hosts to which user can 
migrate those application. The migration process is initiated from this module. The IPC 
module is used by the migrator manager to get/set application data in the process of 
application migration. It implements library calls for retrieving and storing both static and 
dynamic application data. The SIP/SDP/MSRP module from Figure 2.1 represents our 
negotiation and data transfer module, whose detailed architecture and design are given in 
Chapter 3. It is responsible for resource negotiation and application data transfer between 
hosts in Migration Community. The connection manager module is the module of the 
migrator core layer which handles connection handover. It is included in the plug-in fashion, 
which means that the application developers can use their own modules if they suit their 
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applications’ needs better. This module has to perform seamless connection handover with 
strict delay constraints. The solution proposed and developed by the TRAMP team is a socket 
migration system called SOCKMAN [7]. The ability to load and unload at runtime applies to 
all the other modules at this layer as well. 

2.2 SIP 
SIP is an Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) protocol defined in [1]. It is an application-
layer, text-based control protocol that can establish, modify and terminate multimedia 
sessions. This means that SIP is merely used to find a desired peer of communication carrying 
a payload that describes the wanted multimedia session. SIP is not bounded to any particular 
protocol for media description, but every implementation must understand [1] the Session 
Description Protocol (SDP) [2]. SIP works over both the TCP and the UDP transport 
protocols, and it can be used on non-IP networks as well [1]. 

There are five logical entities in the SIP communication paradigm. These entities are: the user 
agent client (UAC), the user agent server (UAS), the SIP proxy server, the SIP registrar 
server and the location services server. For the purpose of the TRAMP project, the UAC and 
the UAS are used and represent the host that initiates migration and the host that resumes 
migrated application, respectively. However, every host can at the same time play the role of 
both the UAC and the UAS. This is because every host in TRAMP is equal from the 
application migration point of view and thus can both answer to and initiate migration 
requests. The other logical entities in SIP are mainly used to support different mobility 
scenarios. Mobility support in TRAMP is, however, solved at the migrator overlay layer, 
more precisely by Device Communities, as explained in Section 2.1. The TRAMP overlay, 
Device Communities, first establishes and then maintains a full mesh (or close to full-mesh) 
between connecting hosts, which means that each host knows the location of all the others in a 
device federation at all times. Therefore, using SIP communication paradigm’s mobility 
support is redundant. 

In SIP, the only available method for establishing a dialog between peers is INVITE. The 
dialog in SIP is the term used to describe an established session between peers. The state 
information that describes the dialog is kept on every involved host for the duration of the 
session, and the dialog is referenced every time something new is about to happen in the 
session, including its disposal. The INVITE method usually conveys media from the sending 
host described in SDP (though it can be another session description protocol), but according 
to [1], this does not always have to be the case. The INVITE method can be empty, but the 
ACK method - following the positive response from the called party – then must contain the 
media description expressed in SDP. 

The flow of messages in a typical SIP multimedia negotiation scenario is as follows: the UAC 
issues a request using the INVITE SIP method which contains media it supports/offers, 
usually described in SDP. This SIP message then, following either direct path or a path 
through several hops (the SIP Proxies), reaches the targeted peer, the so-called UAS. The 
UAS parses the received payload and calculates the answer. The UAS then sends a response 
to the UAC, which follows the same path the SIP request with INVITE method took. The 
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response type can belong to one of the 6 classes, depending on the received request (or more 
precisely the media description it was carrying), and current capabilities and configuration of 
the UAS. The UAS can be, for example, configured not to accept connections from a certain 
domain, and thus send a negative response or it can be incapable of receiving a certain media 
type (for example video) which also yields a negative response, but this time from a different 
class. Negative responses can also be produced due to failures in UAC or UAS, such as 
malformed request sent from UAC or internal server error at UAS. The 2xx class of responses 
marks success, while 4xx, 5xx and 6xx classes mark one particular type of failure each (xx 
stands for two one-digit numbers, so a complete, three-digit number from a class presents one 
particular response). A more exhaustive list of response classes and meaning of their 
individual members can be found in [1]. 

When the UAC receives the response from the UAS, it creates another request using the SIP 
ACK method which it then sends to the UAS to complete the SIP three-way handshake. The 
ACK request goes directly to the UAS even if the initial INVITE was using one or more SIP 
Proxy servers because the received response contains the address of the host where the user is 
currently residing. If the received response was “200 OK” (which means that the UAS has 
accepted the offered multimedia session), the final ACK creates a SIP dialog between the 
UAC and the UAS, and, by extension, a multimedia session. This session, before it is 
disposed, can be at any time changed by any party participating in the “conversation” by 
again sending a SIP request, a so-called re-INVITE, using the INVITE method. This INVITE 
has to reference the dialog of the session it is trying to modify. If, however, the received 
response belongs to another response class, the UAC here as well generates and sends a SIP 
request with the ACK method, but this time no multimedia session is created.  

Finally, when the session is finished, each host in the session can dispose it by sending a SIP 
request using the BYE method. The receiving host answers with a “200 OK” response and the 
session is disposed. Both hosts then release any references to the dialog belonging to that 
session. 

The rest of the SIP entities are: 

1) SIP Proxies are servers that redirect and route SIP messages and find called users on 
behalf of the calling party. They can be state-less or state-full and one SIP message can 
traverse many SIP proxies before it reaches the desired endpoint.  

2) SIP mobility is implemented with the help of SIP servers called registrars. Registrars 
work in the following manner: when a user moves to another host in the same or 
another domain, it sends a SIP request using the REGISTER method to its registrar 
server in its parent domain. This request contains information about its new location 
and the registrar uses this information to update the so-called location services [1]. 
Later on, when a request for a SIP user arrives at a proxy for that user’s parent domain 
looking for that particular user, the proxy server will, after consulting the location 
services, redirect the request to the user’s current location.  

3) Location services server is just an abstract term used in SIP specification [1] to 
describe a service that can extract and update information about users’ location and 
addresses they can be reached at. It is always used in conjunction with registrars and 
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SIP Proxies and in practice can have many different implementations (the most 
prominent one being a relational database [1]). 

2.3 MSRP 
MSRP is an IETF protocol defined in RFC 4975 [4]. It is an application-layer, text-based 
protocol that transfers messages between two or more users in a session, which means that 
messages that are exchanged are related to each other and that the whole session has a clearly 
defined beginning and end. MSRP is not designed to be used as a standalone protocol. It must 
be used together with another protocol called rendezvous protocol, which in turn will 
exchange necessary parameters needed for a message session to take place. The message 
session in this context represents the state information and data flow between two hosts 
communicating with the MSRP protocol. The most important parameter in the case of the 
MSRP protocol that all sides involved in a communication must know about is MSRP URI.  

MSRP URI represents the location at which the given peer wants data to be sent to. The 
MSRP protocol can work with any rendezvous protocol, but for the purpose of this Master’s 
thesis and the TRAMP project, it is analyzed in the context of the SIP/SDP offer/answer 
mechanism ([4] describes MSRP in the same context). SIP is used to exchange the MSRP 
session information messages, while SDP - carried as a payload in SIP - is used to describe 
the MSRP session. 

The inner workings of the MSRP protocol in the context where SIP/SDP is used as the 
rendezvous protocol are as follows: the source host sends a SIP request with INVITE method 
carrying SDP as a payload, which indicates the source host’s wish to initiate a message 
session with remote host. The SDP payload contains the necessary session information from 
the source host. As it was mentioned before, one of the most important parameters exchanged 
in this way is the MSRP URI, which represents the location where the source host wants data 
to be delivered. The destination host - if it is able and willing to engage in communication - 
responds with its own media description containing the MSRP URI it wants to use for data 
delivery in the upcoming message session. If everything is in order with the response form the 
remote host, the source host confirms this with a SIP request with the ACK method, and the 
MSRP message exchange can begin.  

The MSRP protocol supports two types of requests: SEND and REPORT. The MSRP SEND 
request is used to send data to the remote host, while the MSRP REPORT request is used to 
respond to the SEND request and inform the source host about messages that have been 
delivered (the remote host actually reports in the range of received bytes). The message 
payload can be practically any Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) [20] type and 
it is defined in the Content-Type message header field. The To-Path and From-Path header 
fields define the receiver and the sender of the MSRP message respectively (more precisely 
they depict their MSRP URIs exchanged with the help of a rendezvous protocol), while the 
Byte-Range header field is used to depict the amount of bytes from a total payload (message) 
carried in this particular request (chunk). MSRP supports chunking [4], which allows it to 
divide a large message into smaller data units called chunks and send them individually. The 
minimum chunk size is 2048 [4] octets (unless the chunk is the last one in the message or the 
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entire message is less than 2048 octets, in which case it can be smaller), and it is 
recommended that the message should be transferred in as few chunks as possible. 

The MSRP REPORT request’s use is controlled by the source host with the help of Success-
Report and Failure-Report header fields which are contained in the MSRP SEND request. 
The Success-Report value of “yes” (the default value is “no”), indicates that the source host 
would like the destination host to send a confirmation on a successful reception and 
processing of the given message or chunk. The Failure-Report value of “yes” (which is its 
default value) directs the destination host to send both transaction status and delivery status 
reports. The former describes the so-called hop-by-hop status of the request and is sent with 
the common MSRP responses. The latter, however, describes the result of the final processing 
of the message and it is returned with the MSRP REPORT request. Besides “yes” and “no” 
values, the Failure-Report header field can also have value of “partial”, which represents a 
state of operation somewhere in between the operations caused by “yes” and “no” values. The 
“partial” value of this header field causes the hosts to use only part (i.e. only delivery status) 
of the error detection tools available to them [4]. 

2.3 SDP 
The Session Description Protocol (SDP) is an IETF protocol defined in [2]. It is an 
application-layer, text-based protocol and it provides a standard for representation of 
multimedia information. It is a format for session description and has nothing to do with the 
way this information is distributed. SDP is not a standalone protocol, which means it has to be 
coupled with some negotiation or session distribution protocol. In that sense, the SDP is a 
generic multimedia session description, because the information it describes can be 
distributed with the help of various protocols, such as Session Announcement Protocol (SAP), 
SIP, e-mail, Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) etc. In 
addition to that, the SDP protocol can be used in different types of networks with different 
types of addressing schemes.  

The SDP protocol contains the following information: 1) the session name and purpose 
(information meant for human user), 2) the time period the session is active (unbounded and 
permanent sessions are also a possibility), 3) the session media (such as video, audio and 
message), 4) the information needed to receive media data (address, port and transport 
protocol used), 5) the bandwidth used by the session and 6) the contact information of the 
person responsible for the session. Each line of SDP is defined as a <type>=<value> pair, 
where the type is one-letter, case-significant type of field, while the value is the value of that 
field whose representation depends on the type. The number of field names (<type>) is 
limited, and the only supported mechanism for extending SDP for application’s needs is that 
of using attributes, whose field name is <a>.  
 
An example of a <type>=<value> pair used in the SDP protocol is given below:  
 
c=IN IP4 host.atlanta.example.com (taken from [2]) 
 
Field c is called Connection Data and it contains information about the connection for the 
described multimedia session. The first sub-field of the value depicts the type of network used. 
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The second sub-field gives the type of address used, and finally, the last sub-field gives the 
connection address or hostname [2].  
 
The SDP payload in a SIP message, for example, has one session level section and one or 
more media level sections. Fields and their values defined in the session level section are 
common for all media sections contained in that SDP message, whereas the media level 
sections describe separately each media that is described within the SDP message. Fields at 
the media level can override the fields with the same name at the session level. In this way the 
support for per-media configuration is made. 

2.4 Existing resource discovery/description systems 
In this section, we give a brief overview of some existing resource discovery/description 
systems. The negotiation and data transfer module, which is the subject of this Master’s 
thesis, needs a system to describe and store the descriptions of resources which applications 
and hosts need. By giving a brief overview of some of the industry standardized frameworks 
that use similar systems, we set the foundation for our design decision given in Chapter 3. 

2.4.1 UPnP (Universal Plug and Play)  
UPnP defines architecture for pervasive network connectivity of intelligent appliances, such 
as WiFi devices and PCs of all form factors [8]. It is an open and distributed networking 
architecture that facilitates a set of established Internet protocols, which in turn work together 
in order to seamlessly discover the presence of nearby devices and establish functional 
network services for data sharing and communication. UPnP is promoted by the UPnP Forum 
[8]. Network connectivity in UPnP is established in 5 steps: addressing, discovery, 
description, control and event notification. For us, the description step of the UPnP 
networking process is the most interesting. In this step the control point (the device trying to 
use services of controlled device [8]) retrieves the description of services and resources of the 
controlled device. This description is expressed in XML and contains the following 
information: vendor-specific information, a definition of all embedded devices, the URL for 
management and presentation of the device (i.e. the path to the web service on the device that 
enables remote management and holds the device’s description), list of all services on the 
device etc. Some of the elements that can be found in this XML based device description are: 
deviceType, modelName, serialNumber, icon, serviceList, minimumValue, maximumValue, 
deviceList etc. Aside from describing services (which our module does not care about) a 
networked device offers, the device description system in UPnP architecture addresses 
well the needs of our system for describing application and host resources. However, the 
main reason that renders this system unusable in our module is the fact that this system is 
overly complex and detailed, offering functionality far beyond our simple need for resource 
description. We cannot therefore use a complex system just because its small part potentially 
suits our needs. However, we use this description as the guiding idea when we design our own 
system in Chapter 3.  
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2.4.2 MPEG 21  
MPEG 21 is a multimedia standard made by the Motion Pictures Experts Group (MPEG). 
The motivation behind this standard is the creation of a multimedia framework that will 
encompass all existing multimedia standards and identify the need for new ones in order to 
facilitate transparent interaction, communication and consumption of multimedia content [9]. 
It defines the digital item (DI), which is a structured digital object with standard 
representation, identification and metadata. The users of MPEG 21 framework use DIs to 
create, share, manipulate and consume multimedia content. The standard representation of DI 
is defined by the model expressed by the XML Schema-based Digital Item Declaration 
Language (DIDL) [10]. The resulting XML document that conforms to DIDL is called a 
Digital Item Declaration (DID). The XML DID document represents the main object of 
interaction in a MPEG 21 multimedia framework. It describes multimedia resources with 
elements such as: identification of resources, binding of resources to description information, 
the multimedia resource comprising the DI and configuration of DI, all with accompanying 
properties. Representation of DI in XML format resembles well the needs of our system 
for describing application and host resources. However, the whole framework supports 
much more functionality and interaction between objects and for the different purpose then 
our application resource description needs. That is why we cannot use this system either, but 
we can use it as the guidance when we design our own system in Chapter 3.  

2.4.3 PICO (Pervasive Information Community Organization) 
PICO is a dynamic service composition framework for adaptive multimedia delivery in 
pervasive computing environments [11]. It is a middleware system that abstracts resources in 
the user environment, presents them as middleware services and adapts them in response to 
external events or user preferences. It consists of three abstract entities: hardware resources 
users possess, called camileuns, then software service elements termed delegents which 
represent software components and services that run on users’ hardware, and communities that 
in essence represent a collection of delegents working together to provide a composite service. 
These elements are reconfigured in response to condition changes in a user’s environment to 
provide the right service at the right time. Since TRAMP middleware does not support re-
composition of hardware and software components in reaction to events, modelling of 
application and host resources as services is not a system that we can use. 

2.4.4 Other resource discovery/description systems 
In addition to the technologies described above, there exist many other systems whose 
purpose is discovering and describing resources and services. We briefly mention some of 
them here. JINI [12] is a service discovery protocol that both describes and discovers services 
in a network. SMIL [13] is a multimedia delivery solution that transforms multimedia content 
given the device it is to be delivered to with the help of intermediaries called proxies. WSDL 
[13] is an XML based format for describing network services. None of the systems described 
in this section can be used in our module to describe the resources application and hosts need, 
for the similar reason as the previously described UPnP and MPEG 21 systems. 
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2.4.5 Concluding remarks about the resource discovery/description system 
As it was briefly mentioned in the introduction paragraph of this section, our goal with this 
particular section is not to give an exhaustive list and comparative analysis of every resource 
discovery and description system, but rather to give a short introduction of some of the most 
notable ones. Even though none of the systems presented here is suitable for use in our 
module (many of them are intended for entirely different purposes), we still use this section as 
a reference when we make our design decision in Chapter 3. 
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3. Design 
 

 

The motivation for this Master’s thesis coincides with the motivation behind the overall 
TRAMP project and it is about users being able to benefit from multimedia applications that 
are not confined to execute only on one host, but rather have the possibility to execute on any 
host in their vicinity. Today, a typical user is surrounded with many heterogeneous devices. If 
user’s applications were able to migrate and then execute, partially or in full on these different 
devices when the need for that arises and conditions are met, the user experience would 
improve and new application domains would emerge. To achieve this overall goal, there is a 
need for building blocks in the form of application-migration negotiation module and data 
transfer module. These two modules are the main subject of the work presented in this 
Master’s thesis. In this chapter, we present the design of these two modules, hereinafter 
together referred to as the negotiation and data transfer module. 
 
The negotiation module is used to facilitate the negotiation process between hosts in the 
Migration Community in order to help the hosts to decide whether the application-migration is 
currently possible. The negotiation process prior to application migration is necessary because 
applications cannot be migrated without prior knowledge of the capabilities of the resuming 
host. This module has to be reliable and capable of negotiating different types of resources 
and it has to satisfy real-time requirements of multimedia applications. 
 
The data transfer module is initialized by the negotiation module, if the application migration 
is possible, and it is used to copy application data to the resuming host. Apart from reliability, 
the other challenges in building such modules in application-migration context are: efficiency, 
the possibility of giving the users a timely feedback on the progress of data transfer and 
compatibility with the rest of the system.  
 
The resource variable presentation system is the utility system made with the purpose of 
supporting design and evaluation of the negotiation module. It is used to describe resources 
that are negotiated prior to the application migration. By presenting resources in a structured 
and organized way, we are able to negotiate different types of resources independently of the 
migrating application and implement the negotiation algorithm that enables negotiation at 
higher granularity levels.  
 
The work in this chapter is presented as follows: first we present a list of the requirements that 
every component in our negotiation and data transfer module needs to fulfill, followed by the 
detailed architecture and explanation of constituting components of this module and terms 
used. Next, we present the concrete design choices we make, together with the reasoning 
behind those choices and comparison to the similar systems where that is appropriate. At the 
end we present in detail the chosen design of all the components of our system.  
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3.1 Requirements 
In this section, we describe the requirements that every component of our negotiation and 
data transfer module needs to fulfill. These requirements are defined by the context of the 
TRAMP project together with the goals we want to achieve with our negotiation and data 
transfer module, and they represent the foundation for the design decisions made in this 
chapter and this Master’s thesis in general. Some of these requirements are strict in the sense 
that they must be fulfilled to provide a given functionality, while others are optional, i.e. they 
represent a feature that our system can benefit from, but does not necessarily need to fulfill in 
order for the system to work properly. The requirement type will be outlined clearly where 
that is appropriate. 

3.1.1 Requirements for the negotiation module 
In this section, we give the requirements that apply to the negotiation module as a whole. 
  

a) Negotiation module needs to be decoupled from multimedia applications. The 
TRAMP project supports application mobility on a middleware layer, which is 
installed on all hosts in the Migration Community. Applications on the other hand are 
installed on hosts and can work both with and without the TRAMP middleware layer. 
That is why the negotiation module, as a part of the middleware, needs to be separated 
from applications. Yet another advantage of decoupling is flexibility. If applications 
are “negotiation module agnostic”, we are able to negotiate resources for any 
migration-capable application without any special adjustments, since application 
developers do not have to re-implement components that enable migration. This 
requirement is strict. 

  
b) Negotiation module needs to be able to negotiate any resource that a multimedia 

application might need. Since today there exist myriads of multimedia applications 
with diverse resource needs, and if we assume that we cannot predict the resource 
needs of all the future applications, it is safe to say that type of resources can be 
diverse. That is why it is important to have a module that can negotiate any type of 
resource a multimedia application might need. This requirement is strict. 

 
c) Negotiation module needs to transfer negotiation messages efficiently in order to 

honor the time requirements defined by the multimedia application. The process 
of moving a multimedia application from one host to another simply takes time. This 
time is in part application-dependent, more precisely it depends on values such as: the 
size of the static and dynamic state of the application process, available bandwidth, 
available CPU to check-point the process, then data transfer time between two hosts 
and finally the process resume time on the destination host. It is intuitively clear that if 
this process takes too much time, the users will notice this and perceive it as an 
interruption of service. For example, in video streaming application, the highest 
acceptable end to end delay is 100ms [15]. Therefore, we need our negotiation module 
to be efficient such that application migration would appear uninterrupted to users. 
This requirement is strict. 
 

d) Negotiation module needs to support both push and pull resource negotiation 
types. We say that a negotiation type is push when the host that initiates the 
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negotiation is the host that currently executes the migrating application, and thus the 
application is pushed to the negotiating peer. Consequently, the pull negotiation type is 
the case when the host that initiates negotiation is the one that resumes the migrating 
application which is currently executed on its negotiating peer. In other words, the 
application is pulled from the negotiating peer. This requirement is strict. 

 
e) Negotiation module needs to deliver its messages reliably. Correct message 

exchange by the negotiation module is crucial for the overall application migration 
process. Simple loss in form of dropped packets due to congestion on the Internet or 
physical layer losses anywhere between the sending and the receiving host can 
adversely affect the negotiation module and thus application migration. That is why 
our negotiation module needs to transfer its messages reliably. This reliability can be 
accomplished either by using services of a reliable transport layer protocol or by 
implementing reliability mechanisms at the middleware level as a part of the 
negotiation module. This requirement is strict.  

 
f) Negotiation module should be based on publicly standardized protocols. 

Reutilization of protocols based on public standards can be an advantage when 
designing our negotiation module, because many of the protocol’s functions and use 
scenarios are already defined. Protocols based on public standards have undergone 
community’s scrutiny, and their open-source and Internet-standard nature makes them 
well documented, thoroughly tested, widespread, and designed according to best 
practices. However, this requirement is only optional, since making our own protocols 
as part of the negotiation module can prove to be a simpler task. 

3.1.2 Requirements for the data transfer module 
In this section, we list the requirements that this module as a whole needs to fulfill. 
 

a) Data transfer module needs to transfer data efficiently in order to honor the time 
requirements defined by the multimedia application or have the facilities to 
provide feedback about progress to the user if these requirements cannot be met. 
The data transfer module’s first and most important goal is to transfer data as fast as 
possible so that the user does not notice any interruptions in service when the 
application migrates from one host to another. However, if the time requirement 
defined by the application is too low to be met by the data transfer module, it then 
needs to have the possibility of providing feedback to the user about the progress of 
data transfer. This requirement is strict. 

 
b) Data transfer module needs to transfer application data reliably. Similarly to the 

corresponding requirement for the negotiation module, reliable data transfer on all 
types of networks is important. Also here it is possible to implement reliability either 
as a part of the data transfer module or by using the services of a reliable transport 
protocol. This requirement is strict.  

 
c) Data transfer module should be decoupled from the negotiation module. Even 

though we need an interface between the negotiation module and the data transfer 
module, these modules should be independent from each other. Thus, if we want to 
replace one of the modules we can do that without any modifications to the other one. 
There can be many reasons for using different modules. For example, in some cases, 
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we might want to use an alternative data transfer module which: a) supports both 
reliable and unreliable transport, which then can be used interchangeably b) performs 
better on a certain type of network or c) traverses NAT transparently. In all of these 
cases, the negotiation module is unaffected by the change of the data transfer module. 
This requirement is strict. 

 
d) Data transfer module should be based on publicly standardized protocols. 

Similarly to the corresponding reasoning for the negotiation module, there are also 
here many benefits to gain from well defined, thoroughly tested and widely deployed 
protocols. However, we are setting this requirement as optional since possibly simpler 
implementation of our own protocol as a part of data transfer module can prove to be 
satisfactory as well. 

 
Yet another challenge with application mobility closely connected to the data transfer module 
is file format translation. Different hosts can have different file systems and different 
architectures, so transferring an executable file between such two hosts would require a 
transformation of source file to file system and architecture of the destination host. File format 
transformation is, however, outside the scope of this Master’s thesis. 

3.1.3 Requirements for the resource variable presentation system 
In this section, we present the requirements that our resource variable presentation system 
needs to fulfill. Since our goal with the resource variable presentation system is to accomplish 
a compromise between minimum functionality enough to design, implement and evaluate our 
negotiation module and a flexible system that to a certain extent resembles protocols used in 
industry today, the list given in this section is not exhaustive. However, since the resource 
variable presentation system is not one of the main deliverable of this Master’s thesis, the 
requirements given are deemed satisfactory. 
 

a) Resource variable presentation system needs to be extensible. The resource types 
we need to represent along with their properties can vary from application to 
application. Since it is also reasonable to assume that future applications might need 
completely different types of resources, it is necessary to have an extensible system 
for their representation. This requirement is strict. 

 
b) Resource variable presentation system needs to be able to present structured 

data. Presenting resources as “complex” values gives us the possibility to test our 
negotiation protocol and algorithm in more advanced scenarios. By “complex” values 
here we refer to a data structure that is able to express resource data in a rich way with 
sub-elements, dependencies and properties (such for example objects in object 
oriented programming). To illustrate this requirement a bit more closely we are giving 
an example. The virtual memory resource can be: required, named “VM”, expressed in 
KB, available in certain amounts and produced by a certain manufacturer. We can see 
that all these properties are related to the same “resource element”. This requirement is 
strict. 
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3.2 Negotiation and data transfer module architecture 
The negotiation and data transfer module’s architecture is presented in Figure 3.1. This 
module lies at the Migrator Core layer, between the Application layer and the Migrator 
Overlay layer of the overall TRAMP architecture (see the Background chapter for more 
details about TRAMP architecture). This module is placed alongside other modules that reside 
at the same layer. The connections to these other modules and layers are outlined in Figure 
3.1 where that is applicable. The arrows represent the direction of data flow between entities. 

In Figure 3.1, we can see that the negotiation and data transfer module consists of two main 
parts: the negotiation module and the data transfer module. The figure represents both sides 
of the negotiation and data transfer interaction. The details specific for each side in this 
interaction are offered in their respective sections of this chapter. 

The negotiation module (marked with the blue rectangle in Figure 3.1) is the module 
responsible for negotiation in the application-migration process. It consists of the following 
parts: the offer/answer protocol, the negotiation algorithm and the resource variable 
description protocol.  

The offer/answer protocol is the component of our negotiation module that is used to facilitate 
an offer/answer mechanism, i.e. a mechanism based on sent offers and received answers. This 
mechanism is used to convey resource information between hosts that are negotiating 
application-migration. As it can be seen from Figure 3.1, the offer/answer protocol is initiated 
from the Application layer, and it communicates directly with the Migrator Overlay layer 
when it needs to send messages.  

The payload that the offer/answer protocol transfers in its messages is described using the 
resource variable description protocol. This protocol is used to give the syntax and semantics 
to the resources that are being transferred in the process of negotiation, and at the same time it 
represents the input for the negotiation algorithm.  

The resource variable presentation system is used to present and store either the resources an 
application needs for execution, or the resources an entire host possesses. In this Master’s 
thesis each resource an application needs or a host possesses is referred to as a resource 
variable. The set of resource variables represents the resource needs of an application or a 
host. For the practical purposes of this Master’s thesis, this information is placed in a file. 
This system offers us the possibility to give the resources syntax and semantics and present 
them in a structured way. This in turn equips us with the tools to express resources as 
complex structures. The resource variable description protocol from the negotiation module 
takes its values directly from the resource variable presentation system which is presented in 
Figure 3.1 with a directed arrow between them. The resources an application needs are 
defined by that application (in Figure 3.1 this is marked with an arrow from the Application 
layer towards the resource variable presentation system block), while the resources the entire 
host needs are defined by an external service from the Migrator Core layer (defined with 
horizontal arrow from the rest of the Migrator Core layer towards the resource variable 
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presentation system block). The way the resource variables are extracted and placed into these 
files does not fall within the scope of this Master’s thesis. 

The resource variables presentation system is devised as a part of this Master’s thesis for the 
purposes of demonstrating the operation of our negotiation and data transfer module, but it 
does not represent one of the main deliverables. It is therefore possible that the production 
implementation of the overall TRAMP instalment will use a different system. 

The processing of resources received and described in this manner is performed by the 
negotiation algorithm. This algorithm’s main purpose is to process received resource variable 
information and decide whether the negotiation is possible. In this Master’s thesis we 
differentiate between the offering host’s and the answering host’s part of the negotiation 
algorithm (the definition of the offering and the answering host is given later in this section). 
In Figure 3.1, however, both are represented with the negotiation algorithm block within the 
negotiation module.  

The data transfer module (marked with a green rectangle in Figure 3.1) is used to transfer 
application data in case the negotiation module decides that the migration is possible. It 
consists of two parts: the rendezvous protocol and the data transfer protocol. These two 
protocols are bounded together.  

The rendezvous protocol is used as a “pretext” to the data transfer protocol for the purpose of 
exchanging necessary information for the data transfer to take place. It is a kind of a name 
resolution service that is used to acquire parameters for the upcoming “data transfer session”. 

The data transfer protocol is the protocol that is used to transfer application data between 
hosts, using the “data transfer session” established by its rendezvous protocol. Both protocols 
of the data transfer module communicate directly with the Migrator Overlay layer when they 
have messages to exchange with their peers. 

The application data conveyed with the data transfer protocol are the migrating application’s 
static and dynamic part, depicted in Figure 3.1 as yellow rectangles. An arrow going from 
the Application layer indicates that this information comes from an application (the 
information is defined per application, so each application has its own dynamic and static 
part), but the services that actually extract them to these files do not fall within the scope of 
this Master’s thesis. In this Master’s thesis these data are assumed to be placed in ordinary 
binary files.  

The precopy algorithm which in Figure 3.1 is presented as a block between the negotiation 
module and the data transfer module is used to calculate the data transfer time based on the 
precopy parameters. The precopy parameters block within the negotiation and data transfer 
module is simply a logical representation of the input parameters for the precopy algorithm. 
The parameters are defined by one or more external services which do not fall within the 
scope of this Master’s thesis. At the most general level these parameters are: the bandwidth 
between the current host and all the other hosts in the Migration Community, the estimated 
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data size of all applications that can be migrated from the current host together with their 
migration time needs.  

 

Figure 3.1: Negotiation and data transfer module architecture 

The precopy algorithm starts the rendezvous protocol within the data transfer module, and 
optionally informs the user about delayed migration start, if that is the case (marked with a 
dashed line from the precopy algorithm block towards the Application layer). The progress of 
data copy is then reported back to the user from the receiving host through data transfer block 
and precopy algorithm block. 

When it comes to the hosts participating in negotiation and data transfer, there are two 
important distinctions we need to make. First, the host that initiates negotiation, that is, the 
host that sends the initial request as a part of the offer/answer protocol is in this Master’s 
thesis called the offering host, while the host receiving this request and sending the response 
to that request is called the answering host. This distinction is thus made relative to the 
negotiation module.  
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The second distinction that we make is relative to the data transfer module, and its 
definition is as follows: the host that currently executes the application that is about to be 
migrated is in this Master’s thesis called the source host, while the host that receives and then 
continues the application execution is called the destination host. These distinctions are 
going to be important to make when we begin our explanation of the design and inner 
workings of our protocols later in this chapter. 

Our choice of this modular architecture fulfills the requirement (a) from Section 3.1.1. It can 
be seen from the Figure 3.1 that the multimedia, migration-capable applications are decoupled 
from our negotiation and data transfer module. The application has to be “migration capable” 
such that its resource needs can be inferred by TRAMP and that it can initiate negotiation and 
migration. But the inner workings of our negotiation and data transfer module are completely 
independent of and common for each “TRAMP enabled” application.  

3.3 Resource variable presentation system 
The part of TRAMP architecture that discovers and then presents resource variables to our 
negotiation and data transfer module does not fall within the scope of this Master’s thesis. 
However, since the offer/answer protocol, in order to negotiate application migration, needs 
to read resource variables from a source, we have designed a resource variable presentation 
system that is used to test our protocols. This presentation system is a simplified version of 
similar systems used in different protocols in industry today and yet rich enough to be able to 
simulate a real-life negotiation scenario. We want our resource variables to have properties in 
order to be able to negotiate application migration at high granularity levels. In this way we 
can, for example, set a variable’s property as not required (required = false, for the display 
variable’s diagonal property, for example) which means that migration can take place even if 
this condition is not fulfilled at the destination host. Yet another example is to allow migration 
only if a variable is available under a certain condition (for example, the CPU load is less 
than 40%, or a software library is available in version 10.0.0 and above).  

3.3.1 Push and pull resource negotiation 
In order to explain the role of the resource variable presentation system in the overall 
negotiation and data transfer module, we are analyzing Figure 3.1 from the perspective of 
both the offering host (the host initiating negotiation by sending a negotiation request) and the 
answering host (the host sending a negotiation response). Both offering and answering hosts 
can further be analyzed in the case of either push or pull negotiation type.  

The push negotiation type is the negotiation case where the offering host is at the same 
time the source host (the host currently executing the migrating application). In this case, the 
offering host is trying to negotiate the resources for a local application with the answering 
host. The instance of the resource variable presentation system on the offering host thus 
represents the resources the migrating application needs on the answering host (by instance in 
this context we mean one copy of the resource presentation presented with our resource 
variable presentation system belonging to the given migrating application). This information 
comes from the migrating application (there exists one instance of resource variable 
presentation system per running migration-capable application), and in Figure 3.1 this is 
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presented with an arrow from the Application layer towards the resource variable 
presentation system block. This information is further sent to the resource variable 
description protocol and in turn to the answering host. The answering host’s side of this 
interaction contains only one instance of the resource variable presentation system, which 
represents the current resource state of the answering host. This information comes from a 
service at the Migrator Core layer and it is, together with the instance of the resource variable 
presentation system arrived in the arrived negotiation request, used as input to the answering 
host’s side of the negotiation algorithm which then decides if the migration is possible.    

The pull negotiation type on the other hand is the negotiation case where the offering host is 
at the same time the destination host, that is, the host that is trying to negotiate resources for 
an application that currently executes on the answering host. The answering host now is of 
course the source host as well. In this scenario the resource variable presentation system on 
the offering host contains one instance that is describing its current resource state. As with the 
push negotiation type, the information in this instance is retrieved by a service at the Migrator 
Core layer, which does not concern us in this Master’s thesis. This instance is sent to the 
offer/answer protocol via the resource description protocol (Figure 3.1) and by extension to 
the answering host. The answering host, being the source host at the same time, contains 
instances of resource variable presentation system belonging to currently running migration-
capable applications. These instances are retrieved from the Application layer. When the 
request from the offering host arrives, it contains the name of the application the offering host 
wants to pull. The instance of the resource variable presentation system on the answering host 
that represent the resources of that application, together with the instance arrived in the 
request from the offering host is thus fed to the answering host’s part of the negotiation 
algorithm. The algorithm then decides about application migration and creates yet another 
instance of the resource variable presentation system that represents the answer to the 
negotiation request. 

Since all the hosts in a Migration Community can at all times be both offering and answering 
hosts, it is expected that each host will at all times have one instance of the resource variable 
presentation system per running, migration-capable application and only one instance 
describing the current state of resources the entire host possess. 
 
For a better illustration, Table 3.1 is given to describe the relationship between different host 
types and negotiation types in the context of resource negotiation. The push and pull 
negotiation types described in this section are direct fulfillment of the requirement (d) for the 
negotiation module from the Section 3.1.1. 

3.3.2 Practical realization 
In order to present resource variables for the needs of our negotiation and data transfer 
module, we are using an XML (eXtensible Markup Language) [8] file. The XML standard 
defines a document markup language, developed and promoted by the World Wide Web 
Consortium (W3C). It is one of the most widely-used formats for representing and sharing 
structured information, both locally and across networks [16]. We chose XML as our resource 
variable presentation system because:  
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• It is an open standard, with wide industry acceptance, which makes it widespread, 

thoroughly tested and massively deployed. These properties also guarantee the 
standard’s lengthy lifetime. 

• It satisfies both of our requirements for the resource variable presentation system, 
namely the requirements (a) and (b) from the Section 3.1.3. The XML Schema [16] 
allows relatively easy extension of XML documents, while the very nature of the 
XML is to provide markup for structured data. 

• It is integrated with many programing languages. DOM (Document Object Model) is 
one of the APIs that allows access to XML content programmatically. In addition to 
that, there exist many tools and standards such as XPath, XQuery and XSLT that 
make the work with XML easy and efficient. 

• As it was described earlier in the Background chapter, some of the existing resource 
description systems are using XML for presentation of resources. By doing the same 
in this Master’s thesis, we are making our negotiation system more similar to the 
actual systems used today, and thus our test cases are close to real life use scenarios. 

 The source host The destination host 

The offering host PUSH PULL 

The answering host PULL PUSH 

Table 3.1: Relationship between different host and negotiation types 

This means that both the offering and the answering hosts will at all times have one XML file 
per running, migration-capable application and one additional XML file to describe the 
current resource state of the given host.  

3.3.3 Resource variable XML Schema definition 
In this section, we provide the XML Schema definition for the resource variable presentation 
system. The XML Schema of any XML file is also a file written in XML language that 
defines which elements can appear in that XML file, their type, structure and attributes [16]. 
Even though having an XML Schema is not mandatory for an XML file, it is important if 
XML files are processed by computers, because in that way it is known which values are 
expected and legal. The detailed description of the XML Schema does not fall within the 
scope of this Master’s thesis and is found elsewhere [16]. Figure 3.2 depicts the XML Schema 
that defines the structure of our resource variable XML file. The meaning and description of 
constituting elements of this XML Schema is given in the list that follows: 

• The direction element determines the direction of the migration, relative to the 
offering host. It takes predefined string values push or pull which are used by the 
answering host to decide if it should be the one to start the data transfer. If the 
direction element has value of push, it means that offering host will start the data 
transfer after successful negotiation. Conversely, the value pull is a signal to an 
answering host to start the data transfer if the negotiation is successful. 

• The appName element is a string value that depicts the name of the application being 
migrated. This is especially important in pull negotiation types, where the offering 
host asks for one of potentially many applications that execute on the answering host. 
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Owing to this scenario, the application names must be known in advance at the 
offering host or a mechanism must be devised that queries the answering host for all 
the currently executing migration-capable applications. We assume that the application 
name is known in advance, while the “application discovery” mechanism is left for 
future work (see the Conclusion chapter for more details). 

• The resourceVariable element presents the main constituting block of our resource 
variable presentation system and it is used to describe the resource that is negotiated. 
There is one resourceVariable element per actual resource (called resource variable) 
that is negotiated. The sub-elements of this element are used to describe the resource 
in more detail i.e. in a higher granularity level. This means that we define the 
properties of resource variables that are used by the resource variable negotiation 
algorithm to decide about the migration on different levels. 

• The name sub-element of the resourceVariable element is a string value and it 
represents the name (identifier) of the resource variable. The resource variable 
negotiation algorithm compares these values contained in appropriate resource 
variable presentation system instances (XML files) when it tries to determine whether 
a resource variable exists on the answering host. 

• The resource sub-element of the resourceVariable element is a complex element that 
consists of multiple sub-elements that define the properties of the resource variable. In 
this Master’s thesis it is called the resource variable property. A resourceVariable 
element can have multiple resource sub-elements that define its “properties” (see 
example given in Figure 3.3), and it is these elements that are compared in the 
resource variable negotiation algorithm. 

• The pn sub-element of the resource element is a string value that defines the name 
(identifier) of the resource property (i.e. resource variable property name) 

• The required sub-element of the resource element takes Boolean values and it 
determines whether the given resource variable property is required. If the resource 
variable property is not required (marked with value false as the value of the required 
element) it means that the migration can be successful, even though the match is not 
found on the answering host, or the quantity it is found in is not sufficient. If, however, 
the required element contains value of true, the resource variable property must be 
both found on the answering host and available in required quantity for resource 
negotiation to be successful. 

• The value sub-element of the resource element quantifies the resource variable 
property it belongs to. 

• The unit sub-element of the resource element offers the units in which the resource 
variable property it belongs to is quantified in. The values from the unit element can 
be used by the resource variable negotiation algorithm to perform conversions of 
values from the value elements before comparison.  

• The co sub-element of the resource element contains a value from the set of pre-
defined values that depicts the comparison operator that must be used in comparison 
of corresponding resource variable properties. The pre-defined values are: eq (equal), 
ne (not equal), gt (greater than), lt (lower than), le (lower or equal), ge (greater or 
equal) and range. If the co element has the value of range, then one more sub-element 
of resource element is defined, namely range. This element consists of two sub-
elements called minimum and maximum. The values contained in these elements 
define the range of values between which value in the value element must reside.  
 

To better illustrate the format of our resource variable file, we are giving an example. Figure 
3.3 presents an XML file with two resource variables a multimedia application might need. 
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<?xml version = "1.0" encoding = "utf-8"?> 
<xs:schema 
targetNamespace="http://www.uio.no/XMLSchema/TRAMP/resourceVariables" 
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 
<xs:element name="resourceVariables"> 
  <xs:complexType> 
    <xs:sequence> 
       <xs:element name="direction"> 
          <xs:simpleType> 
            <xs:restriction base = "xs:string"> 
              <xs:enumeration value = "push"/> 
              <xs:enumeration value = "pull"/> 
            </xs:restriction> 
          </xs:simpleType> 
       </xs:element> 
       <xs:element name="appName" type="xs:string"/> 
       <xs:element name="resourceVariable"> 
         <xs:complexType> 
          <xs:sequence> 
            <xs:element name="name" type="xs:string"/>                                   
            <xs:element name="resource" minOccurs="1"maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
             <xs:complexType> 
              <xs:sequence> 
               <xs:element name = "required" type = "xs:boolean"/> 
               <xs:element name = "value" type = "xs:string"/> 
               <xs:element name = "unit" type = "xs:string"/> 
               <xs:element name = "co"> 
                <xs:simpleType> 
                 <xs:restriction base = "xs:string"> 
                  <xs:enumeration value = "eq"/> 
                  <xs:enumeration value = "ne"/> 
                  <xs:enumeration value = "gt"/> 
                  <xs:enumeration value = "lt"/> 
                  <xs:enumeration value = "le"/> 
                  <xs:enumeration value = "ge"/> 
                  <xs:enumeration value = "range"/> 
                 </xs:restriction> 
                </xs:simpleType> 
               </xs:element> 
               <xs:element name = "pn" type = "xs:string" minOccurs = "0" 
maxOccurs = "1"/> 
               <xs:element name = "range" minOccurs = "0" maxOccurs = "1"> 
                <xs:complexType> 
                 <xs:sequence> 
                   <xs:element name = "minimum" type = "xs:string"/> 
                   <xs:element name = "maximum" type = "xs:string"/> 
                 </xs:sequence> 
                </xs:complexType> 
               </xs:element> 
              </xs:sequence> 
             </xs:complexType> 
            </xs:element> 
          </xs:sequence> 
         </xs:complexType> 
       </xs:element> 
    </xs:sequence> 
 </xs:complexType> 
</xs:element> 
</xs:schema> 
 

 

Figure 3.2: Resource variable XML Schema definition 
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<? xml version=1.0 encoding=utf-8 ?> 
<resourceVariables 
xmlns:rv=http://www.uio.no/XMLSchema/TRAMP/resourceVariable 
rv:noNamespaceSchemeLocation=resourcevariables.xsd> 
    <direction>push</direction> 
    <appName>superTestApp</appName> 
    <resourceVariable> 
        <name>Display</name>             
        <resource> 
            <required>true</required> 
            <value>640</value> 
            <unit>pixel</unit> 
            <co>ge</co> 
            <pn>horizontal</pn> 
        </resource> 
        <resource> 
            <required>true</required> 
            <value>480</value> 
            <unit>pixel</unit> 
            <co>ge</co> 
            <pn>vertical</pn> 
        </resource> 
        <resource> 
            <required>false</required> 
            <value>9</value> 
            <unit>inch</unit> 
            <co>ge</co> 
            <pn>diagonal</pn> 
        </resource> 
    </resourceVariable> 
    <resourceVariable> 
        <name>VM</name> 
        <resource> 
            <required>true</required> 
            <value>31457280</value> 
            <unit>KB</unit> 
            <co>ge</co> 
            <pn>freeVM</pn> 
        </resource> 
    </resourceVariable> 
</resourceVariables > 

 Figure 3.3: Resource variable example file 

From the example file given in Figure 3.3, we can see that our fictional application needs to 
negotiate two resource variables called “display” and “VM” (Virtual Memory). The direction 
element takes the value of “push” which means that the offering host is trying to push the 
application named “superTestApp” (contained in the appName element) to the answering host 
after the negotiation is successfully finished. We are identifying the migrating applications 
with their names, but we can also use any other type of application identifier in this element.  

Both of the resource variables defined with the resourceVariable elements contain the 
resource sub-elements. The resource variable called “display” contains three resource sub-
elements named “horizontal”, “vertical” and “diagonal” (provided in the pn sub-element of 
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the corresponding resource element). The first two are required (marked with the value of 
true in the required sub-element of the corresponding resource element), which means that 
both of them must be found on the answering host for negotiation to be successful. The third 
has the value of false set for this element, so the negotiation can succeed even if the 
answering host does not have a resource variable property named “diagonal” belonging to a 
resource variable called “display” that is available in the given quantity (quality is given 
within the value sub-element and in this case it is “9”).  All the resource variable properties 
(presented with the resource elements) are available in the quantities provided by the value 
sub-elements and presented in units given as the values of the unit sub-element of their 
corresponding resource sub-elements. The co sub-element depicts the comparison operator 
that is used in comparison, and for all resource elements in our example it has value of “ge”.      

The resource variable called “VM” is more straightforward and has only one resource 
variable property, named “freeVM” (laid out in the pn sub-element), which states that 
destination host has to have at least 30 MB of free memory in order for migration to be 
feasible. The amount of memory is expressed in KB. 
 
Example given in this section shows that any resource variable that can be defined with 
elements that are part of our XML Schema can be expressed with our resource variable 
presentation system and thus used for negotiation purposes. 

3.4 Resource negotiation algorithm 
In this section, we describe the resource negotiation algorithm. As it can be seen from Figure 
3.1, it is an intrinsic part of the negotiation module that works together with the offer/answer 
protocol to facilitate negotiation between hosts in the Migration Community. 

The answering host’s part of the negotiation algorithm takes resource variables provided by 
the offer/answer protocol (extracted from the received request), parses them, and - based on 
the result of the comparison with the instance of the resource variable presentation system 
belonging to the answering host - decides whether the negotiation is possible. The negotiation 
algorithm’s execution branch depends on the way resource variables are presented in the 
resource variable presentation system. This means that if changes in resource variable XML 
file occur (here we refer primarily to XML schema changes due to, for example, more 
complex presentational needs for a particular resource variable), the negotiation algorithm 
will need to be changed. The positive side is that the offer/answer protocol still remains 
“intact”, since it only transfers data given to it by the negotiation algorithm (Figure 3.4). 

As it has already been mentioned in Section 3.1, the negotiation algorithm consists of two 
parts: the offering host part and the answering host part. We are defining the negotiation 
algorithm in the context of the negotiation module, since it is a part of that module (Figure 
3.1). In the following sections, we describe the two parts of the negotiation algorithm 
separately. 
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3.4.1 The offering host’s part of the negotiation algorithm 
The offering host’s part of the negotiation algorithm runs on the host that initiates negotiation. 
As it can be seen from Figure 3.4, it takes values/input from the resource variable description 
protocol block and sends them to both the offer/answer protocol block and the precopy block. 
The color coding made in Figure 3.4 matches the one in Figure 3.1 and it is used to outline the 
blocks the negotiation algorithm interacts with. 

In the case of push negotiation type, the value passed by the resource variable description 
protocol block is the resource requirement of the given migrating application, while in the 
case of pull negotiation type, this value represents the offering host’s current resource state 
(more details on push and pull negotiation types are given in Section 3.3.1). Since the precopy 
module is tightly coupled with the negotiation module, we are presenting them in this section 
together.  

Figure 3.4 presents the offering host’s part of the negotiation algorithm as a workflow. The 
offering host’s side of the negotiation algorithm works as follows: when received, the input 
from the resource variable description protocol is checked against the XML schema file. If 
this check is passed, the resource variables are sent further to the offer/answer protocol where 
they are transmitted as a payload to the answering host. If not, the algorithm aborts.  

After the resource variables have been sent to the offer/answer protocol block, the offering 
host’s part of the negotiation algorithm waits for a response. If the response is negative, 
meaning that migration is not possible, the user is informed and the algorithm aborts. Any 
further actions in this case are either due to user interaction or local policy on the offering host 
and thus beyond the negotiation algorithm.  

If, on the other hand, migration is possible, the next test performed is to determine whether 
the current negotiation type is push or pull. If the negotiation type is pull, we move directly to 
the data transfer module to listen for the upcoming “data transfer session”. If however the 
negotiation type is push, the precopy algorithm (explained in the next paragraph) is executed 
first.  

The reasoning behind this test is as follows: the precopy algorithm is only executed on the 
source host, that is, the host that is currently executing the migrating application. In the case 
of the push negotiation type, this is the offering host, while in the case of the pull negotiation 
type this is the answering host. To illustrate this point a bit closer, we are giving the following 
example: let us say that we have a multimedia application that is currently executing on our 
mobile phone and that we also have a television set together with a stereo system that are 
members of the same Migration Community. If the local policy on these hosts is defined such 
that the television set and the stereo system will pull their respective media types as soon as 
the mobile phone is in range, the precopy algorithm would be executed on the mobile phone 
only, since it is the source host in that interaction. If the precopy is needed, the user of the 
mobile phone is notified with a progress bar counting the time until the migration starts. 

Similarly, if we were to pull an application from a laptop computer on to our mobile phone 
for example, the precopy algorithm would have executed only on the laptop computer since it 
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is currently executing the application. The user notification about the delayed migration is 
also displayed only on the laptop computer, if a delayed migration due to the precopy is the 
case. 

 

Figure 3.4: The offering host’s part of the negotiation algorithm 

The reasoning behind this is that notifications about potentially delayed migration should be 
given on the host that currently executes migrating application, since there might be users that 
are currently using this application and thus would benefit from this type of information. 
Providing feedback and user notification on the source host, however, should be a subject of 
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policies in TRAMP (i.e. a matter of preference or configuration), since in some cases there 
would be no users using the application and thus no need for this type of information. The 
same should be applicable for feedback on the destination host, i.e. in the cases where this 
makes sense, a progress bar counting time until the migration starts should be shown on the 
destination host as well. 

The precopy algorithm is the mechanism we use to mask the data transfer time, if this time 
exceeds the migrating application’s time requirements. This mechanism is a direct 
consequence of our data transfer module’s requirement (a) defined in Section 3.1.2.  

The operation of the precopy algorithm is as follows: first the size of the application data that 
needs to be transferred is read, together with the time requirement imposed by the multimedia 
application and the bandwidth between two hosts. This information is first inferred and then 
maintained by the Migrator Overlay layer. In Figure 3.1 we mark this utility information with 
the precopy parameters block. The same block is presented in Figure 3.4, as an input to the 
precopy algorithm. We assume that these values are available to us, and we do not consider 
the details such as how they are obtained or how often they are refreshed.  

Next, an estimate of the data transfer time is made. This is achieved by dividing the size of the 
application data with the bandwidth between the offering and the answering host. If this 
estimate exceeds the time requirement of the multimedia application, the user is notified that 
migration will start with a delay and the data transfer module is instructed to begin copying 
the data to the destination host. The user notification is usually accompanied with the progress 
bar that contains the estimate of the time left until migration starts.  

To clarify this situation in more detail, we are accompanying this explanation with an 
example. Let us assume that we have a multimedia application that is relatively static in 
nature, and that the application’s developer or the designer has decided that 5s is the time 
requirement for this application. If our precopy algorithm then calculates that the data transfer 
from the source host to the destination host takes 4 seconds, we neither notify the user about 
this nor do we display the progress bar about the time, until the application is resumed on the 
destination host. This is because this time value is below the time requirement of the 
migrating application. It is estimated (by the application designer or developer) that the user 
will not perceive it as an interruption of service, even though intuitively it could be seen as 
such (taking a more typical multimedia application as an example, 4 seconds would be an 
unacceptably long time without response due to the migration). 

In most cases in practice, however, this time requirement will be around 100ms [15], which 
means that anything around this value would be perceived as instant or close to instant by the 
user and thus it would not make much sense to warn the user or display a progress bar. Even 
if data transfer time is so short (a few hundred ms) that the progress bar does not make much 
of a sense but is still above the application migration requirement, the user should at least be 
notified that discontinuity might be experienced due to migration. 

If the calculated transfer time is under the multimedia application’s time requirement, the 
negotiation algorithm proceeds in its normal manner, and data transfer module is started 
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immediately. The estimate of data transfer time calculated here has to take into account the 
time overhead of both the negotiation protocol and the data transfer protocol, as well as all 
other factors that might influence the total transfer time (a detailed analysis of these factors 
and their influence on total transfer time can be found in Evaluation chapter).  

By analyzing the precopy algorithm, we notice two things. First, the precopy algorithm is 
executed after the negotiation of resource variables takes place, since there is no need for 
beforehand copying of application data, or even the evaluation of data transfer time if the 
answering host cannot resume the application due to the lack of resources. This means that 
our precopy algorithm is not a typical precopy mechanism that constantly copies data in the 
background to all its peers in order to have them in place when the need for that arises. It is 
rather a means to delay the stop of the migrating application on the source host until enough 
application data has been transferred to the destination host, such that the remaining data can 
be transferred and application continued within the migrating-application’s time requirements. 
So our precopy starts together with the application migration.  

The second insight is that the difference between the cases where precopy is necessary and the 
cases where it is not is marginal as far as the negotiation algorithm is concerned. In the latter 
case, after the positive response from the answering host has arrived, the data transfer module 
is instructed to copy application data, and the user can continue to use the application on the 
destination host without any notion of interruption. In the former case, however, the user is 
notified that the migration is taking place after a certain delay (the time needed to precopy 
data to the destination host), but similarly to the first case, the data transfer module is 
immediately commanded to initiate data copy.     

3.4.2 The answering host’s part of the negotiation algorithm 
The answering host’s part of the negotiation algorithm is somewhat more complicated than 
its offering host counterpart, because it involves more processing. It accepts resource 
variables from the offer/answer protocol, compares them with resource variables on the local 
host using a predefined set of rules and then returns the appropriate answer to the offering 
host. In the case of the push negotiation type, the received resource variables represent the 
migrating application’s requirements and are thus compared against the current state of the 
resources on the local (answering) host. If the negotiation type is pull, however, the received 
resource variables represent the current resource state of the offering host, and are therefore 
compared with the migrating application’s resource needs, given as an instance of the 
resource variable presentation system on the local (answering) host.  The answering host’s 
part of the negotiation algorithm is given as a workflow in Figure 3.5. 

The color-coding used in Figure 3.5 matches the one in Figure 3.1 and it is used to outline the 
blocks that the negotiation algorithm interacts with. At the beginning, the answering host’s 
part of the negotiation algorithm receives an XML file from the offer/answer protocol block. 
In the case of the pull negotiation type this XML file contains resources of the offering host 
while in the case of the push negotiation type the transferred XML file contains the needs of 
the migrating application. Since the processing of the answering host’s part of the negotiation 
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algorithm partially differs for these two types of negotiation, we will clearly outline these 
places in the text that follows. 

After the XML file extraction from the offer/answer protocol block (or more precisely from 
the resource variable description protocol block), we are checking the file against the XML 
Schema (Figure 3.2) for validity. If the check fails, a negative response with an appropriate 
response code is sent back to the offering host. We use SIP [1] as our offer/answer protocol, 
which is elaborated in more detail later in this chapter. The response sent in this case is thus a 
SIP 400 Bad request, as defined in [1]. The summary of all the SIP responses used in this 
Master’s thesis with their meaning, together with their original SIP meaning as defined in [1] 
is given in Table 3.2, at the end of this section. An exhaustive list of SIP responses is found in 
[1]. 

Next, we test if the current negotiation is of a push or a pull type. This can be determined 
from the direction element in the XML file. If the negotiation type is pull, it means that the 
offering host is trying to take (pull) an application from the answering host and that is why we 
need to check if that application exists on the answering host. If the wanted application exists, 
the processing continues in the same manner as if the negotiation is of a push type. Otherwise, 
a negative response is sent to the offering host and the algorithm aborts. The response code 
used in this case is SIP 404 Not Found. 

After that, all of the resource variables are extracted from the received XML file and 
processed one by one, starting with the check whether the given variable exists on the local 
(answering) host. This check is performed with a simple name comparison. If the result is 
false, we are temporarily saving this finding and proceeding to the other resource variables, if 
any. If this is the only (or the last) variable in the file, we are going to the final part of the 
algorithm where the correct answer is first calculated and then sent back to the offering host. 
The reason for temporarily saving results for any current resource variable (and resource 
variable property after that) lies behind the nature of the responses we are sending. It is 
namely our design decision to send an XML file as a payload in every response from the 
answering host, whether it is a positive or a negative response. This means that even though 
only one non-existent or non-supported resource variable is enough (according to our 
algorithm) for the negotiation to fail (and for us to send a negative answer), we are still going 
through all the resource variables present in the file because we want to send details of the 
current resource state on the answering host and their relationship to the resources requested 
by the offering host. Depending on the type of the response (positive or negative) and the type 
of negotiation (push or pull), we can have four combinations which define what the returned 
XML file represents. 

In the case of a positive response and push negotiation, we are sending those resource 
variables from the offering host that have been found (and accepted) on the answering host. 
Since some of the resource variable properties can be optional (defined with the required 
element in the XML file set to “no”), it is useful for the offering host to know which of the 
resource variables and resource variable properties have actually been found on the 
answering host. An example of this can be a “display” resource variable. If this resource 
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variable of an application on the offering host has a resource variable property called 
“diagonal” which is preferred to be exactly 15 inches, but it is optional, and at the same time 
the answering host has a resource variable named “display” with a 17 inches resource 
variable property called “diagonal”, this information would be returned to the offering host, 
and the entire negotiation would be successful. The offering host then, at its own discretion, 
decides how to process this information. 

In the case of a positive response and pull negotiation, the XML file returned from the 
answering host contains the desired application’s current resource needs, such that the 
offering host knows what to expect. 

In the case of a negative response and push negotiation, the XML file returned from the 
answering host contains the current resource state of the answering host, such that the offering 
host knows which resources the answering host lacks to run the migrating application. 

Finally, in the case of a negative response and pull negotiation, the XML file returned 
from the answering host returns the actual resource need of the wanted application, such that 
the offering host knows which resources it lacks to support that concrete migrating application. 

In this Master’s thesis we are only informing the user (or logging) on the offering host (if 
applicable) about the resources received from the answering host. Any additional processing 
due to the content received in the response, such as the recreation of requests and resending or 
prompting the user for input, are not supported and are left out for future work (see the 
Conclusion chapter for more details). 

Further processing depicted in Figure 3.5 shows that resource variable properties are 
extracted for each resource variable and tested for existence, matching and optionality. As 
mentioned in Section 3.3.3 of this chapter, the resource variable properties are the sub-
elements of the resourceVariable element in XML representation, and in a more general sense 
containing entities of the resource variables. In that way, when we say that we are comparing 
two resource variables, we are actually comparing entities they consist of. 

The existence is checked by simple name comparison, while for the matching block we use 
the co (comparison operator) and the value sub-elements of the resource element, in order to 
determine if the given resource is a match or not. The optionality block is a simple Boolean 
comparison against the required sub-element of the resource (resource variable property) 
element. 

If a match is not found on the local (answering) host, but the resource variable property is not 
required, a supported answer is temporarily saved for that resource variable property, so 
that it can be returned in the response, as explained earlier. The supported answer at this place 
means that a resource variable property with the same name is found, but with a different 
value than the one requested. Any positive, negative or supported answer is temporarily saved 
for all resource variable properties. 
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Figure 3.5: The answering host’s part of the negotiation algorithm 
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After all the resource variables are processed, the calculate response block is executed. The 
logic of this block is as follows: any negative, temporarily saved answer from processing 
yields a negative response, while positive answers, possibly in combination with any 
supported answer, yield a positive response to the offering host.  

Further processing happens in the following manner: if the response is negative (the negative 
response is sent with the SIP 488 Not Acceptable Here response code), it is immediately sent 
to the offering host and the algorithm aborts. Otherwise, the type of negotiation is checked 
again.  

In the case of the push negotiation type, the positive response is sent by the answering host 
(the positive response is sent with the SIP 200 OK response code) and the algorithm ends. 
Otherwise, the precopy algorithm is executed.  

Recall from the Section 3.4.1 that the precopy algorithm is always executed on the source 
host (at this point in processing we know that the negotiation type is pull, which further leads 
us to the conclusion that the answering host is at the same time the source host). The precopy 
processing is the same as for the offering host’s part of the negotiation algorithm, and 
therefore it is not repeated here. The execution is then moved on to the data transfer module 
which in turn first negotiates necessary parameters with the rendezvous protocol and then 
starts copying the migrating application to the offering host. The end and abort blocks in 
Figure 3.5 are only of local importance and are used for logging. 

3.5 Offer/answer protocol 
The offer/answer model we design and implement is similar to the model described in [3], 
with the difference that we are not using the SDP to convey the session information. The 
reason for that, together with the motivation and the overall description of our design choices 
behind offer/answer protocol, are given in the rest of this section. 

3.5.1 SIP and motivation for using it as the offer/answer protocol for 
resource negotiation 
In this Master’s thesis we are using SIP as the offer/answer protocol in our negotiation 
module. SIP is an IETF protocol defined in RFC 3261 [1]. It is an application-layer, text-
based control protocol that can establish, modify, and terminate multimedia sessions [1]. 
More details about SIP can be found in the Background chapter and [1]. The main reasons 
behind our choice of SIP as the offer/answer protocol for the resource negotiation are as 
follows: 
 

• SIP’s Internet standard nature makes it well documented thoroughly tested and 
widespread. This implies that the protocol is thought-through, and that all the user 
scenarios typical for an offer/answer communication model are already defined. 
Therefore, by using this standard we would not be “reinventing the wheel”. At the 
same time, the use of SIP presents the fulfillment of our requirement [f] from Section 
3.1.1. 

• There exist many open source implementations of SIP, written in different languages, 
which we can use as a model for our implementation. By harvesting the knowledge 
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and experiences from the community, we avoid the usual pitfalls and make way for 
good design and efficient implementation.  

• The SIP’s communication paradigm matches well the needs of our offer/answer 
negotiation model and fulfills the requirement for our offer/answer protocol. The SIP 
can carry any type of payload and it can be used over a reliable transport protocol, 
such as TCP [1]. The terms such as request, response, response code and dialog can be 
used to describe the negotiation process prior to application migration, while a subset 
of SIP methods and responses presents a good match with our needs for establishing, 
maintaining and tearing down a negotiation session. Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 give more 
details about SIP methods and responses used in resource negotiation. 
 

 SIP meaning 
Negotiation module 

meaning 

400 Bad request 
XML file is malformed (both 

negotiation types) 

404 Not found 
Requested application not 
found on answering host 

(only pull negotiation type) 

488 Not Acceptable here 
Migration negotiation failed 

(both negotiation types) 

200 OK 
Migration negotiation 

succeeded (both negotiation 
types) 

Table 3.2: Summary of the SIP response codes used by negotiation module 

3.5.2 SIP configuration for the needs of resource negotiation 
We use a “light” version of the SIP specification defined in [1]. This means that we only use a 
subset of elements, methods and responses defined in [1] to perform resource negotiation 
between two hosts. In the text that follows, we are giving a step by step description of the 
elements used in our offer/answer protocol, together with those elements that are left out and 
reasons for their exclusion.  

SIP location services is an abstract service defined in [1], which is used to store the current 
location of the requested user or entity. Since the location of all user’s hosts is known in 
advance (discovered and maintained by the Migrator Overlay layer), we will neither 
implement nor use one such service. 

SIP proxy service is yet another service defined in [1] which is used to route the SIP 
messages from the source to the destination host. Since the location of all the hosts in the 
Migration Community is known in advance, and considering the fact that the messages 
between hosts are exchanged directly, there is no need for implementation of proxy services. 
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Registrars are the elements defined in [1] that are used to accept registrations of roaming 
users and thus support mobility. Once again, since the TRAMP project solves the user/host 
mobility problem by other means, registrars will not be used. 

Out of all the methods defined in [1], we are using the following in our offer/answer protocol: 
INVITE, ACK and BYE. The INVITE method, according to [1], is the only method that can 
establish a SIP dialog. The SIP dialog and its meaning in our offer/answer protocol are 
described later in this section.  

We use the INVITE method from the offering host to initiate negotiation with the answering 
host and at the same time transfer the resource variables described with the help of the 
resource variable description protocol (explained in the following section). According to [1], 
the INVITE method is the only method that can be used to start the negotiation process 
between two hosts.  

The ACK method is used to confirm the receipt of a final response (response that concludes 
the current SIP transaction) from the answering host. According to [1], the ACK method can 
be used to convey payload to the destination host. However, in our use scenario, the resource 
variables are always carried in the initial offer with the INVITE method, for both push and 
pull negotiation types, which implies that answers are returned with responses to that INVITE. 
Therefore, the payload for the ACK method will always be empty. 

The BYE method is used to tear down the SIP dialog [1] established with the initial INVITE 
method, and in effect end the session it has established. In our use scenario, we are using BYE 
in two different situations: 

1. When the data transfer is over, and when the need for the SIP dialog ceases to exist. 
This will be the most common case. The request with the BYE method is always 
issued automatically by the offering host when the data transfer is over, and it is 
always answered with a 200 OK response from the answering host. 

2. When the precopy takes too much time. If the user deems the precopy process 
lengthy, it can stop it from its GUI. The underlying interaction is a SIP message with 
the BYE method, from the offering host to the answering host, which stops the data 
transfer and releases the SIP dialog previously established with the INVITE method. 

 
As it can be seen from the paragraph above, it is always the offering host, i.e. the host that 
initiates negotiation that releases the negotiation session with a BYE request. The summary of 
SIP methods we use as a part of the offer/answer protocol, together with the rest of the 
methods from [1] is given in Table 3.2. 

The provisional responses are not used in the offer/answer protocol, because they are 
normally used when a delayed answer to the initial INVITE is expected [1] in order to give 
the user feedback. Since in our use scenario we expect immediate answers on any INVITE 
based negotiation request, there is no need to implement any provisional response. 

When the final positive response from the answering host is received, and the offering host 
sends an ACK request to confirm that response, a SIP dialog is created (only the positive, i.e. 
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the 200 OK response leads to the creation of a dialog). The SIP dialog is a term defined in [1], 
and it is used to distinguish between SIP sessions created between hosts. A reference to this 
dialog is then made every time something is about to happen in the same session, including 
the disconnection of that session. We use a SIP dialog to note one successful negotiation 
session which leads to data transfer.  

The negotiation session consists of the state information on both hosts involved in negotiation, 
together with concrete successful resource variable exchange (SIP transaction [1]). This 
negotiation session is then connected to a data transfer session (state information created on 
hosts by the rendezvous protocol and data flow between them) that is created after the 
resource negotiation with a positive result. The negotiation session is disposed when the data 
transfer ends. It is important that this mapping is maintained throughout the data transfer since 
we need to know which negotiation message exchange actually allows data transfer. The way 
this dialog, established with negotiation, is mapped to the data transfer session is further 
expounded on in the Implementation chapter. 

 SIP meaning 
Negotiation module 

meaning 

INVITE Initiate a multimedia session Initiate resource negotiation 

ACK 
Confirm the creation of a 

session 
Confirm the creation of a 

“negotiation session” 

BYE Break a session Break a “negotiation session” 

CANCEL 
Used to cancel an INVITE 

request. 

Not used since an immediate 
response to INVITE is 

expected  

REGISTER 
Used to register location of a 

user of an entity 
Not used 

OPTIONS 
Used to determine the basic 

state of a communicating 
peer 

Not used. For possible use in 
future work see Conclusion 

chapter 

Table 3.3: Summary of SIP methods used by the negotiation module 

Given our “light” version of SIP used as the offer/answer protocol, only certain default header 
fields are used in each SIP message exchanged between the offering and the answering host. 
More about these fields and the way they are populated is given in an example later in this 
section. 

SIP RFC [1] claims that SIP implementations can use both TCP and UDP at the transport 
layer. We, however, use only TCP as the transport layer protocol to convey negotiation 
messages. The main reason for doing so is the reliability requirement for our negotiation 
module (requirement (e) from the Section 3.1.1). By using TCP we know that our request will 
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be delivered reliably and in correct order. Once established, a TCP connection can be used by 
all the messages exchanged within that or any other SIP dialog between these two hosts, and 
also by the rendezvous protocol module that starts after negotiation. Another advantage of 
using TCP is that we do not need to implement our own reliability mechanism as a part of the 
negotiation module, for example with help of buffers and timers. 

Finally, at the end we can mention that no security considerations for the offer/answer 
protocol fall within the scope of this Master’s thesis. Any authentications or authorizations, 
together with message integrity and confidentiality, are all solved at the Migrator Overlay 
layer and are described elsewhere (see the Background chapter for more details). 

3.5.3 State machine presentation of the offer/answer protocol 
In this section, we present our offer/answer protocol with the help of finite state machines. 
Each state encompasses all the protocol variable’s values in a given time period [17]. In the 
case of the offer/answer protocol we present two state machines, one for the offering and one 
for the answering host. All the states the protocol can be found in are presented, together with 
events (marked as arcs between states) that cause the change of state. 
 
Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 present finite state machines for the offering and the answering host 
of the negotiation module, respectively. A description of the state machines follows.  

 
Figure 3.6: The offer/answer protocol offering host’s side state machine 

The offer/answer protocol on the offering host begins in the idle state. When commanded to 
do so by a user, the offer/answer protocol sends a negotiation request in the form of the SIP 
INVITE request and moves to the waiting for response state. In this state the offering host is 
waiting for the response from the answering host. In the case of a negative response (any 
response in class 4xx from the Table 3.2), the offer/answer protocol goes into the negative 
response received state.  
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In the negative response received state the user is first informed about the negative response 
whereupon there are two possibilities. The first possibility is to recreate the negotiation 
request (by user interaction or automatically, defined by the local policy) based on the 
payload in the response and send the request again. Before sending a new request, the 
previous one needs to be acknowledged with an ACK request. This composite situation is 
marked with the ack, re-invite send arc that again leads to the waiting for response state. The 
second possibility is to inform the user about the failure, send an ACK request to confirm the 
negative response and abort the algorithm. The protocol is then returned into the idle state. 
Since we are not supporting any recreation of requests (and, by extension, any multiple step 
negotiation), this part was included in our explanation for the sake of completeness.  

If, on the other hand, the response from the answering host is positive (SIP 200 OK response), 
the protocol is moved to the positive response received state, whereupon an ACK request is 
sent to the answering host and the protocol is again moved to the negotiation session 
established state. In this state the data transfer begins. The BYE request sent from this state 
moves the protocol to the negotiation session released state where both the negotiation 
session and the data transfer session (established prior to the actual data transfer) are released.  

The BYE request that moves the protocol to the negotiation session released state can be sent 
either after the data transfer has finished or during the transfer if the user deems it to be 
lengthy. As mentioned before in Section 3.5, only the offering host can send BYE requests 
and thus release both negotiation and data transfer sessions. Finally, when the 200 OK 
response is received as a response to the previously sent BYE request, the protocol ends up in 
the idle state again.     

The offer/answer protocol on the answering host’s side begins in the listening state. After the 
INVITE is received from the offering host, the protocol moves to the request processing state, 
where the answering host’s part of the negotiation algorithm is executed (Figure 3.5). If the 
result is negative, i.e. the migration is not possible; the protocol sends one of the responses 
from 4xx class and advances to the negative response sent state. This transition is marked 
with the false, 4xx response sent arc. Upon receipt of the ACK request as an answer to the 4xx 
class response, the processing aborts and protocol is back to the listening state.  

If on the other hand the migration is possible, the offer/answer protocol sends an 200 OK 
response to the offering host and moves to the positive response sent state. This crossing is 
marked with the true, 200 OK response sent arc. The receipt of the ACK request from the 
offering host, as an answer to the 200 OK response, forwards the protocol into the negotiation 
session established state, after which the data transfer takes place. The established sessions 
are released when the answering host receives a BYE request from the offering host, which 
moves the protocol to the negotiation session released state. By answering the BYE request 
with the SIP 200 OK response, the answering host’s side of the offer/answer protocol is again 
returned into the listening state. 

Both sides of the protocol have the same state machine behavior for both push and pull 
negotiation types. 
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Figure 3.7: The offer/answer protocol answering host’s side state machine 

3.5.4 The offer/answer protocol sequence diagram 
In this section, we are giving a sequence diagram that presents our offer/answer protocol in 
two typical scenarios, namely push and pull migration negotiation types. The sequence 
diagram is given in Figure 3.8 below, followed by a short description of scenarios presented. 
Figure 3.8 shows two hosts, host A and host B that are negotiating application migration. We 
first examine the case of push migration negotiation. In this case, the host A is both the 
offering as well as the source host, while the host B is both the answering and the destination 
host. 
 
The host A sends the SIP INVITE request to the host B, which contains an XML file with the 
required resources for the migrating application. The direction element in the XML file has 
value “push”, which signals the answering host’s part of the negotiation algorithm not to start 
the data transfer itself. This algorithm runs, and based on the XML payload and local 
resources available, decides if the migration is possible.  

If the migration is not possible, the 488 Not acceptable here response is sent back to the 
offering host. The offering host in this case first sends an ACK request as an answer to this 
response from the answering host, and then it aborts. No further processing takes place. Here 
we can have other response codes returned from the answering host depending on the type of 
fail the negotiation algorithm encounters (see Table 3.2 for summary of all response codes 
sent from the answering host).  

If the response from the answering host is 200 OK, however, the offering host sends an ACK 
request to the answering host, runs the precopy algorithm, after which the data transfer is 
started.  
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Both positive and negative responses from the answering host are carrying XML files 
containing resources the answering host disposes. In the case of the positive response, these 
are the resources that have been accepted on the answering host, while otherwise all the 
resources the destination host disposes are sent back. After the data is transferred, the offering 
host is releasing the negotiation session by sending a SIP BYE request. The BYE request is 
referencing a previously established negotiation session. The BYE request is answered with a 
200 OK response from the answering host which at the same time marks the end of the 
application migration. 
 
In the pull migration scenario, we have the host A playing the role of both the offering and the 
destination host while the host B is both the answering and the source host. In short, this 
means that the application to be migrated is currently residing on the host B, even though the 
host A is the one that initiates negotiation.  

The pull scenario can be explained with the help of Figure 3.8 as well. The host A is willing 
to pull the application from the host B. Therefore, it sends a SIP INVITE request containing 
the XML file, but this time with a description of all the resources it contains. The direction 
element in this XML file now contains the value pull, which is a signal to host B that it should 
be the one to start the data transfer if the negotiation algorithm returns a positive response. 
Upon receipt of this request, the host B runs the answering host’s part of the negotiation 
algorithm to decide if the application it currently runs can be executed on the host A and 
sends an answer accordingly. In the case of the positive answer, it is the host B that starts the 
data transfer towards the host A. The rest of the processing is similar to the negotiation push 
scenario and can be easily inferred from the Figure 3.8. 

 

Figure 3.8: Negotiation protocol sequence diagram 
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3.5.6 The offer/answer protocol message examples  
In this section, we give two simple examples of SIP messages exchanged as a part of the 
offer/answer protocol with an explanation of relevant header fields and their values. 
 
The example of the SIP INVITE request, for both push and pull negotiation requests is given 
in Figure 3.9. The Request URI [1] (SIP URI at the first line of the request) targets a host 
directly instead of a particular user on that host. The address of the host is obtained either 
through user input or from the Migrator Overlay layer. The To, From and Call-ID header 
fields are used to form a SIP dialog [1] which we use to identify the negotiation session. The 
Content-Type MIME header field takes the text/xml value to depict that the payload this SIP 
INVITE is carrying is an XML text file. The meaning of other fields in this request can be 
found in [1]. 
 
The example of the positive answer to the negotiation (INVITE) request is given in Figure 
3.10. The SIP dialog or the negotiation session is created on both hosts. The values of To, 
From and Call-ID header fields are the same as the values found in the request [1]. Here as 
well we are encapsulating an XML file with accepted resources, so the Content-Type MIME 
header field is set to text/xml value. The meaning of other SIP fields is not offer/answer 
protocol specific and can be found elsewhere [1]. The SIP ACK request and other response 
codes are left out from this section since they have a similar structure to the given examples. 
 
INVITE sip:192.168.0.5 SIP/2.0 
Via: SIP/2.0/TCP 192.168.0.4;branch=z9hG4bK776asdhds 
To: sip:192.168.0.5 
From: sip:192.168.0.4;tag=1928301774 
Call-ID: a84b4c76e66710@192.168.0.4 
CSeq: 314159 INVITE 
Contact: sip: 192.168.0.4 
Content-Type: text/xml 
Content-Length: length of XML payload 
XML content not shown 

 
Figure 3.9: SIP INVITE request for the offer/answer protocol 

SIP/2.0 200 OK 
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 192.168.0.5; branch=z9hG4bKnashds8 
To: sip:192.168.0.5;tag=a6c85cf 
From: sip:192.168.0.4;tag=1928301774 
Call-ID: a84b4c76e66710@192.168.0.4 
CSeq: 314159 INVITE 
Contact: sip: 192.168.0.4 
Content-Type: text/xml 
Content-Length: length of XML payload 
XML content not shown 
 

Figure 3.10: SIP 200 OK response for the offer/answer protocol 

3.6 Resource variable description protocol 
The resource variable description protocol is used to describe the resources both the offering 
and the answering hosts have. It is, as mentioned before, conveyed as a payload in the 
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offer/answer protocol, which is in our case SIP. Since every SIP implementation has to 
support SDP, and since SDP is widely accepted as a means of multimedia session description, 
it is tempting to approach this problem of resource variables description by resorting to SDP. 
It is, however, not possible to use SDP as a means of resource description in this Master’s 
thesis. The reason for that can be found in the SDP RFC [2], which states that SDP cannot be 
used to describe the content of a multimedia session, but rather the necessary parameters that 
facilitate the multimedia session. In our case, however, it is exactly the content (the resource 
variables) that we want to describe with our resource variable description protocol. 

The same conclusion can be drawn by taking a somewhat more intuitive approach. The SDP 
is used to describe the parameters of a multimedia session that will in most cases take place 
after the offer/answer protocol carrying SDP is completed. In the case of our offer/answer 
protocol, there are no multimedia sessions that take place after the negotiation. Our 
offer/answer protocol is used to provide an offering host with the information about whether 
the migration at that instant of time is possible or not. This means that a simple “true” or 
“false” is the expected result of that negotiation, not a multimedia session. That is why SDP is 
not a valid choice for our use scenario. 

It is also important to mention that the data transfer protocol that comes as a result of 
resource negotiation, even though related to the negotiation session that precedes it, is a 
separate entity, and any parameters needed for it to take place are negotiated in a separate 
offer/answer session. More about that is explained in Section 3.7 of this chapter. 
 
Similarly, using another session description protocol to describe the content of a multimedia 
session (or in our case resource variables) would be a reasonable next choice. However, that 
kind of solution is not necessary for us to be able to achieve our goal of resource negotiation. 
There are two reasons for that: 
 

1. As mentioned previously in Section 3.3, our resource variable presentation system 
stores description of resources on a host in an XML based file (Figure 3.1). By using 
some resource description protocol to transfer variables between hosts, we are bound 
to transform between these two formats: on the offering host from XML to resource 
variable description protocol format and on the answering host from resource 
variable description protocol format to XML. This adds to the complexity of protocol 
and time processing. 

2. The SIP protocol can have an XML marked-up text as payload. In that case, the 
Content-type header field would contain a text/xml media type [18]. By conveying 
XML directly as a part of request and response in the offer/answer protocol, we avoid 
additional processing due to conversion and at the same time fulfill our need for 
resource variable exchange. 

   
Given the reasons stated above, our design choice is to directly use the XML file from our 
resource variable presentation system as a means of describing resources conveyed in the 
offer/answer protocol. This means that the XML file with the XML Schema presented in 
Figure 3.2 is the resource variable description protocol that is transferred as a payload in 
both SIP requests and responses. The architecture we use and this concrete design choice 
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imply that our requirement (b) from Section 3.1.1 is fulfilled. Since resource variables are 
presented (the resource variable presentation system) and transferred (the resource variable 
description protocol) in a generic way, we claim that any type of resource an application 
might need can be represented and negotiated with this system. If, however, some application 
is unable to represent its resource needs with the current XML file, we only need to change 
the XML Schema (and if needed amend the negotiation algorithm), and this requirement is 
met again. 

The reason for separating representation and storage of resource variables with resource 
variable presentation system on one side, and representation of resource variables with 
resource variables description system that are conveyed as payload in the offer/answer 
protocol on the other side, (Figure 3.1) is that our goal is to make a generic architecture with 
“separation of concerns”. In another words, we want to separate different functions in separate 
functional blocks (modules). This means that in some scenarios a developer may decide to 
present and store resource variables with resource variable presentation system in one way, 
that is, for example, optimal for memory storage on hosts, and at the same time present the 
resource variables that are conveyed as payload with the offer/answer protocol with resource 
variable description protocol in completely different way that is, for example, optimal for 
data transfer. In this case, the developer would also have to write a conversion between these 
different representation systems, and apply it every time resource negotiation takes place. We, 
however, have not found any compelling reasons to have different representations of resource 
variables in these two systems, and as stated above, we use the same XML representation for 
both.    

3.7 Data transfer module 
The data transfer module consists of the rendezvous protocol and the data transfer protocol 
(Figure 3.1), and it is initiated after a successful negotiation of resource variables within the 
negotiation module to transfer application data from the source host to the destination host. 
Our design choice is to use the MSRP [4] as the data transfer protocol in the data transfer 
module. The MSRP is an application-layer, text-based protocol that transfers messages 
between a pair of two (or more) hosts in a MSRP session. This means that the message 
exchange has a clearly defined beginning and end. The choice of MSRP as our data transfer 
protocol fulfills our optional requirement (d) from Section 3.1.2. The reasons for choosing 
MSRP as the application data transfer protocol in this Master’s thesis are as follows: 
 

• It is a relatively simple protocol, with only two methods, SEND and REPORT, which 
can be used for transfer of arbitrary binary content in a session [14]. 

• It is an open, Internet standard for file transfer, which implies solid design, best 
practices and compatibility. Existing implementations give us opportunity to base our 
own implementation on the work and experiences from the community. 

• It is a “session mode” protocol [4], which means that a session is established when 
needed, the data is transferred as a part of that session, and then the session is released. 
This possibility to establish a session and transfer data when application migration is 
due is exactly what we need from our data transfer protocol. 
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• It fulfills all our requirements for the data transfer module. The explanation of how 
design decisions match our requirements for data transfer protocol is given in the rest 
of this section. 

 
In the text that follows we describe the way we use MSRP in our data transfer module. 
However, an extensive discussion about MSRP in general can be found elsewhere [4]. 
 
The MSRP protocol is not a standalone protocol and has to be paired with a so-called 
rendezvous protocol [4], in order to exchange parameters for a data session. Even though [4] 
allows for use of any offer/answer protocol that fulfills certain criterions, it is currently 
defined only in the context with SIP/SDP. This will be our choice as well. 
 
MSRP Relay, defined in [4], represents an MSRP relay host that is used to route MSRP 
messages when that is appropriate. In accordance with the similar reasoning given for SIP 
relays, explained earlier in Section 3.5, we will not be using MSRP relays either, since the 
Migrator Overlay layer keeps track of all the hosts in the Migration Community. Our data 
transfer protocol implementation is therefore host to host.  
 
The MSRP RFC [4] defines the MSRP protocol only over the TCP transport protocol, so we 
use only the TCP as a transport protocol. This at the same time represents the fulfillment of 
our requirement (b) from Section 3.1.2. According to the same source, any TCP session 
established between two hosts has to be shared by any MSRP session between these two hosts. 
Even though it is not unimaginable to have a concurrent migration of multiple applications 
between two hosts in TRAMP, this scenario will not be considered in this Master’s thesis, and 
this possibility is left for future work (see the Conclusion chapter for more details). Therefore, 
no mechanism for fair scheduling on TCP connection is implemented. 

3.7.1 Comparison of MSRP with HTTP in the context of data transfer 
module  
As it was mentioned earlier in the Background chapter, our goal is not to conduct a 
comparative analysis of all the existing protocols that could be used in our negotiation and 
data transfer module, but rather to select the one that satisfy our requirements and fit the 
TRAMP environment. However, in order to better emphasize and argue the correctness of our 
design decisions, we are giving a short comparison of MSRP and HTTP data transfer 
protocols.  

The HTTP protocol is an IETF, application-layer protocol for distributive, collaborative 
hypermedia information systems [19]. The reasons for comparing our selected data transfer 
protocol, MSRP, with HTTP is because HTTP is a widely used data transfer protocol which 
has had an enormous success with both World Wide Web and Web Services. So, by comparing 
MSRP with one such obvious and successful candidate for the data transfer, we hopefully 
give stronger arguments to our design decision.  In the text that follows we give this 
comparison as a bulleted list. 
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• MSRP is simpler then HTTP. MSRP has only two methods while HTTP has eight [19]. 
The similar goes for the number and variety of responses and response codes. The 
added methods and responses exist to support functionality that we do not need in our 
data transfer module. 

• MSRP has the ability to control the type of reports it wants to receive. With Success-
Report and Failure-Report header fields (explained in Background chapter and further 
expounded on in Section 3.7.2), the MSRP host can control whether and how it wants 
to receive reports for the sent data, which is a very good match considering the 
functionality of our precopy algorithm. HTTP does not have such functionality. In 
addition to that, HTTP does not support functionality where the source host sending 
data (for example, with the POST method) would receive confirmation for each data 
chunk from the destination host. That type of information would have to be transferred 
in a response entity that would have to be separately defined. 

• HTTP is not faster. Even though HTTP has been used with huge success on the 
Internet for the last 25 years, there is no reason to believe that HTTP would be faster 
in the context of the data transfer module of the TRAMP project. Both protocols are 
application-layer, text-based with header fields and payload, so we can conclude that 
overhead and thus data transfer times of both protocols are comparable. 

• HTTP is primarily used as an asymmetric protocol, which means that a client in the 
HTTP communication paradigm sends a lightweight request, asking for a resource that 
is in most cases considerably larger. Our data transfer module, however, is more 
symmetric in nature. The hosts in the Migration Community are all equal, which 
means that an equal data flow can be expected from all hosts in both directions. 

3.7.2 Establishing a MSRP session  
In this section, we present the MSRP data transfer in context of application migration in 
TRAMP.  
 
As mentioned before in the previous section, the SIP/SDP protocols are used to exchange the 
necessary parameters for the data transfer protocol and establish a MSRP session. In this 
Master’s thesis the SIP/SDP is used as the rendezvous protocol, while the MSRP is used as 
the data transfer protocol, as depicted in Figure 3.1. The source host sends a SIP INVITE to 
the destination host (the source and the destination host are defined in Section 3.1). The 
Request-URI of this SIP INVITE is at this point already known from the preceding 
negotiation session (because every data transfer is always preceded by resource negotiation). 
The SDP carried in this initial INVITE describes the upcoming MSRP session. Details on all 
the header fields in SDP can be found in [4]. Here we only explain the header fields directly 
important for our data transfer protocol. 
 
The most important parameter exchanged in this way is given in the SDP’s path attribute, and 
it is called MSRP URI. The purpose of information contained in this attribute is two-fold: 1) it 
states where the sending host wishes data from the upcoming MSRP session to be sent to, and 
2) it is used to create and maintain an MSRP session. An example of MSRP URI is given 
below: 
 
a=path:msrp://192.168.0.4:7654/jshA7weztas;tcp 
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The following can be inferred from this URI: the URI scheme is msrp, while the address and 
the port to be used when sending MSRP requests and responses to this host are 192.168.0.4 
and 7654, respectively. The unique session identifier on this host is “jshA7weztas”, and the 
transport protocol to be used is TCP. Two other important parameters conveyed in this SDP 
are accept-types and accept-wrapped-types. The first one, the accept-type is used to announce 
to the destination host what media-type [20] the sending host deems acceptable, while the 
accept-wrapped-types does the same for wrapped media types. For our data transfer scenario 
we are using the application/octet-stream as value of the accept-type parameter to signify that 
the binary data is transferred [20], while the accept-wrapped-types takes a value of * to signal 
that any wrapped type is acceptable. 
 
When the destination host receives this SIP request, no decision making algorithm is 
executed on its part. This means that we assume that the media type requested by source host 
is always supported on the destination host (the source host is always sending only one media 
type anyway) and that the destination host is always responsible for the domain of the source 
host. The destination host then sends a SIP 200 OK response with its own MSRP URI, 
containing the address and the port where it would like to receive MSRP requests and 
responses, together with its own session id in order for the source host to be able to create an 
MSRP session. The values for accept-types and accept-wrapped-types parameters are the 
same as those selected on the source host. In the case of a failure on the destination host, any 
response codes defined in [4] can be sent, but for simplicity’s sake we choose to limit 
ourselves to the 400 response, that indicates any fail that might arise in this “rendezvous 
round”. After receiving the response from the destination host, the source host sends a SIP 
ACK to complete the SIP three-way handshake and with that the MSRP session is established 
on both hosts. This session is comprised of participating hosts’ MSRP URIs and it is 
referenced whenever a piece of data between them is exchanged. 

3.7.3 Exchanging data in a MSRP session 
When the MSRP session is established, the data transfer can begin. The source host (the host 
currently executing the application) first establishes a TCP connection to the destination host 
(if one does not already exist) and then sends the first request in the MSRP session with the 
MSRP SEND method to a) send first data chunk and b) signal the destination host about the 
source of data [4]. The header fields used in this request that are important for our discussion 
are explained below. The rest of the header fields can be found in [4]. 
 
The From header filed contains MSRP URI of the host sending the request.  
 
The To header field contains MSRP URI of the host receiving the request, retrieved from 
SIP/SDP exchange, or established data transfer session. The To and From header fields are 
used to identify the MSRP session on both the source and the destination hosts. 
 
The Success-Report header field has the default value of no, and it is used to tell the 
destination host whether the source host wishes to receive REPORT request when a MSRP 
message or chunk is successfully transferred. We transfer one file that represents both the 
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static and the dynamic part of the migrating application. We claim that this file comprises one 
MSRP message which in turn is divided into chunks for the purpose of data transfer. The 
MSRP specification given in [4], namely, defines the possibility to divide messages into 
chunks for fair transport connection sharing, and suggests that a chunk should be at least 2048 
octets long, but leaves implementations at liberty to choose any chunk size above this value. 
We examine the most appropriate chunk size to use in the Evaluation chapter. When an entire 
message is received, the destination host sends an MSRP request with the REPORT method 
to signal that the given message has been received successfully. This implies that the Success-
Report header field has a value of yes. This REPORT request is important because it signals 
the source host that transfer is finished and that the session can be disposed. Yet another 
strategy is to configure the destination host to send a REPORT request for a certain amount of 
received bytes, in order to give the source host some idea of the remaining time. We use a 
similar strategy to this one and say that one REPORT request is sent from the destination host 
for each message chunk received.  
 
The Failure-Report header filed takes values yes, no and partial, with yes being the default 
one [4]. The value yes of the Failure-Report header field sent in the request from the source 
host means that the source host wants to receive both delivery status and transaction status 
reports from the destination host. The delivery status report is delivered through an MSRP 
request with the REPORT method and it signifies that the entire MSRP message (or the byte 
range within MSRP message, depending on the configuration) has been successfully received, 
but that an error connected to interpretation or consumption of this message has occurred. 
This error can be any valid reason for the MSRP message failure, as defined by MSRP 
response codes in [4]. For the sake of simplicity, we say that all of these messages are 
reported with a 400 response code via an MSRP REPORT request. The transaction status on 
the other hand describes the status of each message chunk that is delivered to the destination 
host, and it is reported on the hop-by-hop basis with a common MSRP response. In the case of 
a successful delivery of a message chunk, the destination host sends an MSRP response with 
the 200 response code, while in the case of a failure the 400 response code is sent. The 
Failure-Report header field of value no, turns off both delivery and transaction status 
reporting, while value partial represents the compromise between values yes and no and 
allows only for delivery status error reporting through MSRP REPORT requests. 

The values of these two header fields are defined in the following manner: if precopy is 
needed, the value of the Success-Report header field is yes. In this case every chunk sent from 
the source host is confirmed by the destination host with an MSRP REPORT request. This 
request includes a Byte-Range header field that contains the range of bytes that are actually 
confirmed. This information is further directly used to update progress bar at the source host 
which gives the user the notion of the remaining time till the end of migration. This is 
according to our requirements and design. If we do not need precopy, then this header field 
takes the value of no, which implies that no success MSRP requests are sent. As for the 
Failure-Report header field goes, it always takes value of partial. This means that we do not 
want any transaction level (hop by hop) status reporting with ordinary MSRP responses, but 
we still want to keep the possibility to inform the source host if the consumption of the entire 
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message is wrong. This strategy is chosen to avoid any unnecessary bandwidth and CPU 
utilization that would occur by acknowledging all successfully received chunks, but still 
provide a report to the user if the message cannot be consumed. At the same time, we can say 
that it represents the fulfillment of the part of our requirement (a) from Section 3.1.2 that 
relates to efficiency of data transfer. By using a simple protocol with one method to send data 
(SEND) and by having a reasonable chunking and reporting setup, we contribute to efficient 
data transfer. However, the real measure of efficiency of our data transfer protocol is given in 
the Evaluation chapter where the time needed for data transfer will be compared with 
benchmark values for video streaming applications (as defined in [15]).   

The Content-Type header filed is a MIME header field [20] which is used to define the 
media type carried in MSRP requests. The MSRP SEND request is the only request that 
carries data, and therefore it alone contains the Content-Type header field. The value of this 
field is application/octet-string to depict that binary data is being transferred. 
The Content-Transfer-Encoding header field is yet another MIME header field which is 
used to describe data encoding for the transport purposes. The destination host uses the same 
encoding to decode the message before forwarding it to the appropriate application. Since 
MSRP protocol can transfer binary data directly, without any data preserving transformations 
[4], we are not using the Content-Transfer-Encoding header field. 
 
As it can be inferred from the text in this section, the destination host’s reaction to a SEND 
request from the source host can be either an MSRP response or an MSRP request with the 
REPORT method. The MSRP response contains response code at the start line together with 
To and From header fields that define the MSRP session it belongs to. The MSRP REPORT 
request is used to report on a certain chunk of an “in-transfer” message. The Message-ID and 
Byte-Range header fields [20] included in the REPORT request are used to specify which 
chunk from which message is being confirmed. The REPORT request sent by the destination 
host contains all the same header fields as the SEND request it responds to, with one 
additional Status header field. This field keeps the status code the request is reporting and it 
takes the same values as MSRP responses. 

3.7.4 Data transfer protocol sequence diagram 
In this section, we present the sequence diagram for our rendezvous and data transfer 
protocols and give an explanation of all the messages exchanged and states of both the source 
and the destination host. 
 
Figure 3.11 presents an example of data transfer with our data transfer protocol between two 
hosts, host A and host B. After the resource negotiation has ended (Figure 3.8) the data 
transfer module is started. The SIP/SDP based rendezvous protocol is used to exchange 
necessary parameters for the MSRP session. This exchange takes place in a familiar SIP three-
way handshake, where parameters such as MSRP URIs, accept-types and accept-wrapped-
types are exchanged. If the initial SIP INVITE should for any reason be unacceptable for the 
destination host, it marks this with a negative response (red line in Figure 3.11) to the source 
host, which in turn sends an ACK request and ceases all further processing. However, as it 
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was pointed out before in this section, since we do not implement any advanced processing of 
the rendezvous protocol’s requests at the destination host, this should rarely be the case. This 
means that a negative response to a rendezvous request can be sent only if the request is 
malformed. In the more common case where everything is correct, a MSRP session is formed 
between host A and host B and data transfer can begin. 

 

 
Figure 3.11: Data transfer protocol sequence diagram 

It is important to mention here that by using a separate SIP/SDP exchange as a rendezvous 
protocol for our data transfer protocol we fulfill the requirement (c) from Section 3.1.2.  If 
we were using the negotiation module to simultaneously exchange the parameters for the data 
transfer protocol, these two modules would be bounded together and change or modification 
of one of them would influence the other as well.  

The source host sends the initial MSRP SEND request with a piece (chunk) of the file to be 
sent. Each file that is sent via MSRP is a separate MSRP message and all messages are 
divided into chunks. The chunks are then sent sequentially with MSRP SEND requests until 
the entire message is transferred. The blue line in Figure 3.11 depicts an MSRP REPORT 
request that confirms a successful reception of one message chunk. These requests are sent 
after every chunk is received only if the migration is taking place with precopy, in order to 
provide a user with a sense of time remaining until migration start. This behavior is initiated 
with Success-Report header field value of yes in the MSRP SEND request. When migration is 
“instant” (i.e. within time boundaries set by application), the value of this header field is set to 
no and no MSRP requests that would confirm MSRP message chunks are sent. 
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When the final chunk of a message is sent (the destination host can infer this with the help of 
the Byte-Range header field in a SEND request [4]), a MSRP REPORT request is sent to 
confirm that the entire message (in our case file) has been successfully received and 
consumed. As with the previous, case Success-Report header field value of yes in the SEND 
request from the source host to the destination host allows this behavior. This REPORT 
request can also report on unsuccessful processing of message (Failure-Report header field’s 
value partial allows that), in which case the user is informed and the application is not 
continued on the destination host. 
 
In either case, and if there are no more files to transfer, the reason for both negotiation session 
(established prior to the data transfer, in Figure 3.11 marked with two-sided arrow labelled 
with “resource negotiation”) and MSRP session ceases to exist. Therefore a final SIP BYE is 
issued from host A (i.e. the host that initially executed the migrating application, since - as we 
mentioned before in this chapter - only the source host can send BYE requests to dispose 
sessions) to host B in order to dispose the MSRP session. Host B responds with a 200 OK and 
releases all pieces of MSRP state information locally. The same is true for host A when it 
receives this response.  Since negotiation session (Figure 3.8) and MSRP session are bounded 
together, we use this situation on both source and destination hosts to dispose also the SIP 
dialog from the offer/answer protocol or the negotiation session. This is done in this manner 
to avoid an extra SIP BYE/200OK exchange for the negotiation session as well. The data 
transfer description from this section applies to both push and pull negotiation types. 
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4. Implementation 
 

 

In this chapter, we describe the implementation of the negotiation and data transfer module 
designed in Chapter 3. We implement both the offering and the answering host’s sides of the 
negotiation module as well as the source and the destination host’s sides of the data transfer 
module. We also implement a graphical user interface (GUI) on the top of the negotiation and 
data transfer module, whose sole purpose is to be used as the presentation layer for testing 
and evaluation of our implementation. 

The negotiation and data transfer module is implemented in C# (pronounced as “see sharp”) 
[21] and the accompanying Microsoft .NET Framework. The C# is a modern, “high level” 
and object oriented programing language standardized by the ECMA International and the 
ISO/IEC [21]. In our implementation we use the Microsoft’s C# compiler for the .NET 
Framework. The reasoning behind our choice to use the C# and the .NET Framework for our 
implementation can be summarized as follows: 

• The wealth of default, manufacturer supported classes in the .NET Framework’s 
class library makes the implementation easier. Threading, streams and encoding to 
mention just a few, are all well documented and supported out of the box, giving us 
an easy access to the services they provide. 

• Portability is one of the general goals of the TRAMP project. It, however, is not 
defined as the requirement for our implementation. Consequently, our 
implementation that runs on systems that support the .NET Framework can 
interoperate with other implementations that run on systems that do not. It is also 
worth mentioning that simulators for the .NET framework are available both on the 
MAC OS X and various Unix/Linux distributions, which implies that our 
implementation would work on these systems as well. This means that our 
implementation can be compatible with the otherwise portable TRAMP platform. 

• Developer’s personal preference towards this programing language and framework. 

The implementation of standardized protocols such as SIP and MSRP is done following the 
specifications given in their respective RFC’s. We implement everything ourselves, from 
scratch, and no existing, open-source libraries of these protocols are used. The reasoning 
behind this decision is that during our research of available open-source implementations of 
these protocols (implemented in our preferred programing language C#) we found both good 
and not-so-good implementations. We estimated then that it would take us considerably more 
time to first understand, and then adapt or configure a “good implementation” to suit our 
needs then it would take us to implement everything from scratch. Similarly, debugging and 
then adapting a “bad implementation” with uncertain results would take more time then 
implementing all from scratch. Here it also worth mentioning that we only manage to find one 
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open-source implementation of the MSRP protocol (implemented in C#), while the SIP 
protocol had a few more available. However, our module does not implement these 
specifications to their full extent, as it was explained in Chapter 3, and briefly recapitulated in 
the following paragraph. 

Some functionality of SIP and MSRP such as, for example, the SIP relays or interrupting and 
scheduling of messages in MSRP, are not needed in our system. That is why we decide not to 
implement parts of the specification that relate to this unused functionality, since a) the goal 
with our implementation is not a full-fledged implementation of these protocol, but rather 
enough functionality to support and test the suitability of protocols for our module and b) it 
would be time consuming. This, however, does not imply that the protocol messages sent 
from our implementation would not be understood by the third-party protocol 
implementations. It only means that messages that our implementation expects are the subset 
of all the possible messages defined in these specifications. 

The rest of this chapter is divided into sections as follows: Section 4.1 gives additional 
information about the implementation, while Section 4.2 presents the layered structure of our 
protocol stack. Sub-sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.9 present in detail each module on every layer of this 
protocol stack. Finally, in Section 4.3 we give a graphical presentation of the function call 
chain in a typical negotiation scenario. The purpose of this example is to give the reader an 
integrated overview of how all functions implemented on different layers are mutually related.  

4.1 General information about implementation 
The only supported scenario with this implementation is the negotiation and the data transfer 
between two hosts in a Migration Community. This means that this implementation cannot 
create or maintain multiple concurrent negotiations, or data transfer sessions between two or 
more different hosts. Only one negotiation and one data transfer session is created between 
two hosts, at a time, with intention of facilitating and testing negotiation and data transfer 
between them.  
 
The module is implemented as a multithreaded program. The reason behind this 
implementation choice is not to have multiple simultaneous sessions between communicating 
hosts, but rather to a) have the GUI thread independent of the working threads, such that GUI 
stays responsive, and b) to increase efficiency in network communication. When the program 
starts, both the offering and the answering host have one thread for the GUI and one thread 
for listening of the incoming negotiation request (which implicitly means a request for TCP 
connection).  
 
The offering host thus creates a separate thread on which it initiates negotiation when 
instructed to do so by the user, which means that, at that point in time, the implementation on 
the offering host runs on the total of three threads. The entire negotiation (SIP with XML 
payload exchange) takes place on a single thread. When the data transfer starts, the source 
host creates two additional threads: one for sending the MSRP SEND requests (data), and one 
for receiving the MSRP REPORT requests (acknowledgment of the received data) sent by the 
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destination host. The source host does not need to wait for the response from its counterpart 
for the previous chunk before it can send the next message chunk. This strategy increases the 
channel utilization and the data transfer efficiency, as it is suggested in [4]. 
 
The answering host receives the negotiation request on its listening thread (created when the 
module is started) and uses it to complete the negotiation. When subsequent data transfer 
starts, the destination host (the destination host in this example is the answering host as well) 
uses this same thread to receive the MSRP SEND requests. A separate thread is used to 
asynchronously send responses in the form of the MSRP REPORT request as soon as they are 
available. In general, a response to MSRP SEND request can be created and sent when 
enough data to create a response is read from the incoming request, which in practice means 
when the headers of the request have been received, read and parsed. Synchronization 
between these two threads is needed though, since two or more different responses interleaved 
on the same TCP connection would make parsing on the source host impossible (i.e. the 
source host in this case could receive a partially overlapped message that it would not be able 
to parse and divide). 
 
The implemented libraries are divided into so-called namespaces. Namespaces provide a 
hierarchical means of organizing C# programs and libraries [21]. They contain classes and 
possibly other (nested) namespaces. The namespace names correspond to layers in our 
protocol stack presented in Figure 4.1. All namespace names in our implementation begin 
with the UiO.TRAMP prefix to emphasize that the implemented classes belong to the TRAMP 
project. In the text that follows, for each protocol module that we describe, we give the 
namespace name from the implementation the module belongs to. 
 
As a part of this module we also implement the custom logger class called LoggerClass. This 
class belongs to the namespace called UiO.TRAMP.Logger and it is used to log events to both 
a log file and the GUI, at different verbosity levels. This class is implemented to be thread 
safe since events are logged from multiple threads simultaneously. Given that writing to both 
files and GUI from the multiple simultaneous threads can be resource demanding, we have 
also implemented the possibility to turn of logging at different verbosity levels. The standing 
idea is that the logging should only be used for the troubleshooting purposes. 

4.2 Negotiation and data transfer protocol stack 
Figure 4.1 presents the negotiation and data transfer module’s protocol stack. It consists of 6 
layers, 9 modules that reside on these layers and 10 interfaces (presented with two dots 
connected by a line). Each interface represents a named set of functional members that are 
used for communication between the layers. Requests are sent by the functional member calls 
from the upper to the lower layers exclusively, while the results of a particular functional 
member call are returned in the opposite direction. This means that the upper layer is using 
services provided by the lower layer. 
 
The layers in Figure 4.1 are imagined with horizontal rectangles. These rectangles are not 
marked in Figure 4.1 to avoid unnecessary churn on the figure, but they can easily be inferred 
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given the explanation and example below. These rectangles contain one or more smaller 
rectangles which represent the protocol modules that reside on that layer. For example, 
negotiation and data transfer boxes in Figure 4.1 (blue and green edge, respectively) are 
adjacent, which means that they are on the same layer. The layers in Figure 4.1 are not clearly 
marked with names, but the modules they consist of are. We rather address layers with 
numbers and say that the layer at the bottom of the protocol stack (where the transport module 
is implemented) is called the first layer, whereas the layer above is the second, and so on. 
There is a one-to-one mapping between a layer and a namespace defined in our 
implementation and each protocol module, with exception of MSRP, belongs only to one 
namespace. The MSRP module as it also can be inferred from Figure 4.1 belongs to two 
layers of our protocol stack and by extension two namespaces in our implementation. The 
reasoning behind that is given in more details in Section 4.2.9. 
 
 

 
Figure 4.1: Negotiation and data transfer protocol stack 
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4.2.1 GUI module 
The GUI module represents a sort of presentation layer of the negotiation and data transfer 
module, developed with the purpose of testing our implementation. In the real-life production 
environment, a migration application would reside in its place. It is written using the Windows 
Forms technology, whose implementation can be found in the System.Windows.Forms 
namespace in the .NET class library.  
 
Figure 4.2 represents a screenshot of the GUI module. The presentation module is 
implemented as a part of the UiO.TRAMP.negotiation_and_data_transfer namespace and it 
resides at the 6th layer of our protocol stack (Figure 4.1). In the next paragraph we lay out a 
short description of the user interaction with the GUI module. 
 

 
Figure 4.2: Screenshot of GUI developed for testing of implementation 

The user selects the local network interface and port to bind to. The system starts listening to 
the negotiation requests on the selected network interface and port when the user clicks on the 
bind button. The user on the offering host selects remote host name or IP address and port to 
bind to and by clicking on the negotiate button initiates the negotiation process with the 
selected remote host. Since the data transfer is started automatically after the negotiation is 
finished, we have not implemented any possibility for the user to interact with this process. 

An instance of the LoggerClass is created for the purpose of event logging. Three checkboxes 
are used to control the verbosity of this class: the write log enables writing of normal log 
events to a log file, the write debug enables writing debug events also to a log file, and finally 
the write GUI enables writing of all enabled events to the text box in the GUI.  
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The progress bar is presented only on the source host (as previously explained in Chapter 3) 
and it is used to show the progress of the data transfer. The MSRP REPORT requests, sent by 
the destination host, directly controls the advancement of the progress bar.  

The GUI module is communicating with the negotiation and data transfer module on the 
underlying layer through the interface 1 (see Figure 4.1). This means that this interface is 
implemented by the module on the layer 5 (the module on the first layer below the layer 
where the GUI module resides), and used by the GUI module. This interface defines the 
function called Run. The Run function has only one input parameter. This parameter is of 
enumeration type declared as the ActionType and it defines two values: BIND and CONNECT. 
The BIND value of this parameter initializes the underlying layer in listening mode, while 
CONNECT value starts the negotiation process with the selected remote host. 

4.2.2 Negotiation and data transfer module 
The negotiation and data transfer module represents a coordination module between the 
negotiation module and the data transfer module, which by extension means that the 5th layer 
is a coordination layer for the modules at the layer below. It holds the resource variable 
presentation system, the precopy algorithm, the precopy parameters and the application data 
to be transfer (see Figure 3.1). The precopy algorithm is simulated in our implementation with 
a simple variable of Boolean type called precopy. If this variable has the value of true it 
means that this layer needs to run a precopy of the application data (as explained in Chapter 3), 
and show the progress of that transfer to the user. Otherwise no progress is shown and the 
application data is copied directly. This approximation is done because of the time constraints 
and the wealth of implementation code that had to be written.  
 
Resource variable presentation system, as defined in Chapter 3, is realized through a set of 
XML files. In our implementation, all of the instances of this system that this layer uses are 
presented with the string constants containing the file paths to these files on the file system. 
The same is true for the application data, where the path to a binary file that is used for the 
data transfer testing is given in the constant that is declared at this layer. 
 
The negotiation and data transfer module resides at the 5th layer of our protocol stack and it is 
defined in the UiO.TRAMP.negotiation_and_data_transfer namespace.  It communicates with 
the negotiation module and the data transfer module through the Interface 2 and the Interface 
3, respectively.  
 
The Interface 2 defines the function called Negotiate, and the Interface 3 defines the function 
called TransferData. The Negotiate function initiates the negotiation process between two 
hosts, and takes no parameters. The TransferData function starts the data transfer after the 
Negotiation function has returned and it takes the following parameters: 
 

• The Boolean parameter called source. This parameter tells the function whether the 
local host is the source or the destination host as defined in Chapter 3 (which depends 
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on the negotiation type). The value of this variable is a direct result of the negotiation 
process. 

• The TCPConnection parameter called tcpConn. This parameter is an instance of the 
transport module implementation. This class represents a TCP connection, established 
and used for the negotiation protocol, which is now reused for the rendezvous 
protocol. MSRP on the other hand establishes and uses its own TCP connection. The 
reuse of the same connection is possible because both the negotiation and the 
rendezvous protocols are using the same port number and the transport protocol. By 
reusing the already established connection, we save the time needed for the 
establishing of a new TCP connection. 

• The IPAddress parameter called ipAddress. The IPAddress is a .NET library class that 
represents the serialized IP address and port. It is used by both the rendezvous protocol 
and the MSRP to depict the destination host. 

4.2.3 Negotiation module 
The negotiation protocol module lies at the 4th layer (from the bottom) of our protocol stack 
(Figure 4.1), and it shares this layer with the data transfer module. It implements the 
negotiation protocol, the resource negotiation algorithm, and the Interface 2. It is defined 
within the UiO.TRAMP.Negotiation namespace and it consists of the following functions: 

• NegotiateBind: this function is executed on the answering host of the negotiation 
process and it is used to bind the application to the given local IP address and port. 

• ReceiveNegotiationRequest: this function receives the negotiation request sent as the 
part of the negotiation protocol from the offering host. 

• RunNegotiationAlgorithm: this function represents the implementation of the 
answering host’s side of the negotiation algorithm. As mentioned in Chapter 3, this 
algorithm takes an XML file received from the offering host and compares it to the 
local XML file, and then returns the result in the form of the byte array representing 
the answer/result XML file. The function implements the algorithm given in Figure 
3.4. 

• SendResponseToNegotiationRequest: this function sends a response to the negotiation 
request. The type of response (response code) and the payload returned are dependent 
on the result of the RunNegotiationAlgorithm function. 

• ReceiveAckOnResponseToNegotiationRequest: receives the acknowledgment to the 
previously sent response to the negotiation request.  

• NegotiateConnect: this function is executed on the offering host and it sends the 
negotiation request to the remote host. 

• ValidateResourceVaraiblePresentationSystemInstanceFromFile: this function validates 
an instance of the resource variable presentation system. Since this instance is an XML 
file, this validation consists of checking the file against our XML schema (Figure 3.2). 
Given that the precopy algorithm is simulated with the variable of Boolean type, this 
function at the same time represents the whole offering host’s part of the negotiation 
algorithm (Figure 3.3). 
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• SendNegotiationRequest: this function sends the negotiation request to the remote 
host. 

• ReceiveResposeAfterNegotiationRequest: this function receives the response to the 
sent negotiation request from the remote host. 

• AckResponseToNegotiationRequest: this function acknowledges the response to the 
negotiation request to the host’s peer. 

 
The enumeration named MigrationType is also defined at this layer and it takes two values: 
PUSH and PULL. A variable of this type is used to define the type of the application 
migration that is in progress. The type of application migration on the offering host is defined 
by the system/user, while on the answering host it is inferred from the XML file received with 
the negotiation request. 
 
All of the functions defined above, except for RunNegotiationAlgorithm and 
ValidateResourceVaraiblePresentationSystemInstanceFromFile are members of the Interface 
4 and are implemented by the negotiation protocol module. 

4.2.4 Negotiation protocol module 
The negotiation protocol module is used to abstract the negotiation module from the concrete 
protocol used, in our particular case SIP. To illustrate this point a bit closer we are giving the 
following example: the SendNegotiationRequest function from the negotiation module on the 
layer above calls the function with the same name in the negotiation protocol module on this 
layer. Since negotiation protocol creates an instance of the SIP module from the layer below it, 
this function calls the SIP function that is used to send a request, in this concrete case the 
function called SIPSendINVITESync. In this manner, if we were forced to change the protocol 
we use for the resource variable negotiation, the negotiation module would be protected from 
this change by the abstraction the negotiation protocol module offers, since it will still 
continue to call the SendNegotiationRequest function when it needs to send a negotiation 
request. The negotiation protocol module would in this case make an instance of this new 
protocol implementation, but the negotiation module would not be aware of it.  
 
This module belongs to the UiO.TRAMP.Negotiation namespace and lies on the same layer as 
the rendezvous protocol and the MSRP modules. It implements the following functions: 
 

• BindAndListenNegotiationProtocolSync: binds to the local IP address and port. 
• ConnectNegotiationProtocolSync: establishes a TCP connection to the defined remote 

IP address and port. 
• SendNegotiationRequest: sends the negotiation request to the remote IP address and 

port. It takes a byte array as a parameter (XML file passed from the upper layer, 
converted to a byte array) which is transferred as a payload of the negotiation protocol. 

• SendAckToNegotiationResponse: sends an acknowledgment to the negotiation 
response to the remote host. 
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• SendPositiveNegotiationResponse: this function is used to send the positive response 
to the negotiation request. In our case it is SIP 200 OK response and it is sent if the 
negotiation algorithm from the upper layer has returned a positive answer.  

• SendNegativeNegotiationResponse: this function is used to send a negative response to 
the previously received negotiation request. In the case of our negotiation module this 
is the SIP 488 Not acceptable here response. 

• SendNegativeNegotiationResponseNotFound: this function sends the negative 
response because the requested resource is not found on the local host. In our case this 
is the SIP 404 Not Found response. This response is returned during the pull migration 
type when the requested application does not exist on the local host. 

• SendNegativeNegotiationResponseBadRequest: sends the negative response to the 
previously received negotiation request because the request was malformed in some 
way. In our case the underlying SIP response that is sent is the 400 Bad Request. 

• ReceiveNegotiationRequest: receives the negotiation request from the remote peer. 
• ReceiveResposeAfterNegotiationRequest: receives response to the previously sent 

negotiation request. 
• ReceiveAckOnResponseToNegotiationRequest: receives acknowledgment to the 

previously sent response to the negotiation request. In our case this is the SIP ACK 
request.  

4.2.5 SIP module 
The SIP module is defined as a part of the UiO.TRAMP.SIP namespace, and it represents the 
implementation of the SIP protocol. In our protocol stack it resides at the same layer as the 
MSRP module. The SIP RFC document [1] suggests that the SIP can be implemented in three 
layers, namely the transaction user layer, the transaction layer and the transport layer. In this 
implementation we do not completely follow that suggestion, but the roles of our three layers 
(the layers where the negotiation protocol, the SIP and the transport modules reside) do 
resemble the suggested model from the SIP specification.  
 
The SIP module implementation consists of two classes: the SIPReceiver and the SIPSender, 
both of which are described in the following sections. 

4.2.5.1 SIPReceiver class 
The SIPReceiver class is a class whose members are used to receive and parse the SIP 
messages. The most important sub-class of this class is called SIPPayloadState class. This 
class is instantiated by the SIPReceiver, the SIPSender and the Negotiation protocol classes, 
and it is used to pass the payload and the SIP protocol state between them (and, by extension, 
between layers where these classes reside). This class contains the following members: 
 

• The byte array called content, which contains received SIP payload and whose 
purpose is to transfer this content between the SIPSender and the SIPReceiver classes. 

• The integer called contentLength, which contains the number of bytes in the content. 
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• The SIPdialog variable called dialog, which is used to accommodate the current SIP 
dialog. The SIPdialog class contains members that represent the SIP dialog as defined 
in [1]. 

• The SIPTransaction variable called transaction, which is used to represents the current 
transaction. The SIPTransaction class contains members that represent the SIP 
transaction as defined in [1]. 

• An enumeration variable of ReceivedResponseType type that takes one of the 
following four values: OK, BADREQUEST, NOTACCEPTABLEHERE and 
NOTFOUND.  These values represent the types of the SIP responses our 
implementation can expect to receive. 

 
When a SIP message - i.e. SIP Request or SIP Response - is received, the members of an 
instance of this class are populated and passed to the negotiation protocol module. The 
content is passed further up the protocol stack to the negotiation module, such that it can 
decide what kind of response is to be sent. However, the transaction and the dialog variables 
are only of “local” importance, and thus are not passed up the protocol stack. When the 
negotiation module calculates the response that is to be sent, it replaces the content of the 
content variable with the result produced by the negotiation algorithm. Together with the rest 
of the members of this class this content is sent to the SIPSender class which then creates SIP 
response based on this information. 
 
The SIPReceiver class implements the following functions: 
 

• SIPReceiveSync: receives both the SIP requests and the SIP responses and parses them 
to extract payload. 

• SIPPreParse: parses the received message for the double new line character sequence 
and returns the position of the first byte of the payload in the received stream.  

• SIPParse: armed with the position of the first byte in the payload received from the 
SIPPreParse function, this function extracts the header of the received message and 
determines whether the message is a request or a response. The received message is 
placed into the instance of the .NET’s MemoryStream class called currentStream that 
in essence is a wrapper for a byte array in memory. 

• SIPParseResponse: parses the SIP response, and for each response type supported, 
calls an appropriate function to parse that response. Input parameters are: 
aforementioned currentStream variable, then a string array that holds all the header 
fields and the position of the first payload byte in the stream. 

• SIPParseRequest: parses a SIP request, and for each type of request supported calls an 
appropriate function to parse that request. Input parameters are: the currentStream 
variable, a string array that holds all the header fields and the position of the first 
payload byte in the stream. 

• SIPParse200Response: parses the SIP 200 OK response. 
• SIPParse400Response: parses the SIP 400 Bad Request response. 
• SIPParse404Response: parses the SIP 404 Not Found response. 
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• SIPParse488Response: parses the SIP 488 Not Acceptable Here response. 
• SIPParseRequestAck: parses the SIP ACK request. 
• SIPParseRequestInvite: parses the SIP INVITE request. 
• SIPParseRequestBye: parses the SIP BYE request. 

 
All the function calls from this class are synchronous. The reason for this is two-fold: a) we 
expect only one request at time to be sent to or received from each host and b) a response 
cannot be sent before the request has been fully processed.  

4.2.5.2 SIPSender class 
The SIPSender class is a class whose members are used to construct and send the SIP 
messages. Also in this class, the most important sub-class is the SIPPayloadState class. Here 
it is used to transfer data that is to be sent as payload in the SIP messages, as well as to 
convey the SIP state data (such as the dialog and the transaction) between involved classes. 
 
In the .Net Framework and C#, strings are encoded in UTF-16 [21]. The SIP specification 
however [1] requires that all the headers in the SIP messages are UTF-8 encoded. That is why 
we need to perform conversion of headers - created as strings in our implementation - from 
the UTF-16 to the UTF-8 format before they are sent to the remote host. This is easily 
accomplished with the .NET library class called UTF8Encoding. This function’s static 
GetBytes(String utf16EncodedString) method simply takes an UTF-16 encoded string, 
converts it to an UTF-8 encoded string and then returns it in form of a byte array. 
 
The SIPSender class implements the following functions: 
 

• SIPSendINVITESync: sends the SIP INVITE request. 
• SIPSendACKSync: sends the SIP ACK request. 
• SIPSendBYESync: sends the SIP BYE request. 
• SIPSendRequestSync: this function is wrapped by the previous three functions and it is 

used to construct the SIP request. It takes the enumeration SIPRequestType as an input 
parameter and based on its value constructs one of the supported requests. The other 
two parameters are toUri and fromUri that represent the SIP URIs [1], both of which 
are wrapped into the .NET’s Uri library class. The wrapping is performed because 
class’s Equals method compares two URIs for equality according to rules defined in 
[1]. 

• SIPSend200Sync: sends the SIP 200 OK response. 
• SIPSend400Sync: sends the SIP 400 Bad Request response. 
• SIPSend488Sync: sends the SIP 488 Not Acceptable Here response. 
• SIPSend404Sync: sends the SIP 404 Not Found response. 
• SIPSendResponseSync: this function is wrapped by the previous four functions and it 

is used to construct the SIP response. The only parameter it accepts is a variable of 
SIPResponseType enumeration type that represents the supported responses. Based on 
this value, the correct SIP response is constructed and sent to the SIPSend function. 
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• SIPSend: this function is called by the previously defined SIPSendRequestSync and 
SIPSendResponseSync functions. They in turn call the services of the Interface 9 and 
send the SIP message (request or response) to the transport module. Both take two 
parameters: a string parameter called header that holds the constructed header for the 
outgoing SIP message and a byte array containing payload bytes. The header is first 
converted to a byte array and then merged with the payload. The resulting byte array, 
called message, is thus sent to the transport module. 

 
This class also contains a pair of private utility functions for random string generation that are 
used to generate different identifiers used in SIP messages. These functions are: 
GetRandomString(int size) and GetRandomNumberString(int size). The size parameter defines 
the number of character in the random string. 

4.2.6 Transport module 
The transport module is a part of the UiO.TRAMP.Transport namespace, and it defines 
classes and functions for sending and receiving data over sockets. This module lies at the first 
layer of our protocol stack. This implementation uses TCP sockets, since we are using TCP 
for both negotiation and data transfer protocols.  
 
The sockets in the .NET Framework library are implemented in the System.Net.Sockets.Socket 
class. We define two variables that we use to receive and send data via sockets called 
listeningSocket and currentSocket, respectively and both are of the System.Net.Sockets.Socket 
type. The listeningSocket variable is created on the answering host when the application binds 
to the local IP address and port. When a request for TCP connection is received, a new socket 
is spawned from the listeningSocket and assigned to the currentSocket variable, which from 
that point forward represents the TCP connection with the remote host. On the offering host, 
however, the currentSocket variable represents the connection towards the answering host 
from the beginning since socket’s connect method that initiates TCP connection returns the 
reference to the current socket that is placed in this variable. 
 
We do not implement any mapping between the logical host IP address (such as hostname or 
IP address) at the negotiation and data transfer layer and a concrete TCP connection at the 
transport layer in our implementation. We rather say that when the connection is established, 
the currentSocket variable holds the TCP connection object (implicitly a socket) towards the 
remote host and that every data sending and receiving in application thus references only that 
variable. 
 
The integer constant called c_send_batch holds the number of bytes that are sent to the socket 
in a batch. Initially we set this value to 8KB, which is also the size of the internal socket 
buffer. Another integer constant called c_receive_buffer_size defines how many bytes from 
the socket is tried read in a batch. This value is initially set to 8KB as well. The size of these 
constants is one of the evaluation metrics in Chapter 5. 
The System.Net.Sockets.Socket .NET Framework library class we use as a type of our 
currentSocket variable has the property called NoDelay. This property takes Boolean values, 
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and it defines whether the socket should use the Nagle’s algorithm. We set this value to true 
which means that we do not want the socket to use Nagle’s algorithm. The reason is that our 
protocols will optimally always try to send the largest chunks possible to the remote host, 
which means that any delay would be considered undesirable. This does not, however, mean 
that we have implemented an adaptive mechanism that always automatically tries to find the 
optimal SIP and MSRP message size to send. It rather means that we are, by the virtue of 
manual configuration, always trying to adjust the message size such that it fills the internal 
socket buffer size and can be sent immediately. 
 
The transport layer implements the interface 9 from Figure 4.2. It contains the following 
functions: 
 

• ConnectSync: establishes a TCP connection with the remote host defined with its IP 
address and port, which are passed to it as parameters. It blocks until the connection is 
established at which point the currentSocket variable contains the socket used by all 
the other functions at this layer. 

• SendSync: takes a byte array and sends it down the socket represented by the 
currentSocket variable. The byte array is sent to the actual socket in chunks with size 
defined in c_send_batch constant, unless the total size is less than its value, in which 
case the sending chunk size is equal to the message size. The function is synchronous, 
which means that it blocks until all the data from passed byte array is sent. 

• BindAndListenSync: similarly to the ConnectSync function, this function blocks until 
the request for a TCP connection from the remote peer has been received. When the 
request is received and the TCP connection is established, the currentSocket variable 
contains the socket referred by all the other functions at this layer. 

• ReceiveSync: this function is used to receive data from the socket defined in the 
currentSocket variable. It is a synchronous function which implies that it blocks until 
all the data from the socket is read. To wait and read data from the socket we use a 
static method defined in the System.Net.Sockets.Socket class called select. The timeout 
parameter of the select method is defined in an integer constant called 
c_select_read_timeout_micro_seconds and initially it is set to 1000, which means that 
the method waits 1ms before it times out. The read loop is interrupted and the function 
returns if any of the following two conditions is met: a) a property of the socket 
variable called available is set to 0, and b) the amount of already read data is greater 
the value of the c_maximum_bytes_to_read_in_a_batch constant, which initially is set 
to 8KB. The available property indicates how many bytes is left on the socket for 
now, and if this value is 0, we can safely break the current read loop and let the upper 
layers process the data received so far. The reason behind the other condition to 
interrupt the read loop is that the received stream of bytes (TCP is a data streaming 
protocol) can potentially be unbounded. So, if we were only waiting for the available 
property to become 0 on a potentially unbounded stream (and with data transfer 
protocol, the stream is indeed unbounded) the upper layers would be “starved” and 
deprived of the possibility to parse the received messages and, if needed, send 
responses. This would be a sort of unintentional denial of service situation. 
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4.2.7 Data transfer module 
The data transfer module resides at the same layer as the Negotiation module. It is defined 
within the UiO.TRAMP.DataTransfer namespace, and it implements the Interface 3 which is 
used by the module at the layer above, the Negotiation and Data Transfer, to start the data 
transfer session. This module is utilized as the coordination layer between the Rendezvous 
protocol (accessed through the Interface 5) and the MSRP (accessed through the Interface 6) 
modules. This module implements the following functions (these functions are mere wrappers 
that call the functions defined by the Interface 5 and the Interface 6, which are implemented 
by the Rendezvous protocol and the MSRP modules at the layer bellow): 
 

• CreateLocalPartOfDataTransferSession: this function is used to create the local 
part of the upcoming MSRP session. The function is a wrapper for another 
function defined in the Interface 6. The created local part of the MSRP session is 
saved in the MSRP module at the layer below. 

• InitializeRandezvousPayload: creates an instance of the protocol used for the 
MSRP session description in the rendezvous protocol. As it was explained in 
Chapter 3, we use the SDP protocol for this purpose. Header fields of this SDP 
instance are filled according to description given Chapter 3. 

• SendRendezvousRequest: this function sends the rendezvous request to the 
destination host. It is a wrapper for a function in the SIP module at the layer 
bellow. 

• ReceiveResposeAfterRendezvousRequest: this function is called right after the 
SendRendezvousRequest function returns. It is a wrapper for the similar function in 
the SIP module at the layer bellow, whose purpose is to listen to the expected 
response to the sent rendezvous request. 

• CreateRemotePartOfDataTransferSession: this function is used to create the 
remote part of the MSRP session. This is only possible after the response to the 
rendezvous request is received (i.e. ReceiveResponseAfterRendezvousRequest has 
returned). It is a wrapper of the similar function in the MSRP module at the layer 
bellow, so the newly created session data is stored there. It is important to mention 
that this session data needs to be created before the data transfer takes place. This 
is, of course, the whole point of the rendezvous protocol. 

• AckResponseToRendezvousRequest: sends the acknowledgment to the received 
response. 

• SendData: this function is a wrapper for the function defined in the Interface 6, 
and implemented by the MSRP module. It starts data transfer between the local 
host (source host) and the destination host.   

• SendRendezvousSessionCancellationRequest: this function is used to tear down 
both the data transfer and the negotiation sessions. In brief, it wraps the call to the 
rendezvous protocol request (implicitly it is the SIP BYE request) that disposes 
session on the destination host. 

• ReceiveResponseAfterRendezvousSessionCancellationRequest: this function is 
called right after the SendRendezvousSessionCancellationRequest and it is used to 
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receive expected the response to the session cancellation request. After the 
response is received the local part of these sessions is also disposed. 

• BindAndListenMSRP: this function is used to bind the local (destination) host to 
the MSRP port and listen for the first SEND request from the source host. The 
function is blocking. It is executed on a separate thread, only on the local 
(destination) host and before the rendezvous protocol is started. Since the function 
is blocking on a separate thread, this does not block the main thread and the 
rendezvous protocol executing on it. The reason for this separation is as follows: 
the source host, after sending the rendezvous acknowledgment (the final SIP ACK 
as the part of the SIP three-way handshake) sends the first MSRP SEND request 
right after that. Had the listening take place on the main (worker) thread, there 
would be a great possibility (and this would be in all cases decided by a pure 
chance) that this first SEND request is lost on the destination host, since the host 
might not manage to both process the received rendezvous acknowledgment and 
start listening before the first SEND request is received. On the other hand we do 
not want to start the data transfer before we know that the rendezvous protocol has 
finished. That is why we need to synchronize these two threads. We accomplish 
this with the .NET Framework thread synchronization primitive called 
ManualResetEvent. The synchronization of these two threads does not lead to the 
loss of data from the MSRP SEND request. As mentioned in Section 4.1, the 
source host does not wait for the response from the destination host in order to 
send more data, but rather sends the MSRP SEND requests as soon as they are 
available. This, however, does not cause that loss of data because: a) usually, the 
protocol is tuned in such way that one whole MSRP SEND request payload fits the 
socket internal buffer of the communicating hosts and b) more importantly, even if 
it does not  (or if more chunks arrive before the first one is retrieved), the TCP 
protocol’s flow control will quench the sending host, signaling that the receiving 
buffer is full, which in turn makes the sending host wait before sending more data 
[17]. 

• ReceiveRendezvousRequest: this function is used to receive the rendezvous request 
sent from the source host. 

• SendResponseToRendezvousRequest: this function is used to send the rendezvous 
response to the rendezvous request. 

• ReceiveAckOnResponseToRendezvousRequest: this function is used to send an 
acknowledgment to the response to the rendezvous request. 

• ReceiveData: this function is used to call the function in the MSRP module at the 
layer bellow to receive the data transferred with the MSRP protocol. The function 
is called only on the destination host and only after the rendezvous protocol has 
completed. 

• ReceiveRendezvousSessionCancelationRequest: this function is used to receive the 
session cancelation request, sent by the source host. After the request is received 
both the negotiation and the data transfer sessions are destroyed on the local 
(destination) host. 
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• SendResponseToRendezvousSessionCancelationRequest: when the session 
cancelation request is received and the sessions are destroyed, the response to that 
request is sent to the source host. This response is needed, so that the source host 
receives confirmation that the session on the destination host has been terminated, 
and that it can destroy the same session locally. 

4.2.8 Rendezvous protocol module 
The rendezvous protocol module resides at the same layer and has the same basic 
functionality as the negotiation protocol module. It is, namely, used to abstract the data 
transfer module from the concrete protocol in use, in our case SIP. As mentioned in Section 
4.2.4, this arms us with the possibility to replace the underlying protocol without the danger 
of jeopardizing the upper layers. This module uses the Interface 8 to communicate with the 
SIP module, and this interface is the same as the Interface 7, which is described in Section 
4.2.5.  
 
This module implements the following functions: 
 

• InitializePayload: initializes the rendezvous payload (described in SDP) to be sent 
with the rendezvous request. 

• SendRendezvousRequest: sends the rendezvous request to the destination host. It is a 
wrapper for the function defined in the Interface 8, implemented by the SIP module at 
the layer below. 

• ReceiveResposeAfterRendezvousRequest: this function is used to receive the 
rendezvous request. It also is a wrapper for the function defined in the Interface 8 and 
implemented by the SIP module. 

• SendResponseToSessionCancelationRequest: this function is used to send the response 
to the session cancellation request. 

• ReceiveResponseAfterSessionCancellationRequest: this function is used to receive the 
response to the session cancellation request. It is a wrapper for the function that 
retrieves this response from the SIP module. 

• SendAckToRendezvousResponse: sends an acknowledgment to the rendezvous 
response. 

• SendSessionCancellationRequest: sends the session cancellation request. 
• ReceiveRendezvousRequest: receives the rendezvous request. 
• ReceiveSessionCancelationRequest: receives the session cancellation request. 
• SendPositiveRendezvousResponse: sends the positive response to the rendezvous 

request. Since we do not implement any decision making algorithm for the rendezvous 
requests, this function is nearly always called when the rendezvous request is received 
from the remote host. It is a simple wrapper for a function call implemented by the SIP 
module that in turn sends the SIP 200 OK response. It is not called when the 
rendezvous request is malformed. 

• SendNegativeRendezvousResponse: this function is only executed when the 
rendezvous request received from the remote peer is malformed. In all the other cases 
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the SendPositiveRendezvousResponse function is called. It is a wrapper for the 
function call implemented by the SIP module which in turn sends the SIP 400 Bad 
Request response. 

• ReceiveAckOnResponseToRendezvousRequest: this function is executed when an 
acknowledgment to the rendezvous response is expected.  

4.2.9 MSRP module 
The MSRP module is the only module in our protocol stack that spans two layers, i.e. layer 2 
and layer 3. This is because this module logically belongs to both of these layers. It is, namely, 
coordinated by the Data Transfer module, together with the Rendezvous module, and on the 
other hand, it directly connects to the Transport module in order to send and receive data. It 
implements the Interface 6 which is used by the Data Transfer module (at the layer above) to 
send data and it uses the Interface 10, implemented by the Transport module, to send data 
over the TCP connection. The Interface 10 is identical to the Interface 9, used by the SIP 
module, since both use the same functions to send and receive data. Unlike the SIP module, 
where the sending and receiving part of the module are separated in two different classes, this 
module has everything in one class since it is somewhat simpler. 
 
This module is defined as a part of the UiO.TRAMP.MSRP namespace. Together with the 
MSRPClass class, which represents the implementation of the MSRP protocol, we implement 
two more classes in this namespace:  
 

1. MSRPSession is used to hold the details of an ongoing MSRP session, as described in 
Chapter 3 and [4]. 

2. MSRPReportState is a utility class that is used to hold the details of the received 
MSRP REPORT request. 

 
Within the MSRPClass we also define the variable called sendREPORTAsyncBoolean, which 
is of Boolean type, and whose value decides whether the REPORT requests sent after the 
received SEND request are sent synchronously. If it has value of false, the REPORT to the 
SEND request is first sent before the receive loop goes back to the socket for the next MSRP 
message chunk. Since sending the REPORT requests synchronously can degrade performance 
(more chunks can appear on the socket while the main thread is still sending the REPORT 
request), we use an asynchronous approach. This means that the REPORT requests are sent 
on a separate thread, independently from the thread that receives the SEND requests. 
 
The selected chunk size for the MSRP message is 7680 B, since this value together with the 
header fields does not exceed 8K, which is the size of the internal socket buffer. These values 
are, as explained in Section 4.1, chosen with optimization in mind, but their influence on the 
performance will be analyzed further in Chapter 5. 
 
Since the REPORT requests received in this module are directly updating progress bar in the 
GUI, the object representing this GUI component is imported into this module. 
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The MSRP module implements the following functions: 
 

• InitializeProgressBar: this function is used to initialize the progress bar with 
appropriate start-up values. 

• CalculateLocalMSRPUri: calculates the MSRP URI of the local host. 
• ConnectMSRPSync: establishes the TCP connection to the destination host on the 

predefined destination port. 
• SendMSRPRequestSEND: this function is used to send the MSRP SEND request. It 

starts the send loop where: a) payload file is divided into chunks, while the MSRP 
SEND header is created for each chunk, and b) function from the Transport module 
is called to send that chunk to the remote host. The chunks are sent synchronously 
and without waiting for the MSRP REPORT requests to previously sent chunks 
before a new chunk can be sent. This strategy increases channel utilization. 

• ReceiveMSRPMessageSync: this function is used to receive both types of the MSRP 
messages, namely the SEND and the REPORT requests. It a) parses received stream 
in order to extract the message header, then b) depending on the request type, calls 
the parser functions for the appropriate message type, and finally c) if the message 
type is the MSRP SEND request, calls the function that first creates and then sends 
the MSRP REPORT request. 

• ReceiveMSRPMessageAsync: this function is used to asynchronously receive both 
types of the MSRP messages, namely the SEND and the REPORT requests. It 
represents a wrapper for the ReceiveMSRPMessageSync function on a separate 
thread. 

• WritePayloadToFile: this function is used to write the received payload (application 
data) from the receive stream to a file. 

• ProcessMSRPHeader: used to parse the incoming message and find the position of 
the last byte of the header or the first byte of the payload. 

• MSRPParseSENDRequest: this function is used to parse the MSRP SEND request. 
Depending of the amount of data read from the socket in the last read round, this 
function can call the function for data read from socket multiple times until it is 
certain that the entire message (header and payload) have been received. If the 
sending host has requested it (through the Success-Report header field) this function 
also calls the SendMSRPRequestREPORTAsync function that sends the MSRP 
REPORT back to the sending host. 

• SendMSRPRequestREPORTAsync: asynchronously sends the MSRP REPORT 
request. 

• SendMSRP400ResponseSync: synchronously sends the MSRP 400 response. The 
reason for sending this response only synchronously is because the MSRP 400 is 
only sent in situations where an error has occurred, making it irrelevant whether the 
efficiency is preserved or not, since the data transfer is aborted and the data session 
is disposed after that anyway. As it was explained in Chapter 3, the MSRP response 
is different type of message from the MSRP REPORT request in that the former is in 
our implementation used to signal success, while latter is used to signal failure. 
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•  SendMSRPRequestREPORT: this function is used to send the MSRP REPORT 
request. 

• MSRPParseREPORTRequest: this function is used to parse the MSRP REPORT 
request. 

• MSRPParse400Response: this function is used to send the MSRP 400 response. 
• CreateMSRPSendRequestHeader: this function is used to create the MSRP SEND 

request header. 
• UpdateRemoteMSRPUri: this function is used to create the remote URI, from the 

data received in the rendezvous protocol. 
• RewindMemoryStream: this function is used to “rewind” the memory stream used to 

accommodate the received data. Since the data received with the MSRP protocol are 
received in a potentially unbounded stream, it is very important that once a message 
is extracted, the stream is “rewound” to the first byte of the next message. In this 
way the next iteration in the receive loop is able to correctly extract the next 
message. 

 
A few other utility functions are also implemented in this module, but their purpose is either 
not very important or already described above, through the more important functions. 

4.3 Function call example 
In this section, we are giving a graphical example of the function call chain in a typical push 
migration scenario. The purpose of this example is to provide the reader with a “friendlier” 
overview of the functions listed above, together with their mutual relations and placement in 
our protocol stack given in Figure 4.1. The example is given in Figure 4.3.   
 
The function call chain example given in Figure 4.3 represents functions called in a typical 
push migration scenario on the offering/source host. The layer/module color coding is the 
same as the one presented in Figure 4.1 to facilitate better mapping between these two figures. 
Functions are given within the module/layer they belong to. Due to the wealth of information 
presented, the data transfer and the rendezvous protocol modules are not clearly marked in 
Figure 4.3 with their names. However, their position is the same as in Figure 4.1 (together 
with color coding), i.e. right from the negotiation and the negotiation protocol modules, 
respectively. 

The green arrow represents the function invocation or call, while the accompanying blue 
arrow represents return from the function call, possibly carrying results/data. Order of 
function calls in modules (for example, the order in which the negotiation function in the 
negotiation module calls other functions) is not marked since this would put additional burden 
on already detailed figure. However, the order in which the functions are called can be 
inferred with the help of the functions names and the explanations given in Chapter 3. Some 
functions called by the negotiate function in the negotiation module and the transferdata 
function in the data transfer module do not have blue arrows returning to the calling function. 
This is used to point out that these functions are called sequentially.  
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Not absolutely all of the functions that are written and used in one such scenario are 
represented in Figure 4.3. The less important functions (meaning support and/or utility 
functions) are left out. For example, diverse functions for initialization of data structures are 
not included since their inclusion on already detailed figure would not add much to better 
understanding of function call chain, but would, however, make the complete figure less 
readable.  

 

Figure 4.3: Function call example for a typical push migration scenario 

Yet another important remark to make is that the SIP and the Transport modules - as 
presented in Figure 4.3 - contain duplicate functions. For example, the SIP module contains 
two appearances of the SIPSendINVITESync function, one called from the negotiation 
protocol module and other from the rendezvous protocol module. This is the same function 
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and it is called by both modules. The reason for presenting it two times is of a practical nature, 
since drawing arrows from both modules towards one entry would make an already detailed 
drawing less understandable. In some cases, however, this was not necessary, so one function 
is given and both modules then point to it. One such example is the SIPSendAckSync function. 
The same goes for the Transport module where the ConnectSync, the SendSync and the 
ReceiveSync are all represented more than once for convenience, but all “duplicates” represent 
one and the same function in that module. 

The final remark about Figure 4.3 is related to the MSRP module. The function 
ReceiveMSRPMessageAsync contains the Async suffix in its name, which means that it is 
started asynchronously. However, this function calls the synchronous function from the 
transport layer called ReceiveSync. This only means that the ReceiveMSRPMessageAsync is 
started on a separate thread and on that thread it calls the blocking function ReceiveSync, 
which in turn is asynchronous, relative to the calling thread.  
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5. Evaluation 
 

 

In this chapter, we present the evaluation of our resource negotiation and data transfer 
module, designed in Chapter 3 and implemented in Chapter 4. The evaluation is performed 
against the requirements defined in Chapter 3. Here, we offer one section per defined 
requirement. The structure of each section is as follows: in a separate sub-section, we first 
restate the requirement that is evaluated, whereupon we give the explanation of how that 
requirement is fulfilled with our implementation. After that, we give a short discussion sub-
section which contains both the results of the evaluation and a general discussion about the 
evaluation of the requirement, where we also present any exceptions or special circumstances 
that are important for the particular evaluation. 

The requirements defined in Chapter 3 can roughly be divided into two categories: functional 
requirements and non-functional requirements. The functional requirements are in essence 
requirements that define the functionality of a protocol. An example of this type of 
requirement is the one that states that our offer/answer protocol needs to support both push 
and pull negotiation types. This kind of requirement can be evaluated in a static environment 
where we do not need to vary neither network nor computer types when we perform tests, 
since none of these parameters influence the given functionality. Also the repetition of 
evaluation experiment is not essential when the functional requirements are evaluated, since 
the functionality either exists (works) or not.  

Non-functional requirements, however, specify criteria used to evaluate the performance of 
our protocols rather than its behavior such that appropriateness of our implementation can be 
considered for a particular use. In this chapter, we use the following metrics to test the 
performance: 

• The time needed to perform negotiation under different resource variable 
description protocol instance sizes. This essentially means that we vary the size of 
the XML file describing the resource variables that are negotiated and determine 
how that change influences the time needed for negotiation. 

• The time needed to perform data transfer, for the different sizes of the binary file 
that needs to be transferred. This means that we vary the size of the transferred 
binary file and note how this change affects the overall data transfer time. 

• The MSRP message chunk size (see Chapter 3). We vary the chunk size for the data 
transfer protocol to see how this change influences performance results. 
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5.1 Testbed 
The testbed we use consists of the following computers: a modern laptop, a modern desktop, 
an old laptop and an old desktop. Table 5.1 presents the basic characteristics of these 
computers. We use the old laptop computer to simulate modern smart mobile phones, since 
the time limitations do not allow us to set up a testbed that includes them as well. Even though 
the old laptop computer cannot completely simulate the mobile phone environment, we claim 
that the limited resources on one such computer are a good enough approximation. The old 
desktop, however, is used to test the potential influence of slower hardware on our results, and 
can thus be considered as an additional, implicit metric in addition to the ones described in 
previous section.   

The network types we use in our testbed are: a wired network, based on the Ethernet (802.3) 
standard with a maximum theoretical bandwidth of 100Mbps, and a wireless network, based 
on the 802.11 standard with a maximum theoretical bandwidth of 150Mbps. The desktop 
computers are tested on the wired network, while the laptop computers are tested on the 
wireless network. Every wireless host used in our measurements, together with the AP 
supports 802.11a/b/g/n standards, but the bandwidth (and thus used standard) the computers 
had at their disposal during the measurements on wireless and wired networks was not noted. 
The measurement results - for scenarios where wireless networks were used - laid out later in 
this chapter suggests that the bandwidth the computers used was considerably lower than the 
aforementioned theoretical maximum (which corresponds to 802.11n standard). We also 
include a cross-network test scenario where we measure the performance of our 
implementation running on a laptop connected to the wireless network and a desktop 
connected to the wired network. For the reasons stated previously, the functional requirements 
are evaluated only between one pair of computers, in our case two laptops on a wireless 
network. The rest of the chapter is divided into sections, with one section per evaluated 
requirement. 

5.2 Evaluation of the requirements for the negotiation 
module 
5.2.1 Negotiation module needs to be decoupled from multimedia applications. 
By developing our negotiation and data transfer module as a separate software module with 
the accompanying interfaces, we provide separation between multimedia application and our 
protocol stack. 
 
Discussion: The GUI or the presentation layer from our protocol stack (Figure 4.1) is 
developed to simulate a migrating application that is using our negotiation and data transfer 
module. In our implementation, the Interface 1 is the interface that GUI uses to both negotiate 
and transfer application data. This interface contains only one function, called Run. It is this 
function the migrating application is calling to start the application migration process, and 
since it is completely independent of the application that calls it, we claim that the application 
and the negotiation and data transfer module are separated. In the production environment, 
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the multimedia application will use a similar interface to feed the negotiation and data 
transfer module with some additional information needed for the overall migration process 
(such as, for example, the multimedia application time requirement). This action takes place 
separately from the negotiation process, and as mentioned in Chapter 3 is not within the scope 
of this Master’s thesis. However, similar to the Run function from Interface 1, these functions 
defined within this interface are independent of the application that uses them and thus 
decoupling of the negotiation and data transfer module from applications is upheld.     
 

 Model Memory CPU OS Network  

Modern 
Laptop 1 

HP 
EliteBook 

850 G1 
16GB 

Intel(R) 
Core(TM) i7-
4600U CPU 
@ 2.10GHz 
2.70 GHz 

Windows 7, 
64bits Wireless 

Modern 
Laptop 2 

HP 
EliteBook 

8540p 
8GB  

Intel(R) 
Core(TM) i5 
CPU M 520  
@ 2.40GHz 

Windows 7, 
64bits Wireless 

Modern 
Desktop 1 

HP Compaq 
6000 Pro 
SFF PC 

8GB 

Intel(R) 
Core(TM)2 
Duo CPU 
E7500 @ 
2.93GHz 

Windows 7, 
64bits Wired 

Modern 
Desktop 2 

HP Compaq 
Elite 8300 

SFF 
16 GB 

Intel(R) 
Core(TM) i5-
3470 CPU @ 

3.20GHZ 

Windows 7, 
64bits Wired 

Old Desktop Dell Optiplex 
760 2GB 

Intel(R) 
Core(TM)2 
Duo CPU 
E8400 @ 
2.30Ghz 

Windows 8, 
32bits Wired 

Old Laptop HP ProBook 
4430 2GB 

Intel(R) 
Celeron(R) 

CPU B840 @ 
1.90 GHz  

Windows 7, 
64bits Wireless 

Table 5.1: Computer specification 

5.2.2 Negotiation module needs to be able to negotiate any resource that a 
multimedia application might need.   
We use SIP as our offer/answer protocol and SIP can carry any type of media or binary data 
as its payload. 
 
Discussion: We use the Content-Type MIME header field in our SIP messages to depict the 
type of payload that is conveyed. For the purpose of our implementation, we use the text/xml 
media type, since our resources are described in XML format. However, since this header 
field can have virtually any value (if the wanted media type is not defined within an existing 
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RFC, it can always be defined either as an amendment to an existing RFC or as a new RFC), 
we can negotiate any type of resources a migrating application needs, whether it is defined in 
an XML file or any other format.  

5.2.3 Negotiation module needs to transfer negotiation messages efficiently in 
order to honor the time requirements defined by the multimedia application 
As it is mentioned in Chapter 3, an application’s migration time requirement is the time 
period that an application can be “frozen” or offline. This time period represents the limit 
where noticeable or annoying service interruptions are avoided. Application resources are 
ideally negotiated and transferred to the destination host within this time period. This time, 
however, depends on various factors such as: application size, available resources on the 
source and the destination hosts, available bandwidth between hosts etc. Since we do not have 
a migration capable application to perform our tests on, we are performing measurements of 
the time needed for resource negotiation for different sizes of our XML resource files.  

It is important to mention that this time only represents the first part of an application’s total 
migration time requirement since the data transfer that comes after resource negotiation also 
takes a certain amount of time, and these two values together amount to the total time 
application migration takes.  

The total migration time is summarized in Table 5.5. The results of the measurements 
performed for the offer/answer protocol alone are, however, presented in Table 5.2. 

Scenario 
Type 

XML file 
Size (B) Time (ms) XML file 

Size (B) Time (ms) XML file 
Size (B) Time (ms) 

Laptop-
Laptop 1024 50,9858 4096 55,2339 8192 73,3175 

Laptop-
Old laptop 1024 88,8397 4096 89,1190 8192 93,9548 

Desktop-
Desktop 1024 41,7926 4096 46,1426 8192 48,6832 

Desktop– 
Old 

Desktop 
1024 59,1673 4096 63,0963 8192 64,6848 

Desktop– 
Laptop 1024 45,7548 4096 51,2589 8192 65,8974 

Table 5.2: Offer/answer protocol time in different test scenarios 

Discussion: The XML file sizes we use for our measurements are: 1KB, 4KB and 8KB. The 
size of the XML file for a real-life migrating application can be any value, but we assume that 
maximum value of 8KB chosen here should be enough to accommodate most applications’ 
resource needs. 

To measure the time spent on negotiation, we use the System.Diagnostics.Stopwatch .NET 
library class. The performance measurements are performed for the push negotiation type, on 
the offering host, since this setup is the most meaningful for our performance measurement. 
The reason for this particular setup is as follows: in the case of the push negotiation type, it is 
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the offering host that starts the negotiation and thus can capture both the start and the end of 
the negotiation process. The answering host in this case cannot capture the true start of the 
process since it does not know when the negotiation was initiated on the offering host, i.e. 
when the first SIP INVITE was sent. This value could be approximated based on estimated 
RTT, but in that case we would not be considering the precise measurement results but rather 
interpolation. Finally, in the pull negotiation type the negotiation process alone is the same as 
in the push negotiation type, i.e. the first SIP INVITE and the final SIP BYE are both sent 
from the offering host. This implies that these two cases are identical as far as the evaluation 
of the offer/answer protocol is concerned. That is why our measurements for the push 
scenario are sufficient.  

The measurements are executed in the following manner: first, the Start instance method of 
the Stopwatch class is called right before the first negotiation request is sent. When the final 
acknowledgment (ACK request) is sent to the answering host, the Stop instance method of the 
Stopwatch class is called to close the time span. The Elapsed property of the same instance 
returns an instance of the .NET System.Timespan type, which represents time elapsed between 
calls to Start and Stop methods. This class’s TotalMilliseconds property gives the elapsed 
time in milliseconds. The measurements are repeated 10 times for each XML file size, and the 
arithmetic mean is then written to the Time(ms) colon in the Table 5.2 as a result.  

The measured value is written to the log file. All other logging is turned off while we measure 
this time. This is done because synchronization of multiple threads that write to the same 
destination takes a toll on resources, and thus slows down the performance. The results, 
however, are not influenced by their writing to the log file since we write them right before 
negotiation starts and right after it is finished. 

By analyzing values from Table 5.2 we can see that the offer/answer protocol takes more time 
for the larger XML payload files. There are two reasons for that: a) the larger the file, the 
more data there is to transfer over the link and b) more resource variables in the XML 
payload file mean more work for the answering host’s side of the negotiation algorithm 
(Figure 3.5). This last relation is exponential in nature since our algorithm has O(𝑛𝑛2 ) 
complexity, where n is the number of resource variables in the XML payload file. This 
complexity can be induced from Figure 3.5 and the accompanying explanation, where we 
state that all the resource variables on the answering host are compared with all the resource 
variables received from the offering host. Since this reasoning is implemented with a nested 
foreach loop, we get O(𝑛𝑛2) complexity. 

It is important to mention that the values in Table 5.2 represent the time values for the 
offer/answer protocol alone, in our case SIP. This time encompasses the SIP request/response 
exchange and processing in the answering host’s side of the negotiation algorithm. The 
amounts of time needed for the entire negotiation process (as measured from the layer above) 
are, however, considerably larger. For example, in the case of two laptops negotiating a 1KB 
XML payload file, the entire negotiation process, measured from the negotiation and data 
transfer module on the layer above, takes around 300ms. The offer/answer protocol alone in 
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this measurement takes, however, around 50ms. We have identified two main reasons for this 
difference: 

1. The TCP connection is established prior to every negotiation. The TCP three-way 
handshake takes time equal to 1,5 × 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅. In the production environment this delay 
can be avoided if the TCP connection is established and maintained before the user 
initiates the negotiation process with the answering host. 

2. In our implementation, the offering host’s side of the negotiation algorithm reads the 
XML file that describes local resources from the disk, validates it against the XML 
schema file, which is prior to validation also read from the disk, and then converts it to 
the byte array, before passing it to the function that creates and sends requests. All of 
these disk read operations and validations introduce a certain delay. This delay also 
can be avoided in a production environment by pre-reading both XML and XML 
schema files into the memory and validating the file that describes local resources 
before the negotiation begins. 

Because this additional delay can be avoided in production environments, we have decided to 
exclude this time overhead from our performance measurements and rather concentrate on the 
time the offer/answer protocol (SIP) and the answering host’s side of the negotiation 
algorithm takes and present these values in Table 5.2.  

Yet another way to analyze Table 5.2 would be to compare the results from different rows. In 
this way we can determine that the desktop-desktop scenario is the “fastest” scenario for all 
the XML file sizes, while the laptop-old laptop is the “slowest”. This can in part be attributed 
to a) more bandwidth available on the wired network and b) better hardware resources on the 
modern desktop computers than on the old laptop computer.  

We can also notice that the measurement results are by no means linear. As an example, we 
can take the laptop-laptop scenario. In this scenario, the time difference between cases where 
4KB and 1KB payload is transferred is approximately 4.2ms, while the same difference 
between cases where 8KB and 4KB are transferred is approximately 18ms. This difference is 
attributed to the answering host’s side of the negotiation algorithm. As it was mentioned 
before, the run-time of this algorithm depends on the content and the size of the resources 
described in the XML file and it is not linear (the algorithm at the highest level consists of 
two foreach loops, which gives it O(𝑛𝑛2) complexity). That is why the results are not linear 
either.  

Another observation from Table 5.2 reveals inconsistency in our results. If we compare 
desktop-laptop and desktop – old desktop scenarios, we can see that for both 1KB and 4KB 
payloads, the former performs “faster”. However, with the 8KB payload the results show that 
the desktop - old desktop scenario performs “better”. This inconsistency and lack of linearity 
can be attributed to the variable conditions and resources in both the networks and the hosts. It 
also leads us to the conclusion that negotiation times can diverge from the general results 
given in Table 5.2, which is subject to diverse factors in the environment that protocols 
operate in. No attempts were, however, made to quantify this variance due to the time 
constraints and the potentially limited benefit of one such exercise. 
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5.2.4 Negotiation module needs to support both push and pull resource 
negotiation types.     
The instance of the resource variable presentation system, which in our implementation is an 
XML file, contains an element called direction that takes values push and pull. By setting this 
value in the XML file, the TRAMP user decides about the negotiation and, by extension, the 
migration type. 

Discussion: We have performed two types of tests on our implementation in order to test the 
correctness of this functional requirement. In the first test type, the direction element takes the 
value of push, which means that the binary file from the source (local) host is transferred to 
the destination (remote) host. The source variable that is set by the offer/answer protocol 
module is set to true, and further used by the data transfer module to start the data transfer. In 
the second test type, the direction element takes the value of pull, which means that after the 
negotiation has finished, the binary file from the source host (the remote host is in this 
scenario the “source” of application data) is transferred to the destination host (the local host 
is now the destination host). Our test of this negotiation scenario shows that the source 
variable is this time set to false which signals the data transfer module to initiate the data 
reception branch of the protocol. The test types performed show that both negotiation types 
work as expected. We have executed repeated experiments using both test types and received 
consistent results for all of them. However, as it is pointed out in the introduction part of this 
chapter, the non-functional requirement does not have to be subject to repeated tests, since 
functionality is either there or not, and no repeated test can change that. Furthermore, the 
functionality that works sporadically is not wanted and it should be corrected. 

5.2.5 Negotiation module needs to deliver its messages reliably. 
By using the TCP protocol on the transport layer in Figure 4.1, we provide reliable transport 
for the offer/answer protocol messages. 

Discussion: TCP protocol provides both reliable and ordered delivery, but also flow and 
congestion control. This entire functionality facilitates a reliable transfer of negotiation 
messages. We implement a TCP connection on the transport layer (Figure 4.1), by 
using .NET Framework TCP sockets. The same TCP connection is reused for the rendezvous 
protocol while the new TCP connection is established for the data transfer protocol. No 
additional timeouts or resending is implemented on the top of this connection. The tests 
performed show that the binary file is always transferred correctly. 

5.2.6 Negotiation module should be based on publicly standardized protocols. 
The offer/answer protocol is implemented using SIP [1]. 

5.2.7 The negotiation module correctness 
In this section, we present the results of general negotiation module correctness tests. We 
have tested the following aspects of our SIP implementation: 

• Creation of SIP requests and responses. Both requests and responses are created 
correctly. 
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• Creation, use and disposal of SIP dialogs and SIP transactions are performed 
correctly. SIP transaction and SIP dialog identifiers are correctly created on the 
offering host and recognized and reused in responses on the answering host. 

• SIPReceiver (see Chapter 4) class distinguishes correctly between requests and 
responses and answers every SIP INVITE method with the correct SIP response. 

• Responses to the SIP INVITE method trigger the sending of the SIP ACK method 
from the offering host, while responses to the SIP BYE method do not.   

We have performed these tests only 3 times, in order to test different branches in the 
algorithm. As mentioned before, the reason for this is, that some protocol functionality either 
exists or not, and performing multiple tests cannot change that in any regard.  

Based on the test results given above, we can conclude that our implementation of the 
offer/answer protocol (SIP) behaves correctly. Figure 5.1 depicts a log snippet representing a 
part of the typical negotiation scenario. Since the entire log for one such case is too long to fit 
in this chapter, we are representing the creation of a SIP INVITE request. 

5.3 Evaluation of the requirements for the data transfer 
module 
5.3.1 Data transfer module needs to transfer data efficiently in order to meet the 
time requirements defined by the multimedia application or have the facilities to 
provide feedback about progress to the user if these limits cannot be met. 
To achieve the efficient data transfer we use two strategies in our implementation. First, we 
use two separate threads for sending and receiving data, such that both actions can take place 
simultaneously. Next, the source host (the host that sends the application data) does not wait 
for the MSRP REPORT request with confirmation of the previously sent chunks in order to 
send the following chunks, but rather sends new chunks as soon as they are available. In this 
way the data is sent as fast as it can be read from the source and carried by the communication 
channel. 

Finally, if the application data cannot be transferred within application’s migration time 
requirements (in our implementation this situation is marked with the precopy variable which 
in that case takes the value of true), we instantiate a progress bar that is directly updated by 
the MSRP REPORT requests sent from the destination host. In this way the user on the source 
host is informed about the remaining amount of data that needs to be transferred before the 
migration is complete. The progress bar is usually displayed only on the source host, though 
this can be subject to configuration and user policies (Chapter 3). 

In order to test the performance and, by extension, the efficiency of our data transfer protocol 
as this requirement dictates, we perform two type of tests. The first type consists of measuring 
the time needed to transfer binary data files of different sizes for the different computer sets. 
The time values presented are comprised of time needed for both the rendezvous protocol and 
the data transfer protocol. This information is presented as an additive expression with a plus 
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(“+”) operator, where the first operand presents data transfer time, while the second operand 
presents rendezvous protocol time. The total time is then given as the right hand operand of 
the equality (“=”) operator. 

For this test type the chunk size of the MSRP SEND requests is fixed to a value of 8KB. As it 
is mentioned in Chapter 3, the MSRP chunk represents the part of the total message (in this 
case of the complete binary file) that is transferred with one MSRP SEND request. The 8KB 
we use in this test encompasses both the header fields of the MSRP SEND request and the 
payload.  The results of these measurements are presented in Table 5.3.  

The second test type consists of the same computer sets as the previous test types in this 
chapter, only this time we vary the chunk size, while the total size of the binary file remains 
constant. In this way we want to determine how different chunk sizes influence the 
performance of the data transfer protocol. The binary file size in this test is fixed to a value of 
5MB. The results are presented in Table 5.4. 

Discussion of Table 5.3: We use two approaches to analyze results given in Table 5.3: the 
horizontal and the vertical. In the horizontal approach we analyze results and correlations 
between results for one computer set, corresponding to one row in Table 5.3. After all the 
computer sets have been separately analyzed, we analyze correlations between results across 
different computer sets, corresponding to different columns in Table 5.3. This is the vertical 
approach.  

Each result in Table 5.3 represents the arithmetic mean value for 10 repeated test runs. The 
rendezvous protocol, as previously explained, reuses the existing TCP connection from the 
offer/answer protocol, so the time overhead of creation of an additional TCP connection does 
not go into the results for the rendezvous protocol. The same is true for the results for the data 
transfer protocol, (MSRP); the measurements do not encompass time overhead needed for the 
establishment of a new TCP connection even though a separate connection is established prior 
to first MSRP SEND request is sent. Each following request, of course, uses that same 
connection. We justify this choice by reasoning that in a production environment we could 
have a mechanism that would establish and maintain a TCP connection prior to data transfer 
and in this way this time overhead would not be a part of the total data transfer time. 
Conversely, by performing these tests we are most interested in measuring the “pure” 
performance of our protocols, rather than including all the possible overheads that can be 
circumvented in production environments. 

If we take a look at Table 5.3, we can see that one trend is obvious for all computer sets; the 
larger the binary file, the more time data transfer takes. Yet another distinctive trend is that 
the rendezvous protocol times do not vary much for all binary file sizes and computer sets. 
They take values between 4 and 9ms, in average. It is also interesting to compare these values 
with the measurement results for the offer/answer protocol for two reasons: first, both use the 
same implementation of the same protocol (SIP), and second, both use the SIP’s well-known 
three-way handshake. However, the measurement results for the offer/answer protocol reveal 
that this protocol takes 6 to 7 times more time than the rendezvous protocol.  
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We can explain these differences by laying out two facts. First, the payload of the 
offer/answer protocol is of variable size and in our tests it spans from 1 to 8 KB. As with the 
data transfer protocol, the more data we transfer, the more time we need. Secondly, and most 
importantly, the answering host’s side of the negotiation algorithm runs before the answering 
host actually sends a response. It has already been mentioned in Section 5.2.3 that this 
algorithm’s run-time depends on the number of resource variables presented in the XML file 
and that this dependency is exponential in nature, i.e. O(𝑛𝑛2). The rendezvous protocol, on the 
other side, carries in our tests SDP payload of constant size (254B), and has no decision 
making algorithm that is executed on the destination host before the response can be sent. 

Scenario 
Type 

Binary file 
Size (MB) Time (ms) Binary file 

Size (MB) Time (ms) Binary file 
Size (MB) Time (ms) 

Laptop-
Laptop 1 

562,3606 + 
9,4884 = 
571,849 

5 
2546,5513 
+ 7,9976 = 
2554,5489 

15 
8459,6844 
+ 8,9087 = 
8468,5931 

Laptop-
Old laptop 1 

836,0315 + 
8,3348 = 
844,3663 

5 
3588,7316 
+ 7,0361 = 
3595,7677 

15 
11004,7903 
+ 7,0754 = 
11011,8657 

Desktop-
Desktop 1 

98,8820 + 
4,2624 = 
103,1444 

5 
469,4565 + 
4,3490 = 
473,8055 

15 
1399,3496 
+ 5,0749 = 
1404,4245 

Desktop– 
Old 

Desktop 
1 

102,2178 + 
5,3973 = 
107,6151 

5 
472,1415 + 
4,8574 = 
476,9989 

15 
1432,5198 
+ 4,7747 = 
1437,2945 

Desktop– 
Laptop 1 

150,4587 + 
5,3268 = 
155,7855 

5 
998,8820 + 
4,8484 = 

1003,7304 
15 

2275,1743 
+ 5,0228 = 
2280,1971 

Table 5.3: Data transfer protocol time in different test scenarios for fixed chunk size (8KB) 

Bearing all the above mentioned points in mind, we can conclude that the rendezvous protocol 
time is close to a constant value for all test scenarios and that the most of the time needed for 
resource negotiation with our offer/answer protocol is used by the answering host’s side 
of the negotiation algorithm. This is according to design and as expected. 

Analyzing the laptop-laptop computer set (on a wireless network) we can see that for the 
smallest binary file size of 1MB the data transfer time takes around 0,5s, while for the largest 
binary file size of 15MB this time is around 8s. We assume, as explained in Chapter 4, that 
different applications can have different time requirements, so we cannot determine if our 
results are acceptable before we acquire a migration capable application. However, if we were 
to compare these numbers to values from literature [15] calculated for the case of a video 
streaming application, where the authors claim that 100ms seconds is the limit, we can 
conclude that our implementation does not meet this limit for any sizes of tested binary files. 
This means that a potential video streaming application of the sizes tested in this chapter 
would need to use the precopy mechanism, where the migration is started and the user is 
informed about the time remaining until the application is resumed on the destination host. In 
other words, the video streaming application would not migrate within its time requirement 
limit.           
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2014.11.01 14:14:42 [DEBUG] [TID '15']: 
UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SendNegotiationRequest(): Setting the RequestURI/ToURI to: 
'sip:129.240.202.207;transport=tcp'. 
2014.11.01 14:14:42 [DEBUG] [TID '15']: 
UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SendNegotiationRequest(): Setting the FromURI to: 
'sip:129.240.203.137;transport=tcp'. 
2014.11.01 14:14:42 [DEBUG] [TID '15']: UiO.TRAMP.SIP.InitializePayload(): 
Initializing SIP payload with a payload of length '966'. 
2014.11.01 14:14:42 [DEBUG] [TID '15']: UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPSendRequestSync(): 
entering function for method 'INVITE' and creating header. 
2014.11.01 14:14:42 [DEBUG] [TID '15']: UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPSendRequestSync(): 
Adding 'Request Line' : INVITE sip:129.240.202.207;transport=tcp SIP/2.0 
2014.11.01 14:14:42 [DEBUG] [TID '15']: UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPSendRequestSync(): 
Adding: Via: SIP/2.0/TCP 129.240.203.137;branch=z9hG4bKTYBLPGI 
2014.11.01 14:14:42 [DEBUG] [TID '15']: UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPSendRequestSync(): 
Adding: Max-Forwards: 70 
2014.11.01 14:14:42 [DEBUG] [TID '15']: UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPSendRequestSync(): 
Adding: To: 'sip:129.240.202.207' 
2014.11.01 14:14:42 [DEBUG] [TID '15']: UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPSendRequestSync(): 
Adding: From: sip:129.240.203.137;tag=7904523955 
2014.11.01 14:14:42 [DEBUG] [TID '15']: UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPSendRequestSync(): 
Adding: Call-ID: QOXTVEQEMCWSGYDNZ 
2014.11.01 14:14:42 [DEBUG] [TID '15']: UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPSendRequestSync(): 
Adding: CSeq: 517001 INVITE 
2014.11.01 14:14:42 [DEBUG] [TID '15']: UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPSendRequestSync(): 
Adding: Contact: <sip:129.240.203.137> 
2014.11.01 14:14:42 [DEBUG] [TID '15']: UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPSendRequestSync(): 
Adding: Content-Type: text/xml 
2014.11.01 14:14:42 [DEBUG] [TID '15']: UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPSendRequestSync(): 
Adding: Content-Length: 966 
2014.11.01 14:14:42 [DEBUG] [TID '15']: UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPSend(): 
Constructing a SIP message with payload to send. 
2014.11.01 14:14:42 [DEBUG] [TID '15']: UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPSend(): The 
current SIP message to send has the total of '1285' B. 
2014.11.01 14:14:42 [DEBUG] [TID '15']: 
UiO.TRAMP.SIP.WriteOutGoingMessage(): Sent message:  
 
INVITE sip:129.240.202.207;transport=tcp SIP/2.0 
Via: SIP/2.0/TCP 129.240.203.137;branch=z9hG4bKTYBLPGI 
Max-Forwards: 70 
To: sip:129.240.202.207 
From: sip:129.240.203.137;tag=7904523955 
Call-ID: QOXTVEQEMCWSGYDNZ 
CSeq: 517001 INVITE 
Contact: <sip:129.240.203.137> 
Content-Type: text/xml 
Content-Length: 966 
 

 

Figure 5.1: Creating SIP INVITE request 

Similar conclusions can be made for other tested computer sets; a) the larger the binary file, 
the more time is needed for data transfer and b) none of the computer sets manages to transfer 
data within time limits for a video streaming application as given in literature [15]. This 
means that precopy and progress bar would have to be employed for all tested computer sets. 

If we now turn our attention to the vertical approach to analyzing results from Table 5.3, we 
can make the following observations: the difference between desktop-desktop and desktop – 
old desktop computer sets is in our context negligible. For 1MB and 5 MB binary file sizes it 
is around 3ms while for 15MB ones it is around 30ms (which is negligible indeed, compared 
to the total transfer time). This leads us to the conclusion that a) the “old” desktop 
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computers do not influence protocol results considerably or b) our “old” desktop whose 
specifications are given in Table 5.1 is in fact not that old. The model we choose for our tests 
is a computer that is 5 years old. 

A similar conclusion can be drawn for the laptop-old laptop and the laptop-laptop computer 
sets; the former is “slower” than the latter, only this time this difference is considerably larger. 
The desktop-laptop computer set, which, as explained before is measured between a modern 
desktop on a wired network and a modern laptop on a wireless network, falls somewhere in 
between the laptop-laptop and the desktop-desktop computer sets. In tests performed for this 
computer set, the wireless network was in the infrastructure mode, which means that the 
computers were on different subnets with possibly multiple hops between them. This could be 
a part of the explanation for the additional time this scenario takes relative to the desktop-
desktop computer set. 

Scenario 
Type 

Chunk 
size (B) Time (ms) Chunk 

size (B) Time (ms) Chunk 
size (B) Time (ms) 

Laptop-
Laptop 2048 

6904,2816 
+ 10,2115= 
6914,4931 

4096 
4267,2698 
+ 8,2017 = 
4275,4715 

8192 
2546,5513 
+ 7,9976 = 
2554,5489 

Laptop-
Old laptop 2048 

7928,0761 
+ 10,5461= 
7938,6222 

4096 
5227,8148 
+ 9,1616 = 
5236,9764 

8192 
3588,7316 
+ 7,0361 = 
3595,7677 

Desktop-
Desktop 2048 

866,9835 + 
4,4197 = 
871,4032 

4096 
507,5719 + 
4,4988 = 
512,0707 

8192 
472,1415 + 
4,8574 = 
476,9989 

Desktop– 
Old 

Desktop 
2048 

987,9630 + 
5,0511 = 
993,0141 

4096 
511,5591 + 
5,0170 = 
516,5761 

8192 
469,4565 + 
4,3490 = 
473,8055 

Desktop– 
Laptop 2048 

1158,4257 
+ 8,2297 = 
1166,6554 

4096 
952,4593 + 
6,9952 = 
959,4545 

8192 
715,2183 + 
4,9871 = 
720,2054 

Table 5.4: Data transfer protocol time in different test scenarios for fixed file size (5MB) 

Discussion of Table 5.4.: By analyzing measurement results presented in Table 5.4, for all 
computer sets, we can observe a distinctive trend, namely that the data transfer time falls as 
the used chunk size increases. These results are by design and as expected. We can look for 
the reason for this kind of development by taking an intuitive approach. The larger the chunk 
size, the more data is transferred within one MSRP SEND request and the corresponding 
MSRP header. This automatically means that: a) fewer messages are sent to transfer the entire 
payload, b) fewer MSRP SEND request headers are processed and finally c) fewer MSRP 
REPORT requests are sent in response. The end result is thus the shorter time to transfer data. 
That is why we conclude that, out of the chunk size values we have tested, the 8KB chunk 
size is the optimal for our data transfer protocol. Theoretically, a MSRP chunk can have 
any size [4], but since the socket’s internal buffer size is 8KB, we chose this value as well.  

Yet another consideration to make in these tests is the Ethernet MTU size (mainly for the 
desktop-desktop computer set), and how it relates to our chunk size. The Ethernet MTU is 
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around 1500B for the 100Mbps Ethernet networks [23]. This means that if we send a data 
chunk of around 8000B, the socket will need to fragment it before it can be sent over the 
Ethernet network, and every fragmentation comes with a cost of delay. This means that if we 
want to avoid fragmentation, we need to lower the chunk size. But as it has been shown with 
the results from Table 5.4, the lower the chunk size, the worse the protocol performance we 
get. On the other hand, the MSRP specification [4] states that the minimum chunk size is 
2048B, which is more than the Ethernet MTU. So the conclusion is that since the minimum 
allowed MSRP chunk size is still larger than the Ethernet MTU, it is not possible to organize 
MSRP data transfer without fragmentation on the Ethernet layer.  

Similarly to the results presented in Table 5.3, the rendezvous protocol time for the different 
chunk sizes does not change much, i.e. from around 4 to 10ms, so we can assume that this is 
only a statistical change. That is why we can conclude that the rendezvous protocol is 
unaffected by the change in chunk size. This behavior is by design and as expected as well.  

By comparing different computer sets we can see that the general trend observed in Table 5.3 
also continues here. Namely, the computer sets that include an old computer (laptop or 
desktop) tend to take more time for data transfer than their “modern” counterparts, though this 
difference does not represent a large percent of the total transfer time. A small diversion from 
this development can be seen by comparing desktop-desktop and desktop-old desktop 
computer sets for the chunk size of 8192B, where the computer set with an “old desktop” 
included performs around 3ms “better”. This can be attributed either to statistical error or the 
fact that “old desktop” has not a large influence on test results. 

The desktop-laptop computer set again falls in between the laptop-laptop and the desktop-
desktop computer set, but is considerably closer to the latter, which we can conclude is not 
unexpected. 

At the end of this section, we present the summary of results from our performance tests for 
the entire negotiation and data transfer module in Table 5.5. As it was already mentioned in 
Section 5.4 of this chapter, the total application migration time consists of amounts of time 
needed for both negotiation and data transfer (rendezvous protocol time included), so in order 
to get the complete picture of the performance of our module, we need to line up and add up 
these values. The results presented in Table 5.5 represent simply the sum of the appropriate 
results given in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3. The total transferred payload is presented as an 
expression with the plus (“+”) operator where the first operand represents the XML file size, 
while the second operand represents the binary file size used in that concrete measurement. 
The values given in the table are, however, just the final sums of these two values.    

Discussion of Table 5.5: In this table we can also see the general trend that we saw from the 
previous measurements presented in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3, which is: the more payload data 
we transfer - whether it is the resource variable description protocol (XML file) in the 
offer/answer protocol or binary data file in the data transfer protocol - the more time is 
needed to perform resource negotiation and data transfer. We can also see that none of our 
test scenarios manage to perform the complete negotiation and data transfer under the 100ms 
limit, which implies that a potential video streaming application, of the sizes we tested, would 
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have to be migrated with the precopy mechanism. We have not made any attempts to discover 
the lower limit of the sum of the XML and binary files for which negotiation and data 
transfer is performed under this time limit. However, it is worth mentioning here that the 
protocols could not have performed better considering the maximum available bandwidth 
used in our testbed (see Section 5.1). If we take, for example, the wired network whose 
maximum throughput in our testbed was 100Mbps, and observe the results for 1MB binary 
payload (for the sake of simplicity) from Table 5.2, we can see that the data transfer time is 
close to the maximum achievable transfer time (on 100Mbps networks the maximum possible 
amount of data that can be transferred in 100ms is 1,25MB). So, if we were to test our 
implementation on the 1Gbps Ethernet network, the results would be, in theory, 10 times 
better, and we could transfer more data within time limits for video streaming applications. 
For more suggestions about what could further decrease our negotiation and data transfer 
time see Future work section in Chapter6.  

Bearing in mind the analysis from the previous paragraph, we can conclude that the precopy 
algorithm described in this Master’s thesis is an important part of the negotiation and data 
transfer module. The modern multimedia application that could benefit from a TRAMP 
platform can be of diverse types and some of them, such as, video games can be as large as 
tens of GB. Comparing those values with our test result we can see that this kind of transfer 
could take several minutes and without feedback and a progress bar a user would not have any 
idea as to when the migration starts and when it finishes. 

Scenario 
Type 

XML + 
binary(KB) Time(ms) XML + 

binary(KB) Time(ms) XML + 
binary(KB) Time(ms) 

Laptop-
Laptop 1001 622,8348 5004 2609,7828 15008 8541,9106 

Laptop-
Old 

laptop 
1001 933,206 5004 3684,8867 15008 1195,8205 

Desktop-
Desktop 1001 144,937 5004 519,9481 15008 1453,1077 

Desktop– 
Old 

Desktop 
1001 166,7824 5004 540,0952 15008 1501,9793 

Desktop– 
Laptop 1001 201,5403 5004 1054,9893 15008 2346,0945 

Table 5.5: Total application migration time in different test scenarios 

5.3.2 Data transfer module needs to transfer application data reliably. 
As defined in the specification for the MSRP protocol [4], the MSRP can only be used on the 
top of the TCP transfer protocol. This is the reason why we use TCP in our implementation as 
well. By using TCP as our transport protocol, the requirement for reliable data transfer is met, 
since TCP has mechanisms for in-order and reliable delivery. 

5.3.3 Data transfer module should be decoupled from the negotiation module. 
By using a separate port number and TCP connection for data transfer protocol, together with 
the existence of clear interfaces between modules and layers in our protocol stack, we provide 
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separation between our negotiation and data transfer modules. If we were using the same port 
number for both protocols (which would save us the time needed for the establishment of 
additional TCP connection) the data transfer protocol would have to use any port the 
offer/answer protocol is using, and thus it would be dependent on it. 

Conversely, if we take a look at Figure 4.1 in Chapter 4, we can see that we have the 
negotiation and data transfer module that separates the negotiation module and the data 
transfer module. In this way, when the negotiation is completed, the data transfer module 
receives only one Boolean variable called source (which is passed as a parameter to the 
function call defined in Interface 3) that tells the module in which mode it should initialize: 
connect or listen. Owing to this abstraction, whichever offer/answer protocol is used in the 
negotiation module, the data transfer protocol only receives information about the 
initialization mode it should start in. This, together with the separate creation of a TCP 
connection, makes the data transfer protocol totally independent of the offer/answer protocol. 

5.3.4 Data transfer module should be based on publicly standardized protocols. 
MSRP is an IETF protocol defined and described in [4]. 

5.3.5 The data transfer protocol correctness 
In this section, we present the results of correctness tests of our data transfer protocol. The 
following aspects of the protocol have been tested: 

• The MSRP request and responses are correctly created, sent, recognized and received 
in all of our performed tests. 

• The MSRP sessions are correctly created and disposed on both source and destination 
hosts and byte-range header field is correctly incremented as new chunks of data are 
sent. 

• The MSRP 400 response is sent from the destination host in case a malformed MSRP 
SEND request is received from the source host. In case of a correctly formed MSRP 
SEND request and a Success-Report header field of the value of yes, the MSRP 
REPORT request is sent to confirm the previously received chunk. Our test shows that 
this behavior is correct. 

• The Boolean variable called precopy decides whether the MSRP REPORT requests are 
sent from the destination host. When this variable has the value of true, the MSRP 
SEND requests sent from the source host have the Success-Report header field value 
set to yes and thus the destination host responds with an MSRP REPORT request. 
Otherwise, this header field value is set to no and no MSRP REPORT request are sent 
in return. The test we performed showed that this behavior is correct.  

• Even though our implementation does not support multiple simultaneous migrations, 
the existence of MSRP sessions established with the help of the rendezvous protocol 
guarantees that we would be able to distinguish between multiple different sessions 
both on a different and the same host and address them separately as needed. In this 
case though, a message scheduler and a message interruption mechanism would have 
to be implemented as specified in the MSRP specification [4]. More details about 
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extension of our implementation to support multiple simultaneous migration sessions 
are given in Future work section of Chapter 6. 

Based on the test results given above, we can conclude that our implementation of the data 
transfer protocol (MSRP) behaves correctly. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 present log snippets of the 
MSRP protocol, more precisely reception and parsing of the MSRP SEND request and 
creation and sending of the MSRP REPORT request, respectively. The complete log is too 
large to be included in its entirety in this chapter. 

5.4 Evaluation of the requirements for the resource 
variables presentation system 
5.4.1 Resource variable presentation system needs to be extensible. 
The XML file format and the XML Schema that we use in this Master’s thesis are designed to 
be extensible. We have designed the XML Schema such that new resources can be added by 
simply representing them as resource variables in the XML file. If, however, a resource 
variable cannot be represented with the current XML file, we need to extend the XML 
Schema (Figure 3.2) and the validation function will successfully accept the new file. In these 
rare cases where a new resource calls for structural changes in our XML file - for example the 
introduction of a new comparison operator or dependencies, to mention just a few - an update 
of negotiation algorithms (Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5) is also required though. 

5.4.2 Resource variable presentation system needs to be able to present 
structured data. 
The purpose and the nature of the XML file format are to present structured data. 

5.4.3 The resource variable presentation system correctness 
In this section, we present results of tests performed to test the correctness of the resource 
variable presentation system, more precisely the resource variable negotiation algorithm that 
uses XML files as input. The following tests are performed: 

• Test of one and multiple resource variables defined in the XML file (for an example, 
see Figure 3.3). The answering host’s side of the negotiation algorithm worked 
correctly with both one and multiple resource variables defined in the XML file. The 
resulting XML file is correctly created (based on the received XML file and a set of 
predefined rules, as explained in Chapter 3) and sent to the offer/answer protocol 
module. 

• Test of resource variables with both one and multiple resource variables (for an 
example, see Figure 3.3). The resourceVariable element in XML representation can 
have one or more resource sub-elements as shown in Figure 3.3. The answering host’s 
side of the negotiation algorithm worked correctly for both one and multiple resource 
element per resourceVariable element and returned correct results. If the conditions 
were met the result was positive, while only one resource element mismatch was 
enough to produce the negative result. Special attention was devoted to the resources 
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that have the optional required XML sub-element set to false. In this case, even if the 
match is not found, the negative result is not decided based on this condition alone, but 
rather on the evaluation of the remaining resource elements in the current and other 
resourceVariable elements from the same XML file. The test demonstrated the 
creation of the correct answer XML file in this case as well, and therefore we conclude 
that the algorithm behaved as designed in Figure 3.5. 
 

2014.10.26 12:09:28 [DEBUG] [TID '5']: UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.ProcessMSRPHeader(): 
Received the following header:  
 
MSRP VSWFOFMQ SEND 
To-Path: msrp://129.240.202.207:2855/WVWVCVFNYX;tcp 
From-Path: msrp://129.240.203.137:2855/TSWUASKRPJ;tcp 
Message-ID: ANYIPAODKEA 
Byte-Range: 23041-30720/5242880 
Success-Report: yes 
Failure-Report: partial 
Content-Type: application/octet-stream 
 
2014.10.26 12:09:28 [LOG] [TID '4']: UiO.TRAMP.Transport.SendSync(): Sent 
'232' B to the remote host '129.240.203.137:60486'. 
2014.10.26 12:09:28 [LOG] [TID '5']: UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.ProcessMSRPHeader(): 
Received MSRP SEND request. 
2014.10.26 12:09:28 [LOG] [TID '4']: UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.SendMSRPRequestREPORT()  
The transport layer sent the current message successfully. 
2014.10.26 12:09:28 [DEBUG] [TID '5']: 
UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Found 'Byte-Range' header field: 
'Byte-Range: 23041-30720/5242880'. 
2014.10.26 12:09:28 [LOG] [TID '4']: UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.SendReportAsync(): 
Signalling the main thread that the REPORT request has been sent. The new 
request can be sent down the pipeline. 
2014.10.26 12:09:28 [DEBUG] [TID '5']: 
UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Found 'range start' with value of 
'23041'. 
2014.10.26 12:09:28 [DEBUG] [TID '5']: 
UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Found 'range end' with value of 
'30720'. 
2014.10.26 12:09:28 [DEBUG] [TID '5']: 
UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Found 'total size' with value of 
'5242880'. 
2014.10.26 12:09:28 [DEBUG] [TID '5']: 
UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Extracted 'range start'. 
2014.10.26 12:09:28 [DEBUG] [TID '5']: 
UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Extracted 'range end'. 
2014.10.26 12:09:28 [DEBUG] [TID '5']: 
UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Extracted 'total size'. 
2014.10.26 12:09:28 [LOG] [TID '5']: UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.getLine(): Found header 
field 'To-Path: msrp://129.240.202.207:2855/WVWVCVFNYX;tcp' in message 
header. 
2014.10.26 12:09:28 [LOG] [TID '5']: UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.getLine(): Found header 
field 'From-Path: msrp://129.240.203.137:2855/TSWUASKRPJ;tcp' in message 
header. 
2014.10.26 12:09:28 [DEBUG] [TID '5']: 
UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Received 'ToUri' is: 
'msrp://129.240.202.207:2855/WVWVCVFNYX;tcp'. 
2014.10.26 12:09:28 [DEBUG] [TID '5']: 
UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Received 'FromUri' is: 
'msrp://129.240.203.137:2855/TSWUASKRPJ;tcp'. 
2014.10.26 12:09:28 [LOG] [TID '5']: UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.getLine(): Found header 
field 'Message-ID: ANYIPAODKEA' in message header. 
2014.10.26 12:09:28 [DEBUG] [TID '5']: 
UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Received 'messageID' is: 
'ANYIPAODKEA'. 
2014.10.26 12:09:28 [LOG] [TID '5']: UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.getLine(): Found header 
field 'Success-Report: yes' in message header. 
2014.10.26 12:09:28 [LOG] [TID '5']: UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.getLine(): Found header 
field 'Failure-Report: partial' in message header.  

Figure 5.2: Receiving and parsing MSRP SEND request log snippet 
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2014.10.26 12:09:29 [LOG] [TID '5']: UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): 
The sender has requested REPORT requests. Sending asynchronously. 
2014.10.26 12:09:29 [DEBUG] [TID '5']: 
UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Waiting for the sending of the 
previous REPORT request to finish. 
2014.10.26 12:09:29 [LOG] [TID '5']: UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): 
Resetting synchronization primitive for the next request. 
2014.10.26 12:09:29 [LOG] [TID '5']: UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): 
Synchronization primitive reset. 
2014.10.26 12:09:29 [DEBUG] [TID '5']: UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.RewindMemoryStream(): 
There is more data in the current stream. Resetting. 
2014.10.26 12:09:29 [LOG] [TID '4']: UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.SendReportAsync(): 
Sending MSRP REPORT request asynchronously. 
2014.10.26 12:09:29 [LOG] [TID '5']: 
UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.ReceiveMSRPMessageSync(): Processing for NON-empty current 
Stream. 
2014.10.26 12:09:29 [LOG] [TID '4']: UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.SendMSRPRequestREPORT()  
Sending MSRP REPORT request. 
2014.10.26 12:09:29 [LOG] [TID '5']: 
UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.ReceiveMSRPMessageSync(): Starting MSRPpreparser() function. 
2014.10.26 12:09:29 [DEBUG] [TID '4']: 
UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.SendMSRPRequestREPORT(): Sending the following REPORT:  
 
MSRP HATUGMXIWN REPORT 
To-Path: msrp://129.240.203.137:2855/TSWUASKRPJ;tcp 
From-Path: msrp://129.240.202.207:2855/WVWVCVFNYX;tcp 
Message-ID: ANYIPAODKEA 
Byte-Range: 23041-30720/5242880 
Status: 000 200 OK 
-------HATUGMXIWN$ 
 
 
2014.10.26 12:09:29 [DEBUG] [TID '5']: UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPPreParser(): 
Current stream position is '894'. 
2014.10.26 12:09:29 [DEBUG] [TID '4']: 
UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.SendMSRPRequestREPORT(): Payload length is: '232' B. 
2014.10.26 12:09:29 [DEBUG] [TID '5']: UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPPreParser(): 
Found double 'new line' in the input stream. The payload begins at position 
'274' in the stream. 
2014.10.26 12:09:29 [DEBUG] [TID '4']: 
UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.SendMSRPRequestREPORT(): Temporary buffer size is: '232' B. 
2014.10.26 12:09:29 [DEBUG] [TID '5']: 
UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.ReceiveMSRPMessageSync(): Calculated firstByteposition is 
'274'. 
2014.10.26 12:09:29 [DEBUG] [TID '4']: UiO.TRAMP.Transport.SendSync(): 
Sending total of '232' B in current batch. 
 

 
Figure 5.3: Sending MSRP REPORT request log snippet 

• Test of all comparison operators as defined in Figure 3.2. The answering host’s side of 
the negotiation algorithm calculated correct results for all defined comparison 
operators and values used to test them. 

• Test of name matching. Name matching, whether it is an application, resource 
variable, resource or migration type name, was correct in all of the repeated tests. The 
answering host’s side of the negotiation algorithm was also successful in 
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distinguishing between push and pull migration types defined in the direction element 
of the XML file. 

• Test of validation function. We have tested functions that validate the XML file against 
the XML Schema on both offering and answering hosts. If the XML file is valid (that 
is, if it complies with the general XML syntax and XML schema), the functions return 
a positive result, while both incorrect syntax and/or incompatibility with XML schema 
produce a negative result or an error. 

Based on the test results given above, we conclude that the resource variable negotiation 
algorithm behaves according to design presented in Chapter 3. 
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6. Conclusion 
 

 

In this chapter, we present our concluding remarks of the work done in this Master’s thesis, 
together with our suggestions for further research. This chapter is divided into two sections: 
Summary of Contributions and Future Research.  

6.1 Summary of Contributions 
The summary of our contributions in this Master’s thesis is given in the bulleted list below: 

• We have designed, implemented and evaluated the resource negotiation and data 
transfer module. This is an entire subsystem that deals with two important 
functionalities of the application mobility, namely, resource negotiation and 
application data transfer. We have also designed and implemented the protocol stack 
of this module, then modules that constitute it (together with interfaces between them) 
and connections of our module to the rest of the TRAMP environment. 

• As a part of the resource negotiation and data transfer module, we have designed, 
implemented and evaluated the negotiation module. This module is used by hosts in 
TRAMP environment to negotiate application and host resources, in both push and 
pull negotiation types. The negotiation module consists of three sub-modules, where 
the most important one, the offer/answer protocol module, is implemented, from 
scratch, according to the SIP protocol specification. We have also chosen the correct 
configuration of this protocol for resource negotiation needs and then evaluated it for 
different payload sizes and contents.  

• As a part of the negotiation module, we have designed, implemented and evaluated the 
resource variable negotiation algorithm. This algorithm exists on each side of the 
negotiation interaction and it is used, in conjunction with the offer/answer protocol, to 
decide whether the application migration is possible. The algorithm takes input in 
form of resources described in XML format, and provides the output that also contains 
the resources described in XML format, together with the information whether the 
match (migration) is found (possible) or not. 

• As a part of the negotiation module we have designed and implemented the resource 
variable description protocol. This protocol is used to give the format to the payload 
that is transferred with the offer/answer protocol. We choose XML format with pre-
defined XML Schema to represent this protocol. 

• We have designed and implemented the resource variable presentation system. This 
system is used to represent and store the resources in our negotiation and data transfer 
module called resource variables. The resource variables represent resources a 
migrating application requires and resources a host in TRAMP environment possesses. 
We use XML files with accompanying XML Schema to define and store resource 
variables. Owing to this system, both applications and hosts in TRAMP environment 
can present and store their resources. We have also chosen to have a “1:1” mapping 
between this system and the resource variable description protocol. 

• As a part of the resource negotiation and data transfer module, we have designed, 
implemented and evaluated the data transfer module. This module is used to transfer 
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application data from the source host to the destination host. We have implemented 
this module, from scratch, according to the MSRP protocol specification, and 
configured protocol parameters so that they suit the needs of the negotiation and data 
transfer module in TRAMP environment. We have also evaluated this module for the 
different payload and chunk sizes. 

• As a part of the data transfer module, we have designed, implemented and evaluated 
the rendezvous protocol module. This module is used to exchange session information 
such that the data transfer session can take place. This module is implemented, from 
scratch, according to the SIP protocol specification and it is the same implementation 
as the one used for the offer/answer protocol. 

• We have designed the algorithm called precopy. This algorithm helps the resource 
variable negotiation algorithm decide when the required time limits for the migrating 
applications cannot be upheld. It is also used to configure the data transfer protocol 
and to inform the user about possible interruptions in service. The precopy algorithm 
is elaborated in detail in this Master’s thesis, but due to the time constraints and 
amount of other development work is not implemented.    
 

In the text that follows, we present the main requirements for both the negotiation module and 
data transfer module together with the most important evaluation results. 

The two main requirements for the negotiation module are: the support for both push and pull 
negotiation types, and the efficiency so that the multimedia application’s migration time 
requirements can be upheld. The first is satisfied with a special element in the XML file 
whose value decides whether the application is pushed to or pulled from the destination host. 
The second requirement is met by efficient implementations of both the offer/answer 
protocol’s message transfer and the resource variable negotiation algorithm. 

We have measured time needed for the resource negotiation for the different sizes of the 
conveyed XML file. Results show that the larger the file containing the resources, the more 
time the negotiation takes. The size of the XML file also means that the file contains more 
resource variables. The more resource variables are described in the XML file, the more time 
the resource variable negotiation algorithm takes, which in turn adds up to the total 
negotiation time. These results are as expected and by design. It is also noticeable that the 
resource variable negotiation algorithm takes the largest part of the total negotiation time. 
This means that certain optimizations in this algorithm and/or resource variable presentation 
system can lead to reduced negotiation time. The total resource negotiation time can also be 
diminished by pre-establishing of TCP connection and pre-loading of XML and XML 
Schema files, such that they are ready and initialized when the resource negotiation starts.    

We have also shown, through our tests, that negotiation is faster on the wired then on the 
wireless network. We have identified one possible reason for this; the more bandwidth 
available on the wired network. The influence of the “older” hardware, even though not 
considerable, is also visible in the resource negotiation scenario. 

With all of these findings about the negotiation module mentioned, we conclude that this 
module with all of its utility systems performs correctly and according to design. However, 
the considerable percent of the total time budget (if we take 100ms limit of video streaming 
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application as an example, as described in [15]) is consumed by this module. The reasons for 
this are, in part, attributed to the run time of the resource negotiation algorithm, and are 
explained in more detail in Chapter 5.  

The main requirement for the data transfer module is the ability to transfer data efficiently in 
order to honor the time limits defined by the migrating application or provide feedback to user 
if this time limit cannot be met. This requirement is met with the help of the functionality 
called precopy which triggers the MSRP REPORT request from the destination host and 
progress bar on the source host if the total calculated application migration time exceeds the 
time limit defined by the application. This progress bar is intended to give the user feedback 
about the time remaining until the application migration is complete. The data transfer 
efficiency in our implementation of the negotiation and data transfer module is improved by 
using multiple threads and immediate MSRP REPORT request sending. 

We have executed two main types of performance tests of our data transfer module. In the 
first test, the chunk size of the MSRP message is kept static, while the binary file size is 
changed. The results showed that the larger the binary file, the more time is needed for it to be 
transferred. This is expected. One insight we make based on this test is that none of the binary 
file sizes we used for every computer set tested has managed to be transferred within 100ms, 
which is according to [15] considered to be the time limit for video streaming applications. 
These conclusions should, however, be observed in the light of the maximum available 
theoretical bandwidth in networks we used in our tests (see Chapter 5). This further means 
that our precopy mechanism would have been activated in all test cases and the progress bar 
displayed to the user on the source host. 

In the second test type performed, we tried to determine the correlation between data transfer 
time and MSRP chunk size. Therefore, we have fixed the binary file size and varied the 
MSRP message chunk size. The results showed that the larger the chunk size, the less time is 
needed to transfer the binary file. This result is explained by the fact that more data is 
transferred in larger chunks and thus the entire message transfer has less overhead (transferred 
message headers). 

Similarly to the negotiation module testing, we saw here as well that the data transfer was 
faster on the wired network then on the wireless network. We explain this with the same 
reasoning as for the negotiation module. The influence of the “older hardware” on the data 
transfer time is present here as well, but this difference is even less noticeable here than in the 
case of the negotiation module. The data transfer times for the “desktop-laptop” computer set 
(i.e. desktop computer on wired and laptop computer on wireless network), except for a few 
exceptions, always falls between “desktop-desktop“ (both on wired network) and “laptop-
laptop” (both on wireless network) computer sets. 

Bearing all the above mentioned points in mind, we can conclude that our data transfer 
module implemented with MSRP and SIP (as the rendezvous protocol) protocols, behaves 
according to design.  
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The total transfer time (i.e. times needed for negotiation and data transfer added together) 
exceeds 100ms for all XML file and binary file sizes, which means that a video streaming 
migrating application would always need to use our precopy mechanism for migration. But 
here as well as with the data transfer module, it is important to bear in mind the maximum 
available theoretical throughput of networks in our testbed. 

6.2 Future Research 
In this section, we give a short overview of ideas we have generated during the work on this 
Master’s thesis that were not addressed, but that could be interesting for the future research 
work. 

• Multiple migrating applications – our implementation of the resource negotiation and 
data transfer module considers only one migrating application at a time, since the goal 
was to test feasibility and performance of SIP and MSRP for the given purpose. 
However, both of these protocols support the idea of sessions which gives them the 
opportunity to distinguish between multiple simultaneous negotiations and data 
transfers between two or more hosts. From a more user oriented perspective, we 
cannot see any harm in supporting the possibility of simultaneous application 
migrations, since it is not unthinkable that the user might want to push or pull multiple 
applications from one or multiple different hosts at the same time. 

• In the pull migration scenario, the user that tries to pull an application needs to know 
the name of the application that it wants to pull from the answering host (in our 
implementation we use names to identify applications, but any other identifier can be 
used as well). For that reason, a functionality that makes possible the retrieval of all 
the migration-capable applications from the answering host and their presentation to 
the user on the offering host would be desirable. This retrieval can happen either 
periodically, managed by an appropriate subsystem, or initiated by user interaction. 
We suggest the use of SIP’s OPTIONS method for this purpose. 

• As we already have mentioned in Chapter 3, every response from the answering host 
carries an XML file that, depending on the type of migration, contains information 
about either the resources on the local host or offered resources that have been 
accepted (in case a resource is not required). This answer can be parsed and reacted 
upon. For example, in case of a negative response, the returned response contains 
resources the answering host has, presented in an XML file. The offering host can then 
parse this file and check with the migrating application (or user) if it can accept a 
reduced resource configuration. If the application is able to do that, a new request can 
be formed that now would with certainty be accepted on the answering host. 

• Caching subsystem – this subsystem would run on all hosts, probably as a service, and 
it would hold a cached resource state of all the other hosts in the Migration 
Community. This state information can be kept only for the hosts that the current host 
has already been negotiating with or the subsystem could run continuously, on a 
regular basis and collect resource information from all hosts in the Migration 
Community. The subsystem would be in charge of validity of cached entries and their 
refresh times. In this way, if the resource information for a particular host is available 
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in the cache subsystem, the negotiation step in the moment of application migration 
could be skipped, and the corresponding time span could be saved. The caching 
subsystem would use the same protocol as the negotiation module, and the same 
resource negotiation algorithm, but here it would execute them periodically in the 
background, against all hosts. 

• Optimization of the resource variable negotiation algorithm – we have seen in the 
Chapter 5 that the most of the negotiation process’s time is spent on the running of the 
resource variable negotiation algorithm. Optimization of this algorithm that would 
lead to time savings in the negotiation process presents an interesting topic for future 
research in this area. 

• Testing of our implementation on other networks. Here we can mention, for example, 
1Gbps Ethernet network and mobile telephony networks (3G and 4G, where smart 
mobile phones would also be included), and then observing and comparing those 
results with the results from this Master’s thesis. 
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Appendix A 
 

Implementation 
 

In this appendix, we present only the excerpt of the classes, functions and objects we have 
developed as a part of the negotiation and data transfer module. The complete code can be 
found on the TRAMP project web page (see Appendix B). 

Listting A1: SendSync function from TCPConnection.cs 

  public Boolean SendSync(byte[] message) {  
    using(MemoryStream ms = new MemoryStream()) { 
        int sendBufferSize; 
        int bytesReadFromStream; 
        int bytesToBeRead; 
        byte[] sendBuffer; 
 
        ms.Write(message, 0, message.Length);                 
        bytesToBeRead = (int)ms.Length; 

  Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.Transport.SendSync(): Sending total of '"    
+ bytesToBeRead + "' B in current batch."); 

        ms.Seek(0, SeekOrigin.Begin); 
 
        while (bytesToBeRead > 0) {                     
            if (bytesToBeRead < c_send_batch) { 
                sendBufferSize = bytesToBeRead; 
            } else { 
                sendBufferSize = c_send_batch; 
            } 

Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.Transport.SendSync(): Send buffer 
size is set to '" + sendBufferSize + "' B."); 

             
sendBuffer = new byte[sendBufferSize]; 

            bytesReadFromStream = ms.Read(sendBuffer, 0, sendBufferSize); 
Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.Transport.SendSync(): Read '" + 
bytesReadFromStream + "' B from the current message."); 

 
            if (bytesReadFromStream == 0) { 
               Log.WriteLogWarning("UiO.TRAMP.Transport.SendSync(): Read 0 
bytes from the message stream. Aborting."); 
                return false; 
            } 
 
            try { 
                int bytesSentToSocket = currentSocket.Send(sendBuffer, 0, 
bytesReadFromStream, SocketFlags.None); 
                Log.WriteLogInformational("UiO.TRAMP.Transport.SendSync(): 
Sent '" + bytesSentToSocket + "' B to the remote host '" + 
currentSocket.RemoteEndPoint.ToString()  + "'."); 
 
                if (bytesSentToSocket == 0) 
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                    throw (new Exception("UiO.TRAMP.Transport.SendAsync(): 
0 bytes sent to the socket. Something must be wrong.")); 
                if (bytesSentToSocket != sendBufferSize) 
                    throw (new Exception("UiO.TRAMP.Transport.SendAsync(): 
Socket did not accept all the bytes from the send buffer. Since we don't  
handle this situation it is a fail condition. Increase the socket buffer 
size or decrease the sending chunk size.")); 
                bytesToBeRead -= bytesReadFromStream; 
            } catch (Exception exp) { 
                Log.WriteLogWarning("UiO.TRAMP.Transport.SendSync(): An 
error occured while sending data to the socket. " + exp.ToString()); 
                return false; 
            } 
        } 
    } 
      return true; 
  } 
 

Listting A2: ReceiveSync function from TCPConnection.cs 

public Boolean ReceiveSync (MemoryStream rcvStream) {  
    byte[] buffer = new byte[c_receive_buffer_size]; 
    List<Socket> ReadListeners = new List<Socket>(); 
 
    int firstTimeCounter = 0; 
    int bytesReceived;             
 
    while (true) { 
        try { 
            if (!ReadListeners.Contains(currentSocket)) 
                ReadListeners.Add(currentSocket); 
 
            Socket.Select(ReadListeners, null, null, 
c_select_read_timeout_micro_seconds); 
 
            if (ReadListeners.Count > 0) {                         
                bytesReceived = ReadListeners[0].Receive(buffer, 0, 
c_receive_buffer_size, SocketFlags.None); 
                rcvStream.Write(buffer, 0, bytesReceived); 
                 
                Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.Transport.ReceiveSync(): Received 
'" + bytesReceived + "' B from remote host '" + 
ReadListeners[0].RemoteEndPoint.ToString() + "'."); 
                 
                if ((ReadListeners[0].Available == 0) || 
(rcvStream.Length >= c_maximum_bytes_to_read_in_a_batch)) { 
        Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.Transport.ReceiveSync(): Yielding from a 
current read round (Available = '" + ReadListeners[0].Available + "', 
Length = '" + rcvStream.Length + "').");     
                    return true; 
                } 
            } else {                         
                if (firstTimeCounter % 10000 == 0) {                             
                    Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.Transport.ReceiveSync(): 
Waiting for data to receive from remote host."); 
                } 
                firstTimeCounter++; 
            } 
        } catch (Exception exp) { 
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            Log.WriteLogWarning("UiO.TRAMP.Transport.ReceiveSync(): An 
error occured while receiving data from remote host. '" + exp.ToString() + 
"'."); 
            return false; 
        } 
    }             
} 
 

Listting A3: SIPSend function from SIPSender.cs 

private void SIPSend(String header, byte[] payload) { 
  byte [] headerByteArray = new UTF8Encoding().GetBytes(header); 
 
  if (payload != null) { 
       
      Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPSend(): Constructing a SIP message 
with payload to send."); 
 
      byte[] message = new byte[headerByteArray.Length + payload.Length]; 
      Array.Copy(headerByteArray, message, headerByteArray.Length); 
      Array.Copy(payload, 0, message, headerByteArray.Length, 
payload.Length); 
 
      Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPSend(): The current SIP message to 
send has the total of '" + message.Length + "' B."); 
 
      WriteOutGoingMessage(message); 
 
      if (tcpConn.SendSync(message)) { 
          Log.WriteLogSuccess("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPSend(): The transport layer 
sent the current message successfully."); 
      } else {                         
          Abort(); 
      } 
  } else { 
      WriteOutGoingMessage(headerByteArray); 
 
      if (tcpConn.SendSync(headerByteArray)) { 
          Log.WriteLogSuccess("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPSend(): The transport layer 
sent the current message successfully."); 
      } else {                         
          Abort(); 
      } 
  } 
} 
 

Listting A4: SIPReceiveSync function from SIPReceiver.cs 

public void SIPReceiveSync(Boolean doPreparse) { 
    int payloadFirstBytePosition = 0;                   
         
    do { 
        MemoryStream mStream = new MemoryStream();                 
 
        Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPReceiveSync(): Calling 'Transport' 
layer to receive data."); 
        if (tcpConn.ReceiveSync(mStream)) { 
            Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPReceiveSync(): Transport layer 
returned '" + mStream.Length + "' B."); 
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            try { 
                byte[] buffer = new byte[mStream.Length]; 
                mStream.Seek(0, SeekOrigin.Begin); 
                int bytesFromStream = mStream.Read(buffer, 0, 
buffer.Length); 
                currentmStream.Write(buffer, 0, buffer.Length); 
               
                buffer = null; 
                mStream.Dispose(); 
 
                if (doPreparse) { 
                    Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPReceiveSync(): Starting 
SIPpreparser() function."); 
                    payloadFirstBytePosition = SIPPreParser(currentmStream); 
                    Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPReceiveSync(): 
Calculated firstByteposition is '" + payloadFirstBytePosition + "'."); 
                } else { 
                    return; 
                } 
            } catch (Exception exp) { 
                Log.WriteLogWarning(exp.ToString()); 
            } 
        } else { 
            Log.WriteLogWarning("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPReceiveSync(): An error 
occured on transport layer while receiving data. Aborting.");            
            Abort(); 
        } 
    } while (payloadFirstBytePosition < 0); 
    SIPParse(currentmStream, payloadFirstBytePosition); 
} 
 

Listting A5: SIPPreParser function from SIPReceiver.cs 

private int SIPPreParser(MemoryStream currentmStream) { 
    int position = 0; 
    int streamsCurrentPosition = 0; 
     
    if (currentmStream.Length == 0) { 
        Log.WriteLogWarning("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPPreParser(): Found no data in 
the receive buffer. Aborting.");       
        Abort(); 
    } else { 
        streamsCurrentPosition = (int)currentmStream.Position; 
        Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPPreparser(): Current stream 
position is '" + streamsCurrentPosition + "'."); 
    } 
     
    currentmStream.Seek(0, SeekOrigin.Begin); 
     
    while (HasMoreData(currentmStream)) { 
        char ch = Convert.ToChar(currentmStream.ReadByte()); 
         
        switch (position) { 
            case 0:                         
                if (ch == '\r') { position++;} 
                break; 
            case 1: 
                if (ch == '\n') { position++; } 
                else { 
                    ResetData(currentmStream, ref position); 
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                } 
                break; 
            case 2: 
                if (ch == '\r') { position++; } 
                else { 
                    ResetData(currentmStream, ref position); 
                } 
                break; 
            case 3: 
                if (ch == '\n') {                    
                 
                    position = (int)currentmStream.Position;                     
                    currentmStream.Position = (long)streamsCurrentPosition;  
                    Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPPreparser(): Found 
double 'new line' in the input stream. The payload begins at position '" + 
position + "' in the stream."); 
                    return position; 
                } else { 
                    ResetData(currentmStream, ref position); 
                } 
                break; 
            default: 
                break; 
        } 
    } 
    currentmStream.Position = (long)streamsCurrentPosition; 
    return -1; 
} 
 

Listting A6: SIPParseResponse function from SIPReceiver.cs 

private void SIPParseResponse(MemoryStream currentmStream, int 
payloadPosition, string [] headerFields) { 
    int contentLength = 0; 
    Boolean hFound = false; 
     
    foreach (String header in headerFields) { 
        if (header.StartsWith("Content-Length")) { 
          Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseResponse(): Found Content-
Length header field with value of '" + contentLength + "' B."); 
          hFound = true; 
          if (int.TryParse(header.Split(':')[1].Trim(), out contentLength)) 
{ 
              Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseResponse(): Extracted 
content length form header field is '" + contentLength + "'."); 
          } else { 
              Log.WriteLogWarning("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseResponse(): Unable 
to find 'Content-Length' header field in the input string. Aborting.");                
              Abort(); 
          } 
        } 
    } 
     
    if (!hFound) { 
        Log.WriteLogWarning("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseResponse(): Unable to 
find 'Content-Length' header field in input stream. Aborting.");                 
        Abort(); 
    } 
     
    if (contentLength > 0) { 
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      if (currentmStream.Length < (payloadPosition + contentLength)) { 
          while ((currentmStream.Length - payloadPosition) < contentLength) 
{              
              Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseResponse(): Calculated 
length is: " + (currentmStream.Length - payloadPosition)); 
              Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseResponse(): Length from 
Content-Length header field is: " + contentLength); 
              Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseResponse(): Not all 
payload data has been received. Returning to socket for more data."); 
              SIPReceiveSync(false); 
          } 
      } else { 
          Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseResponse(): current stream 
contains entire message. Exiting receive loop."); 
      } 
    } else { 
        Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseResponse(): Content-Length is 
0, no need to check for more data on the connection."); 
    } 
     
    if (headerFields[0].StartsWith("SIP/2.0 200")) { 
        SIPParse200Response(currentmStream, payloadPosition, headerFields, 
contentLength); 
    } else if (headerFields[0].StartsWith("SIP/2.0 400")) { 
        SIPParse400Response(currentmStream, payloadPosition, headerFields, 
contentLength); 
    } else if (headerFields[0].StartsWith("SIP/2.0 404")) { 
        SIPParse404Response(currentmStream, payloadPosition, headerFields, 
contentLength); 
    } else if (headerFields[0].StartsWith("SIP/2.0 488")) { 
        SIPParse488Response(currentmStream, payloadPosition, headerFields, 
contentLength); 
    } else { 
        Log.WriteLogWarning("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseResponse(): Received an 
unrecognized method '" + headerFields[0].Split(' ')[0] + "'. Aborting.");         
        Abort(); 
    } 
    writeStream(currentmStream); 
} 
 

Listting A7: SIPParseRequest function from SIPReceiver.cs 

private void SIPParseRequest(MemoryStream currentmStream, int 
payloadPosition, string [] headerFields){ 
    int contentLength = 0; 
    Boolean hFound = false; 
     
    foreach(String header in headerFields){ 
        if (header.StartsWith("Content-Length")){            
            hFound = true; 
             
            if (int.TryParse(header.Split(':')[1].Trim(), out 
contentLength)){ 
                Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseRequest(): Found 
Content-Lengt header field with value of '" + contentLength + "' B."); 
            } else { 
                Log.WriteLogWarning("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseRequest(): 
Unable to extract value from Content-Length header field. Aborting.");                 
                Abort(); 
            } 
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        } 
    } 
    if (!hFound) { 
        Log.WriteLogWarning("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseRequest(): Unable to 
find 'Content-Length' header field in the input string. Aborting.");                 
        Abort(); 
    } 
     
    if (contentLength > 0) { 
        if (currentmStream.Length < (payloadPosition + contentLength)) { 
            while ((currentmStream.Length - payloadPosition) < 
contentLength) {      
                Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseRequest(): Calculated 
length is: '" + (currentmStream.Length - payloadPosition) + "' B."); 
                Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseRequest(): Length 
from Content-Length header field is: " + contentLength + "' B."); 
                Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseRequest(): Not all 
payload data has been received. Returning to socket for more data."); 
                SIPReceiveSync(false); 
            } 
        } else { 
            Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseRequest(): Current stream 
contains entire message. No need to check for more data on the transport 
layer."); 
        } 
    } else { 
        Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseRequest(): Received request 
without the payload (Content-Length = 0). No need to check for more data on 
the transport layer."); 
    } 
     
    if (headerFields[0].StartsWith("INVITE")) { 
        SIPParseRequestInvite(currentmStream, payloadPosition, headerFields, 
contentLength); 
    } else if (headerFields[0].StartsWith("ACK")) { 
        SIPParseRequestAck(currentmStream, payloadPosition, headerFields); 
    } else if (headerFields[0].StartsWith("BYE")) { 
        SIPParseRequestBye(currentmStream, payloadPosition, headerFields); 
    } else { 
        Log.WriteLogWarning("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseRequest(): Received an 
unrecognized method '" + headerFields[0].Split(' ')[0] + "'. Aborting.");      
        Abort(); 
    } 
    writeStream(currentmStream); 
} 
 

Listting A8: SIPParseRequestInvite function from SIPReceiver.cs 

private void SIPParseRequestInvite (MemoryStream currentmStream, int 
payloadPosition, String [] headerFields, int contentLength){ 
    Log.WriteLogInformational("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseRequestInvite(): 
Received INVITE request."); 
    String viaLine = getViaLine(headerFields); 
     
    sipPayloadState.transaction.transactionID = 
viaLine.Split(';')[1].Split('=')[1]; 
    sipPayloadState.transaction.viaLine = viaLine; 
    Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseRequestInvite(): 'Via' header 
field: '" + viaLine + "'.");  
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    Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseRequestInvite(): Extracted 
transactionID: '" + sipPayloadState.transaction.transactionID + "'."); 
 
    String fromLine = getFromLine(headerFields); 
    String toLine = getToLine(headerFields); 
    String CSeqLine = getCSeqLine(headerFields); 
    String contactLine = getContactLine(headerFields); 
    String callIDLine = getCallIDLine(headerFields); 
 
    sipPayloadState.dialog.callID = callIDLine.Split(':')[1].Trim(); 
    Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseRequestInvite(): Call-ID: '" + 
sipPayloadState.dialog.callID + "'."); 
    sipPayloadState.dialog.remoteTag = fromLine.Split(';')[1].Split('=')[1]; 
    Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseRequestInvite(): Remote-Tag: '" + 
sipPayloadState.dialog.remoteTag + "'."); 
    sipPayloadState.dialog.localTag = ""; 
     
    sipPayloadState.dialog.localUri = toLine.Split(' ')[1].Trim();             
    Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseRequestInvite(): Local-Uri: '" + 
sipPayloadState.dialog.localUri + "'."); 
    sipPayloadState.dialog.remoteUri = fromLine.Split(';')[0].Split(' 
')[1].Trim(); 
    Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseRequestInvite(): Remote-Uri: '" + 
sipPayloadState.dialog.remoteUri + "'."); 
 
    sipPayloadState.dialog.remoteSeqNumber = 
CSeqLine.Split(':')[1].Trim().Split(' ')[0]; 
    sipPayloadState.dialog.localSeqNumber = ""; 
    sipPayloadState.transaction.method = 
CSeqLine.Split(':')[1].Trim().Split(' ')[1]; 
    Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseRequestInvite(): Remote-Seq-
Number: '" + sipPayloadState.dialog.remoteSeqNumber + "'."); 
    sipPayloadState.dialog.remoteTarget = contactLine.Split(' 
')[1].Substring(1, contactLine.Split(' ')[1].Length - 2); 
    Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseRequestInvite(): Remote-Target '" 
+ sipPayloadState.dialog.remoteTarget + "'."); 
 
    byte[] payload = new byte[contentLength]; 
    currentmStream.Seek(payloadPosition, SeekOrigin.Begin); 
    currentmStream.Read(payload, 0, contentLength); 
 
    Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.SIP.SIPParseRequestInvite(): Entire payload 
length is: '" + contentLength + "' B."); 
    sipPayloadState.content = payload; 
    sipPayloadState.contentLength = contentLength; 
} 
 

Listting A9: SIPTransaction class from SIPTransaction.cs 

class SIPTransaction { 
        public String transactionID { get; set;} 
        public String viaLine { get; set; } 
        public String method { get; set; } 
    } 
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Listting A10: SIPDialog class from SIPdialog.cs 

class SIPDialog { 
        public String localTag { get; set; } 
        public String remoteTag { get; set; } 
        public String callID { get; set; } 
        public String cseq { get; set; } 
 
        public String localSeqNumber { get; set; } 
        public String remoteSeqNumber { get; set; } 
 
        public String localUri { get; set; } 
        public String remoteUri { get; set; } 
 
        public String remoteTarget { get; set; } 
        public Boolean secure = false; // we do not use TLS in this implementation 
    } 

Listting A11: TransferData function from MSRP.cs 

public void TransferData() {             
            source = true; 
 
Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.TransferData(): Transfering data with MSRP protocol."); 
            ConnectMSRPSync(); 
            SendMSRPRequestSEND(); 
 
            if (precopy) { 
                Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.TransferData(): Waiting for the receiving 
thread (worker) to receive all reports."); 
                syncSessionReleaseWithReceivedReports.WaitOne(); 
                Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.TransferData(): Receiving thread has 
finished. Moving on."); 
            } 
            
            if (Log.WriteToLog != true) { 
                Log.WriteToLog = true; 
                msrpTimeSpan = msrpSw.Elapsed; 
                Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.TransferData(): The MSRP protocol took '" 
+ msrpTimeSpan.TotalMilliseconds + "' ms."); 
 
                Log.WriteToLog = false; 
            } 
        } 

Listting A12: ReceiveTransferedData function from MSRP.cs 

public void ReceiveTransferedData() {  
             
            MemoryStream currentmStream = new MemoryStream(); 
            msrpSession = new MSRPSession(localMSRPUri, remoteMSRPUri, "");             
 
            while (!finalResponseReceived) { 
                ReceiveMSRPMessageSync(true, currentmStream); 
            } 
             
            if (!source) { 
                Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.ReceiveTransferedData(): The local host 
is a destination host. Saving received file to disk."); 
                WritePayloadToFile(rcvStream); 
            } else { 
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                Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.ReceiveTransferedData(): local host is 
source host. No file to save."); 
            } 
        } 

Listting A12: SendMSRPRequestSEND function from MSRP.cs 

private void SendMSRPRequestSEND() { 
 
            int bytesToBeRead; 
            int startRange = 1; 
            int endRange = 0;             
 
            msrpSession = new MSRPSession(localMSRPUri, remoteMSRPUri, 
GetRandomString(11)); 
 
            ReceiveMSRPMessageAsync(); 
 
            try { 
                if (File.Exists(c_application_data_file)) { 
 

Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.SendMSRPRequestSEND(): Found 
application file: '" + c_application_data_file + "'."); 

                     
                    using (FileStream fs = new 
FileStream(c_application_data_file, FileMode.Open, FileAccess.Read)) { 

 
                        msrpSw.Start(); 
 
                        int payloadLength = (int)fs.Length; 
                        Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.SendMSRPRequestSEND(): Payload 
length is: '" + payloadLength + "'."); 
 
                        bytesToBeRead = payloadLength; 
 
                        fs.Seek(0, SeekOrigin.Begin); 
 
                        while (bytesToBeRead > 0) { 
                            int tmpBufferSize; 
 
                            if (sendingLoopStoped) 
                                return; 
 
                            if (bytesToBeRead < c_msrp_send_chunk_size) { 
                                tmpBufferSize = bytesToBeRead; 
                            } else { 
                                tmpBufferSize = c_msrp_send_chunk_size; 
                            } 
 
                            byte[] tmpBuffer = new byte[tmpBufferSize]; 
 
                            int bytesReadFromStream = fs.Read(tmpBuffer, 0, 
tmpBufferSize); 
 
                            if (bytesReadFromStream == 0) {                                 
                                throw new Exception("No bytes were read from file 
stream."); 
                            }  
 
                            String lastLine; 
                            endRange = endRange + tmpBufferSize; 
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                            String msrpSendRequestHeader = 
CreateMSRPSendRequestHeader(startRange, endRange, payloadLength, out lastLine, 
msrpSession.messageID); 
                            startRange = startRange + tmpBufferSize;                             
 
                            byte[] headerBuffer = new 
UTF8Encoding().GetBytes(msrpSendRequestHeader); 
                            byte[] messageWithoutLastLine = new 
byte[headerBuffer.Length + tmpBufferSize]; 
 
                            Array.Copy(headerBuffer, messageWithoutLastLine, 
headerBuffer.Length); 
                            Array.Copy(tmpBuffer, 0, messageWithoutLastLine, 
headerBuffer.Length, tmpBufferSize); 
 
                            byte[] lastLineBytes = new 
UTF8Encoding().GetBytes(lastLine); 
                            byte[] message = new byte[messageWithoutLastLine.Length + 
lastLineBytes.Length]; 
 
                            Array.Copy(messageWithoutLastLine, message, 
messageWithoutLastLine.Length); 
                            Array.Copy(lastLineBytes, 0, message, 
messageWithoutLastLine.Length, lastLineBytes.Length); 
 
                            bytesToBeRead -= bytesReadFromStream; 
                        } 
                        msrpSw.Stop(); 
                    } 
                } else { 
                    Abort(); 
                } 
            } catch (Exception exp) { 
                Abort(); 
            }             
        } 

Listting A13: ReceiveMSRPMessageSync function from MSRP.cs 

private void ReceiveMSRPMessageSync(Boolean doPreparse, MemoryStream currentmStream) { 
            int payloadFirstBytePosition = 0; 
             
            if (aborted) { 
                Log.WriteLogWarning("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.ReceiveMSRPMessageSync(): 
Connection was disconnected in the sending thread. Aborting receiving thread."); 
                Abort(); 
            } 
 
            while (true) { 
                MemoryStream mStream = new MemoryStream(); 
 
                if (currentmStream.Length == 0) { 
                    Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.ReceiveMSRPMessageSync(): Processing 
for empty current Stream."); 
                    Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.ReceiveMSRPMessageSync(): Calling 
'Transport' layer to receive data on empty current Stream."); 
                     
                    if (tcpConn.ReceiveSync(mStream)) { 
                        Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.ReceiveMSRPMessageSync(): 
Transport layer returned '" + mStream.Length + "' B."); 
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Try { 
                            byte[] buffer = new byte[mStream.Length]; 
 

mStream.Seek(0, SeekOrigin.Begin);                            
int bytesFromStream = mStream.Read(buffer, 0, 
buffer.Length); 

 
                            currentmStream.Write(buffer, 0, buffer.Length); 
 
                            buffer = null; 
                            mStream.Dispose(); 
 
                            if (doPreparse) { 
                                Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.ReceiveMSRPMessageSync(): 
Starting MSRPpreparser() function."); 
                                payloadFirstBytePosition = 
MSRPPreParser(currentmStream); 
                                
Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.ReceiveMSRPMessageSync(): Calculated firstByteposition 
is '" + payloadFirstBytePosition + "'."); 
 
                            if (payloadFirstBytePosition > 0) 
                                    break; 
                            } else { 
                                return;                             
                        } catch (Exception exp) { 
                            Log.WriteLogWarning(exp.ToString()); 
                        } 
                    } else { 
                        Log.WriteLogWarning("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.ReceiveMSRPMessageSync(): 
An error occured on transport layer while receiving data. Aborting."); 
                        Abort(); 
                    } 
                } else { 
                    Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.ReceiveMSRPMessageSync(): Processing 
for NON-empty current Stream."); 
 
                    if (doPreparse) { 
                        Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.ReceiveMSRPMessageSync(): 
Starting MSRPpreparser() function."); 
                        payloadFirstBytePosition = MSRPPreParser(currentmStream); 
                        Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.ReceiveMSRPMessageSync(): 
Calculated firstByteposition is '" + payloadFirstBytePosition + "'."); 
                        if (payloadFirstBytePosition > 0) 
                            break; 
                    } 
 
                    Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.ReceiveMSRPMessageSync(): Calling 
'Transport' layer to receive data on NON-empty current Stream."); 
                    if (tcpConn.ReceiveSync(mStream)) { 
                        Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.ReceiveMSRPMessageSync(): 
Transport layer returned '" + mStream.Length + "' B."); 
 
                        try { 
 
                            byte[] buffer = new byte[mStream.Length]; 
 
                            mStream.Seek(0, SeekOrigin.Begin);                            
int bytesFromStream = mStream.Read(buffer, 0, buffer.Length); 
 
                            currentmStream.Write(buffer, 0, buffer.Length); 
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                            buffer = null; 
                            mStream.Dispose(); 
 
                        } catch (Exception exp) { 
                            Log.WriteLogWarning(exp.ToString()); 
                        } 
                    } else { 
                        Log.WriteLogWarning("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.ReceiveMSRPMessageSync(): 
An error occured on transport layer while receiving data. Aborting."); 
                        Abort(); 
                    } 
                    if (!doPreparse) 
                        return; 
                } 
            } 
            ProcessMSRPHeader(currentmStream, payloadFirstBytePosition); 
        } 

Listting A14: MSRPParseSENDRequest function from MSRP.cs 

private void MSRPParseSENDRequest(MemoryStream currentmStream, int payloadPosition, 
String [] headerFields) { 
 
            String rangeStartString; 
            String rangeEndString; 
            String totalSizeString; 
 
            int rangeStart = 0; 
            int rangeEnd = 0; 
            int totalSize = 0; 
 
            Boolean hFound = false; 
 
            Boolean isRequestUnintelligible = false; 
 
            String requestLineTransactionID = headerFields[0].Split(' ')[1].Trim(); 
 
            foreach (String header in headerFields) { 
                if (header.StartsWith("Byte-Range")) 
                { 
                    Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Found 
'Byte-Range' header field: '" + header + "'."); 
                    hFound = true; 
 
                    rangeStartString = header.Split(':')[1].Trim().Split('-
')[0].Trim(); 
                    Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Found 
'range start' with value of '" + rangeStartString + "'."); 
 
                    rangeEndString = header.Split(':')[1].Trim().Split('-
')[1].Trim().Split('/')[0].Trim(); 
                    Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Found 
'range end' with value of '" + rangeEndString + "'."); 
 
                    totalSizeString = header.Split(':')[1].Trim().Split('-
')[1].Trim().Split('/')[1].Trim(); 
                    Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Found 
'total size' with value of '" + totalSizeString + "'."); 
 
                    if (int.TryParse(rangeStartString, out rangeStart)) 
                    { 
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                        Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): 
Extracted 'range start'."); 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        Log.WriteLogWarning("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): 
Unable to extract 'range start'. Aborting."); 
                         
                        isRequestUnintelligible = true; 
                        break; 
                    } 
 
                    if (int.TryParse(rangeEndString, out rangeEnd)) 
                    { 
                        Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): 
Extracted 'range end'."); 
                    } else { 
                        Log.WriteLogWarning("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): 
Unable to extract 'range end'. Aborting.");                         
                        isRequestUnintelligible = true; 
                        break; 
                    } 
 
                    if (int.TryParse(totalSizeString, out totalSize)) { 
                        Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): 
Extracted 'total size'."); 
                    } else { 
                        Log.WriteLogWarning("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): 
Unable to extract 'range start'. Aborting."); 
                        isRequestUnintelligible = true; 
                        break; 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
 
            if (!hFound) { 
                Log.WriteLogWarning("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Unable to 
find 'Byte-Range' header field in input stream. Aborting."); 
                isRequestUnintelligible = true; 
            } 
 
            if (isRequestUnintelligible) { 
                SendMSRP400ResponseSync(requestLineTransactionID); 
                Abort(); 
            } 
 
            String toUriString = getToLine(headerFields).Split(' ')[1].Trim(); 
            String fromUriString = getFromLine(headerFields).Split(' ')[1].Trim(); 
 
            Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Received 'ToUri' is: 
'" + toUriString + "'."); 
            Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Received 'FromUri' 
is: '" + fromUriString + "'."); 
 
 
            Uri toUri = new Uri(toUriString); 
            Uri fromUri = new Uri(fromUriString); 
 
            String messageID = getMessageIDLine(headerFields).Split(':')[1].Trim(); 
            Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Received 
'messageID' is: '" + messageID + "'."); 
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            String successReportValue = 
getSuccessReportLine(headerFields).Split(':')[1].Trim(); 
            String failureReportValue = 
getFailureReportLine(headerFields).Split(':')[1].Trim(); 
 
            Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Retreived success-
report value of '" + successReportValue + "'."); 
            Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Retreived failure-
report value of '" + failureReportValue + "'."); 
 
            if (msrpSession.messageID == String.Empty) { 
                Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): This is the 
first received SEND request. Storing messageID '" + messageID + "'."); 
                msrpSession.messageID = messageID; 
            } 
 
            int contentLength = rangeEnd - rangeStart; 
            int lastPayloadBytePosition = payloadPosition + contentLength; 
 
            currentmStream.Position = currentmStream.Length; 
  
            if ((msrpSession.localUri.Equals(toUri)) && 
(msrpSession.remoteUri.Equals(fromUri)) && (msrpSession.messageID.Equals(messageID, 
StringComparison.Ordinal))) { 
                Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Received 
request matches the MSRP session on the local host."); 
            } else { 
                Log.WriteLogWarning("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Received 
request does not match MSRP session on the local host. Ignoring.");                 
                RewindMemoryStream(currentmStream);  
                return; 
            }                                     
 
            Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Comparing '" + 
currentmStream.Length + "' <= '" + lastPayloadBytePosition + "'."); 
 
            if (contentLength > 0) { 
                if ((currentmStream.Length) <= (payloadPosition + contentLength)) { 
                    while ((currentmStream.Length - 1 - payloadPosition) < 
contentLength) { 
 
                        Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): 
Calculated length is: '" + (currentmStream.Length - 1 - payloadPosition) + "' B."); 
                        Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Length 
extracted from Content-Length header field is: " + contentLength + "' B."); 
                        Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Not all 
payload data has been received. Returning to socket for more data."); 
                        ReceiveMSRPMessageSync(false, currentmStream); 
                    } 
                } else { 
                    Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Current 
stream contains entire message. No need to check for more data on the transport 
layer."); 
                } 
            } else { 
                Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Received 
request without the payload (Content-Length = 0). No need to check for more data on 
the transport layer."); 
            } 
 
            int currentmStreamPosition = (int)currentmStream.Position;   
            int lastTransactionIDDelimiterBytePosition = 0; 
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            while (true) { 
                currentmStream.Seek(lastPayloadBytePosition + 1, SeekOrigin.Begin);                
lastTransactionIDDelimiterBytePosition = 
FindTransactionIDFirstBytePosition(currentmStream); 

if (lastTransactionIDDelimiterBytePosition > 0)                       
break; 

                currentmStream.Position = (long)currentmStreamPosition; 
                ReceiveMSRPMessageSync(false, currentmStream); 
                currentmStreamPosition = (int)currentmStream.Position; 
            } 
 
            int msrpContnuationFlagPosition = 0; 
 
            while (true) { 
                currentmStream.Seek(lastTransactionIDDelimiterBytePosition, 
SeekOrigin.Begin); 
                msrpContnuationFlagPosition = 
FindcontinuationFlagBytePosition(currentmStream); 
                if (msrpContnuationFlagPosition > 0) 
                    break; 
                currentmStream.Position = (long)currentmStreamPosition; 
                ReceiveMSRPMessageSync(false, currentmStream); 
                currentmStreamPosition = (int)currentmStream.Position; 
            }           
 
            byte[] rcvTmpBuffer = new byte[contentLength + 1]; 
            currentmStreamPosition = (int)currentmStream.Position;  
 
            Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Positioning the 
current memory stream to the first byte of the payload '" + payloadPosition + "'."); 
            currentmStream.Seek(payloadPosition, SeekOrigin.Begin); 
            int readBytes = currentmStream.Read(rcvTmpBuffer, 0, rcvTmpBuffer.Length); 
 
            Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Read '" + readBytes 
+ "' B of payload from the current stream."); 
 
            rcvStream.Write(rcvTmpBuffer, 0, rcvTmpBuffer.Length); 
 
            Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Positioning the 
current memory stream to the first byte of the transactionID '" + 
(lastTransactionIDDelimiterBytePosition) + "'."); 
            currentmStream.Seek(lastTransactionIDDelimiterBytePosition, 
SeekOrigin.Begin); 
 
            rcvTmpBuffer = new byte[msrpContnuationFlagPosition - 
lastTransactionIDDelimiterBytePosition - 1];  
 
            readBytes = currentmStream.Read(rcvTmpBuffer, 0, rcvTmpBuffer.Length); 
            Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Read '" + readBytes 
+ "' B of payload from the current stream."); 
 
            String lastLineTransactionID = new UTF8Encoding().GetString(rcvTmpBuffer); 
 
            Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Read transactionID 
'" + lastLineTransactionID + "' from the last line."); 
            Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Comparing two 
transactioID's: '" + requestLineTransactionID + "' <-> '" + lastLineTransactionID + 
"'."); 
 
            if (!lastLineTransactionID.Equals(requestLineTransactionID)) { 
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                Log.WriteLogWarning("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): 
TransactionID from the request line and the last line are not the same. Sending error 
response."); 
                SendMSRP400ResponseSync(requestLineTransactionID); 
                finalResponseReceived = true; 
                return; 
            } 
 
            currentmStream.Seek(msrpContnuationFlagPosition, SeekOrigin.Begin); 
            if (successReportValue.Equals("yes", StringComparison.OrdinalIgnoreCase)) 
            { 
                if (!sendREPORTAsyncBoolean) 
                { 
                    Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): The sender 
has requested REPORT requests. Sending synchronously."); 
                    SendMSRPRequestREPORT(rangeStart, rangeEnd, totalSize); 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): The sender 
has requested REPORT requests. Sending asynchronously."); 
                    if (!aborted) 
                    { 
                        Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Waiting 
for the sending of the previous REPORT request to finish."); 
                        syncSendingREPROTRequest.WaitOne(); 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        Log.WriteLogWarning("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): 
Sending thread was aborted due to fail. Aborting receiving (main) thread as well."); 
                        Abort(); 
                    } 
 
                    Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Resetting 
synchronization primitive for the next request."); 
                    syncSendingREPROTRequest.Reset(); 
                    Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): 
Synchronization primitive reset."); 
                    SendMSRPRequestREPORTAsync(rangeStart, rangeEnd, totalSize); 
                } 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): The sender has 
not requested REPORT requests."); 
            } 
 
            if (rangeEnd == totalSize) { 
                Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.MSRP.MSRPParseSENDRequest(): Entire message 
has been received. Exiting receive loop."); 
                finalResponseReceived = true; 
                return; 
            } 
            RewindMemoryStream(currentmStream);             
        } 
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Listting A15: TransferData function from DataTransfer.cs 

public void TransferData(Boolean source, TCPConnection tcpConn, IPAddress ipAddress) { 
            this.source = source; 
            this.rendezvousProtcol = new RendezvousProtocolClass(Log, tcpConn); 

     result = RendezvousProtocol.RandezvousProtocolParsingResult.OK;            
if (source){ 

                CreateLocalPartOfDataTransferSession(selectedLocalIPAddress); 
                InitializeRandezvousPayload(selectedLocalIPAddress); 
                 
                rendezvousSw.Start(); 
                SendRendezvousRequest(ipAddress, selectedLocalIPAddress); 
                ReceiveResposeAfterRendezvousRequest(); 
                CreateRemotePartOfDataTransferSession(); 
                AckResponseToRendezvousRequest(); 
                rendezvousSw.Stop(); 
                 
                dataTransferSw.Start(); 
                SendData(); 
                dataTransferSw.Stop(); 
 
                if (Log.WriteToLog != true) { 
                    Log.WriteToLog = true; 
                    Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.DataTransfer.TransferData(): Writing the 
rendezvous protocol duration to the log file."); 
                    rendezvousTimeSpan = rendezvousSw.Elapsed; 
                    Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.DataTransfer.TransferData(): The 
rendezvous protocol took '" + rendezvousTimeSpan.TotalMilliseconds + "' ms."); 
                    Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.DataTransfer.TransferData(): Writing data 
transfer duration to the log file."); 
                    dataTransferTimeSpan = dataTransferSw.Elapsed; 
                    Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.DataTransfer.TransferData(): The data 
transfer took '" + dataTransferTimeSpan.TotalMilliseconds + "' ms."); 
                    Log.WriteToLog = false; 
                } 
 
                SendRendezvousSessionCancellationRequest(); 
                ReceiveResponseAfterRendezvousSessionCancellationRequest(); 
            } else { 
                CreateLocalPartOfDataTransferSession(selectedLocalIPAddress); 
                BindAndListenMSRP(); 
                ReceiveRendezvousRequest(); 
                CreateRemotePartOfDataTransferSession();                 
                InitializeRandezvousPayload(selectedLocalIPAddress); 
                SendResponseToRendezvousRequest(); 
                ReceiveAckOnResponseToRendezvousRequest();                 
                // WAIT FOR BIND                 
                if (!msrp.aborted) { 
                    Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.DataTransfer.TransferData(): Waiting for 
the connection request from the remote peer in order to continue data transfer 
receive."); 
                    syncNegotiationAndDataTransfer.WaitOne(); 
                } else { 
                    Log.WriteLogWarning("UiO.TRAMP.DataTransfer.TransferData(): The 
connection was aborted on the receiving thread. Unable to continue. Aborting the main 
thread."); 
                    Abort(); 
                } 
                Log.WriteDebug("UiO.TRAMP.DataTransfer.TransferData(): Connection to 
the remote host is established. Continuing to the data transfer."); 
                ReceiveData(); 
                ReceiveRendezvousSessionCancelationRequest(); 
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                SendResponseToRendezvousSessionCancelationRequest(); 
            } 
        } 

Listting A16: Negotiate function from Negotiation.cs 

public Boolean Negotiate() { 
            if (aType == ActionType.BIND) { 
                NegotiateBind(); 
                ReceiveNegotiationRequest(); 
                RunNegotiationAlgorithm(out payload, out payloadLength); 
                SendResponseToNegotiationRequest(); 
                ReceiveAckOnResponseToNegotiationRequest(); 
                return (migrationType == MigrationType.PUSH )? false : true;  
            } else {                 
                NegotiateConnect();                 
                migrationType = MigrationType.PULL; 
                
ValidateResourceVaraiblePresentationSystemInstanceFromFile(c_local_resources_file_path, 
c_payload_schema_file_path); 
                payload = ExtractPayloadFromXML(c_local_resources_file_path); 
                payloadLength = payload.Length; 
                sipSw.Start(); 
                SendNegotiationRequest(ipAddress, selectedLocalIPAddress); 
                ReceiveResposeAfterNegotiationRequest(); 
                AckResponseToNegotiationRequest(); 
                sipSw.Stop(); 
                if (Log.WriteToLog != true) { 
                    Log.WriteToLog = true; 
                    Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.Negotiation.Negotiate(): Writing the sip 
duration to the log file."); 
                    sipTimeSpan = sipSw.Elapsed; 
                    Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.Negotiation.Negotiate(): The sip protocol 
took '" + sipTimeSpan.TotalMilliseconds + "' ms."); 
                    Log.WriteToLog = false; 
                } 
                return (migrationType == MigrationType.PUSH) ? true : false;  
            } 
        } 

Listting A17: Run function from NegotiationAndDataTransfer.cs 

 public void Run() { 
            Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.Run(): Starting negotiation by entering the 
'Negotiation' layer."); 
            negotiationSw.Start(); 
            source = nc.Negotiate(); 
            negotiationSw.Stop(); 
             
            if (Log.WriteToLog != true) { 
                Log.WriteToLog = true; 
                Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.Run(): Writing the negotiation duration to the 
log file."); 
                negotiationTimeSpan = negotiationSw.Elapsed; 
                Log.WriteLog("UiO.TRAMP.Run(): The negotiation protocol took '" + 
negotiationTimeSpan.TotalMilliseconds + "' ms."); 
                Log.WriteToLog = false; 
            } 
            dt.TransferData(source, nc.tcpConn, nc.ipAddress); 
        } 
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Listting A18: WriteDebug function from Logger.cs 

public void WriteDebug(String sLogLine, GUIEventType eType) { 
            lock (logWriteLock) { 
                if (WDebug) { 
                    using (StreamWriter sw = new StreamWriter(LogFilePath, true)) 
                    { 
                        sw.WriteLine(DateTime.Now.ToString(c_datetime_format) + " 
[DEBUG] [TID '" + System.Threading.Thread.CurrentThread.ManagedThreadId + "']: " + 
sLogLine); 
                        if (WGUI) 
                            WriteGUI(DateTime.Now.ToString(c_datetime_format) + " 
[DEBUG] [TID '" + System.Threading.Thread.CurrentThread.ManagedThreadId + "']: " + 
sLogLine + "\r\n", eType); 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
        } 

Listting A19: WriteLog function from Logger.cs 

public void WriteLog(String sLogLine, GUIEventType eType) 
        { 
            lock (logWriteLock) { 
                if(WLog) 
                    using (StreamWriter sw = new StreamWriter(LogFilePath, true)) { 
                        sw.WriteLine(DateTime.Now.ToString(c_datetime_format) + " [LOG] 
[TID '" + System.Threading.Thread.CurrentThread.ManagedThreadId + "']: " + sLogLine); 
                        if (WGUI) 
                            WriteGUI(DateTime.Now.ToString(c_datetime_format) + " [LOG] 
[TID '" + System.Threading.Thread.CurrentThread.ManagedThreadId + "']: " + sLogLine + 
"\r\n", eType); 
                    } 
            } 
        } 

Listting A20: WriteGUI function from Logger.cs 

private void WriteGUI(String sLogLine, GUIEventType eType) 
        { 
            if (textBox.InvokeRequired) 
            { 
                AsyncGUIUpdate del = new AsyncGUIUpdate(WriteGUI); 
                textBox.Invoke(del, new object[] {sLogLine, eType}); 
            } 
            else { 
                switch (eType) 
                { 
                    case GUIEventType.COMMON: 
                        textBox.AppendText(sLogLine); 
                        break; 
                    case GUIEventType.WARNING: 
 
                        textBox.SelectionStart = textBox.Text.Length; 
                        textBox.SelectionBackColor = System.Drawing.Color.Red; 
                        textBox.SelectionColor = System.Drawing.Color.White; 
                        textBox.AppendText(sLogLine); 
                        textBox.SelectionLength = sLogLine.Length; 
                        break; 
                    case GUIEventType.SUCCESS: 
                        textBox.SelectionStart = textBox.Text.Length; 
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                        textBox.SelectionBackColor = System.Drawing.Color.Green; 
                        textBox.SelectionColor = System.Drawing.Color.White; 
                        textBox.AppendText(sLogLine); 
                        textBox.SelectionLength = sLogLine.Length; 
                        break; 
                    case GUIEventType.INFORMATIONAL: 
                        textBox.SelectionStart = textBox.Text.Length; 
                        textBox.SelectionBackColor = System.Drawing.Color.Blue; 
                        textBox.SelectionColor = System.Drawing.Color.White; 
                        textBox.AppendText(sLogLine); 
                        textBox.SelectionLength = sLogLine.Length; 
                        break; 
                    default: 
                        textBox.AppendText(sLogLine); 
                        break; 
                } 
             
            } 
        } 

Listting A21: NegotiateAlgorithmResult enumeration from NegotiateAlgorithmResult.cs 

public enum NegotiationAlgorithmResult 
    { 
        OK, 
        BADREQUEST, 
        NOTFOUND, 
        NOTACCEPTABLEHERE 
    } 

Listting A22: RandezvousProtocolParsingResult enumeration from RendezvousProtocol.cs 

public enum RandezvousProtocolParsingResult 
    { 
        OK, 
        NOTFOUND 
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Appendix B 
 

Source Code 
 

The source code of the negotiation and data transfer module developed as a part of this 
Master’s Thesis can be downloaded at: 

http://trampproject.org/downloads/negotiationanddatatransfer.zip 
 
The archive contains: source code in the form of Visual Studio 2012 project, compiled 
executable and README.txt file with instruction on compiling, running and testing the 
module. 
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